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Benzene Poisoning Hard To"Pin Down 
BY Scott Browes 
"I do not subscribe to the theory that there are 
any benzene problems in the Alcan Chem. 
Lab.," says Dr. E. L. Cambridge, manager of 
the Alcan division responsible for the chemical 
laboratory at the Kitlmat smelter. Erronious 
reports suggesting that CASAW wants Dr. 
Cambridge removed from his position have the 
doctor mixed-up with supervisor of the lab. Nigel 
Burden. 
"It looks like the union executive isn't going to 
for their search for the elusive benzene in Miss important of these requirements," according to 
Harkness' blood because tes~ done on her. 
system one week after exposure show no[ 
evidence of the poisoning according to] 
Harkness. "Dr, Elphick,", (Miss Harkness'[ 
physician), "said that there would probably bel 
no evidence found," says Harkness. Elphick was 
unavailable for verification of this. 
Doctor Hendry, pathoi0gist at Mills Memorial 
Hospital, explained one reason why no poisoning " 
evidence was found in Harkness' system. 
Brisebois. 
The regulation Brisebois refers to states that 
the company physician/is responsible to advise 
workers as to the nature of occupational health 
hazards which they face in their work, but this 
has not been "passed into law", according to 
WCB board spokesman Grant McMillan, so is not 
yet compulsory. 
WCB's McMillan explained there is a com- 
pulsory regulation which stipulates; "All era- 
back me up on the case," said J im Brisehois, 
member of the joint company-union oc-  
cupational health committee, speaking with 
regards to the CASAW charge against Alcan and 
their alleged improper use of benzene. ' 
Lab. analyst Tracey Harkness isstili suffering 
the threat of benzene poisonitig, Whether the 
company is 'using benzene safely or not. 
"There was no human experimentation," 
according to Dr. Cambridge. "Miss Harkness 
was asked to work with the benzene a third time 
with safety equipment to protect her from the  
benzene. There are only two ways benzene can 
get into the body, inhalation and touch." 
WCB officials have promised to investigate the 
matter but they too will have little factual basis 
II I I I l l+  
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"There is no test available through a hospital 
that would detect acute exposure to benzene as 
far as I know. It might be possible through a 
toxicological aboratory, if tissue were sub- 
mired, but rm not familiar with any such test" 
Headry explained that the blood tests do not 
work because the benzene would dissipate too 
• quickly due to the volatile nature of benzene and 
circumstances would bo the yardstick to judge 
exposure," Hendry •told the HERALD Wed- 
nesday. 
There are eight procedures set down by WCB 
regulations stating that the company physician 
is responsible for informing employees of 
hazards to their health. "The Alcan company 
doctor, Dr. Erie Guun, has not fulfilled the most • 
h 
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ployment shah be carried out without any risk to 
any person within the scope of the Worker's- 
Compensation Act." 
Dr. .  Gunn did not warn Harkness of the 
hazards of benzene, according to her. She was 
also not trained in disposal of the toxic material. 
• Harkness explains, "The one time I was ex- 
posed to a great amount of benzene was in 
January when emptying 40 vials containing 50 
milliliires of benzene ach." That's close to 2000 
miliflitres of benzene wihin three feet of the 
worker. 
Miss Harkness did not report the benzene 
problem to her immediate supervisor Burden, 
according to Cambridge. She did, .however, 
r~nnrt gvmntoms which could have been benzene 
Million Canadians Unrepresented 
While Trudeau Ponders Election 
'By DOUG SMALL In addition, election laws Or they would have to run  .ariD, FundyRoyul in New 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Nearly a restrict spending by can- ngainnoxtspringersummer BrunnwinkandI-Ialifax-East 
milllun Canadians voters are didaten once elections--or if the prime minister pick~ ltants in Nova Scotia could 
unrepresented in the bynlections-- are called, that time for oa genera, well be confronted with the 
Commons and will be for That means money being election. . problem of organizing for 
spent by those nominated for In the meantime,. Hamel byelectio.ns called in their 
a general electin~ in the says the lS vacates means areas. 
poisoning, according to Harkness. 
"I don't want any money for compensation. I 
JdaUst want the company to realize the potential 
nger, and hazardous practice, of handling 
benzene," says Harkness. 
Adjudicator of the Harkness WCB claim, 
Richard Carlson, is "gathering more in- 
formation on the matter  to establish wheter or 
not the case should be reopened," says Mc- 
Millan. 
The Occupational Safety and Health Ad- 
ministration i the United States has lowered the 
benzene xposure level, (threshold limit value), 
from 10 parts per million to 1 part per milh'on, 
according to McMillan. 
Tic.rig poses the question of antiquity of e ~  
WCB Stanclar~, wn~cn are presently at 10 ppm, 
according to McMillan. 
A rash on Tracey Harkness' stomach was one 
part of the claim which needed more in- 
formation, according to McMillan. Harkness 
charges that a rash on her stomach resulted 
from exposure to benzene on the last occasion of 
her working with the chemical. 
"There are many variable kinds of evidence 
which the adjudicator needs to establish any 
foundation for the claim," concludes McMillan. 
months to come if, as many 
speculate, Prime Minister ' New Rupert industry Will Hire 38 
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working co the assumption, That 'means candidates Congratulations! At closing time, 789 (seven 
that they are running in a would start fresh as far as hundred and eighty nine) entries had been 
general election, campaign spending is.. 
The problem is ib is :  enncerned. But it also means received at the HERALD office for the "Morns 
Byelections to fill vacancies+ 
in the empty ridings must be 
fought on the basin of con- 
stRuteney boundaries set for 
the 1974 election. Since ~nn, 
however, idings have been 
redistributed and candidates 
have been nominated in 
newly-mapped scats .  
• . Overnight vandalism 
in Terraee 
Terrace RCMP are in- also suspected of being in. 
vestigating two vandalism ' voived in a break-in at the 
incidents which occurred I n  
the early morning hears 
Tuesday. 
Terrace Lemon, N~h~ng 
appeared tobe m~sing from 
that building. 
..Also on Tuesday, awindow 
was broken at the Chevrea 
Bulk Plant on Railway 
Avenue, 
. . Juveniles caused ap- 
they could Lose nominailmm 
they have already wen once. and fifty sons and daughters really think' their 
As well, it means that thosecentesting he October Mothers are so special she is worth writing 
byelectious could well be about.  • 
forced to change course The HERALD had, at the most, expected two 
again and run in a _fall hundred ,entries from boys and girs proud of 
election should Trudeau their mothers, and we had intended publishing 
decide to go to the polls then. every one. We have done everything we can to 
get'as many letters in our specia.l section as 
possible. We have added extra pages in additioii. 
to those we had prepared. There is still no .way 
we can get them all in at"one time. Please be 
patient. We shah publish other letters from time 
to time- so if yours is not in- just keep looking. 
Thank-you, Girls and Boys, for your great 
Low Neckline, Turns Mayor Off 
Are Special" contest. This means seyen hundred 
response. 
• .Two persons wer~ charged 
with driving while ,under 
suspension and one female 
was lodged in a cell over- 
• .The front door of the Pony 
Corral on Lakelse was 
kicked in, but apparently 
nothing was taken. The 
breaking Indicator gages on 
a small front-end loader at 
the Department of Highways 
gravel pit on Qld-Lakelse 
Lal/e Road. same person or persons are proximately 15o damage by night for public intoxication. 
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VICTORIA (CP)'-- Mayor 
Mel Couvelier of Seanich, 
B.C., said Tuesday be voted 
against funding for the 
Victoria Rape Relief Centre 
because he didn't want 
"some woman in a lowaltmg 
blouse" giving talks on rape 
in schools. 
He cited the apparel worn 
by a representative of the 
centre as one of 'the reasons 
why he voted against the 
group's request for a $16,000 
grant from the Greater 
Victoria Inter-Municipal 
Committee. 
Trisha MaryMoon ap- 
peared before the committee 
to . answer questions 
regarding the rape relief 
cuntre. 
, . She wore a longish skirt 
and wrap-tie belted jacket 
top with a scarf in the V 
neckline. 
Miss MaryMcon said she 
fomid Couvelier's 
statements incredible. 
"I don't know what he's 
looking for, but it im't 
there," she said. "It's 
completely silly. I don't 
know what hey have against 
Pope • DeploresKi l l ing 
VATICAN CITY (Reuter) fliction and dismay at the 
- -Pope  Pau l  deplored barbarous killing of Aide 
Tuesday night what he called More, a killing born out of 
the barbarous killing of hatred and in defiance of 
former Italian premier Aide every human appeal." 
More by the Red Brigades " Tile Pope, who made 
gt ;rrilla gang. numerous personal appeals 
in a telegram to the Vicar ,to the Red Brigades to spare 
of Rome, Ugo Cardinal his close friend, added: "We 
Poletti, the 80.year-old deplore this act, which of- 
,,R°man Catholic. pontiff said: fends Christmn" eonscRnce' 
We cannot fad adequate and every human sen- 
words to express our af- timent." 
Faithful dog jumps 
140' to answer call 
+ALEXANDRIA,'Va. (AP) eyes," Dean said Tuesday 
-- Perhaps cats have nine after bringing Danny home 
lives, but Danny the poodle from the veterinarian. "I
has a few to spare as well. thought he wad dead." 
Danny was on the roof of a Denn~ a building inspector, 
14-storey building under con- said he thought Danny was 
struction when his owner, on the,ground floor when he 
Herman Dean of New whistled for him, but the 
Carroliton, Md., wl/istied to animal apparently had 
him from the ground floor, climbed a staircase to the 
Danny took the shortest roof where bricklayers were 
route: a H0-foot leap into a working. 
pile of mud, The seven-year- Danny did not learn to re. 
old dog lay motionl~s for a kpend to @hiatled commands 
moment, hen got up and at an obedience school. 
limped around with a sore "I trained him myself," 
leg, his only injury, said Dean. "I guess'l trained 
"I just couldn't believe my him pretty good." ".. 
rape relief unless it's a male The Committee rejected 
thing," she said. the application. 
LEAV!NG HOME, 
Terrace Little Theatre will p.m. Tickets will be 
be presenting the play available at the door. The 
"Leaving Home", by David production has received rave 
Prench, at the R.E,M. Lee reviews and comes highly 
Fhontre May 13 and 14 at 8 recommended. 
PUBLIC HEARING 
by Scott Browes 
A public hearing on the two proposed by-laws, 
one concerning "Off-street-parking.", and •the 
other "Neighbourhood centre zoning amend- 
ment",was held Monday night at the Public 
Safety Building in Kitimat. 
Over 35 concerned citizens showed to voice 
1heir opinions• It seemed a bit overly democratic 
when about 90 percent of the discussion 
surrounded the zoning amendment- after all 
that's what 90 percent of the people were there to. 
flatten. 
A few in the crowd felt the institution of a fun-. 
centre-type hall, called a pool hall throughout the 
hearing, was neededto give the kids a place to go 
instead of letting them run around "and van- 
dalize the area". 
Still more felt that Kitimat would suffer, 
especially the Nechako neighbourhoed, from 
another "hang-out for kids." 
Economically the "value of our property in the 
Nechako area would definitely drop", according 
to one concerned Nechako resident• Also on the 
economic topic spoke the new owner of the 
Kitimat Fun Centre located in City Centre, Ron 
Markowski. "If another pool-hall was to come 
into town it would definitely bankrupt me." 
After resounding concerns, and a minority of 
opinions for the centre, the hearing was closed at 
7:32 p.m. Council later tabled the by-law in 
regular concil meeting. 
Alderman Buschert explained, "the matter 
was tabled for clarification of the existing zoning 
'at  Nechako centre." 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  has begun on the I120~000 improvements a  
ime Terrace-Kitimat irport, Airport re.sager -n,n 
Mitchell stands observhng the expansion foundation to be 
used for CP Air offices. ,' ', 
,,Inside the building will be undergoing renovations 
ino~ler that themain foyer be increased in size and of- 
ilce~ be more efficient an~l accessible. 
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Prinoess Margaret was oentre of oontroversy ' 
from preoooious teenage years :to middloage 
• LONDON (AP) --  Prom 
her impetuous childhood 
through er pr~odo m teen- 
age ~ream to her storxny 
mLddle . age, Britain's 
Princess Margaret swirled 
~ough llfa trailing cou- 
trovarny over her men and 
her deportment. 
The announcement frown ~ 
Buckingham Palace today 
that she and husband Antony 
Armstr®~-Jouee would seek 
a divorce after nearly two 
years of separation was o~.y 
the latest episode in a me 
tha~ reads like a romantic 
novel. 
Margaret was born in 
August, 1930 and made her 
first public appearance at 
the age of six at the 
coronation of her father, 
King George VI. Since then, 
she has been coutinuslly in 
.the public eye---nitro with 
heavy ~ e n  for bur 
private life. 
She was a lively child, 
-known to car twhee l  down 
• Buckingham Palace halls, 
defy orders and make 
scenes. 
"My first memory," she 
said, "is .baH-falllng out of 
my pram (baby carriage). A
- great o-do. I imagine I must 
have wanted to he noticed." 
LOVED THE PIANO 
She was a capable horse- 
woman, spoke a number of 
Margaret became no 
she picked up her alst~ s 
do~ throw it into 
Bu~bam Palaca'a lake, 
and then, clad in her best 
party dram, Jumped in to 
rescue thedrenched animal. 
"Margaret always wants 
what lwaut," her sist~ unee 
said. 
• "When my sister and I 
were growing up," said 
Margaret, '.'she was made 
out to be the gcod~-geedy 
one. ThAt was boring so the 
presstried to make out I was 
wicked as helL" 
Margaret blossomed into a 
by the roynity-loving public 
during the aunt•re years 
after the Second World War. 
"The pleasure.seeking 
[x'~cm," headline w~. tars 
called her. ~e  was sways 
~t to, ulghtoin~l, traUing 
dukM,, guard o~Icer8 and 
.ellglble young men,  
Thee ~ore i /cturm of her 
smoking in public. Her ele- 
gant cigarette holders 
became famous. 
BROUGHT SYMPATHY 
In her mid-20s, her ill4eted 
romance with Royal Air 
family and church prssg~e 
that eventually forced the 
princes to renounce him. 
Four and a half years 
later, in May 19e0, she 
married globetrotting 
photographer Armstrong- 
'Jones--latur elevated to the 
peerage as Lord Snewdon-- 
after a socret love affal~. 
Millions watched their 
wedding ceremony at 
Westminster Abbey or on 
television. 
Their often-rocky 
marriage nthralled Britons 
Force Group Capt. Peter but effectively ended• 16 
Townsend brought her. years and two children later 
By JANE GADD 
TORONTO (CP) --  With at 
least one school board 
banning books and Ontario's 
censor prohibiting the 
showing of Louis Malle's 
film Pretty Baby some 
writers and social historians 
believe a conservative trend 
is growing in Ontario. 
They point to other in-  
dications of a comervative 
mood in the country's largest 
province. Private school 
mroimenis are increasing 
and public school e~'olments 
are dropping. A bylaw has 
foi'eed bode-rub parlors out 
of business on Yonge Street 
languages, and Iovtd the 
piano. Both Margaret and precocious teenager and jet- 
her older sister, inter Qusea setter, a beautiful young 
Elizabeth, were proficient woman with violet eyes, 
swimmers. But when they brown hair and flawless 
wore awarded a I l l ,  eying skin. She was surrounded by 
cert i f icate together,  the Bri~h press and idolised 
'widespread sympathy• .with a separation. 
Townsend, a Battle of Brit- ' ."J don't see myself 
aln hero, was equerry to ':marrying again,",  the 
King George VI. But the :~princess aid in 1977. "It 
dashi~ fighter ace had been would probably be too much 
divorced, and that brought of a bore•" 
Book bannings, censorship as Ontario swings to right 
in Toronto. A group founded ' NOVEL BANNED 
by white supremacist Don Margaret Laurer, ee's 
Andrews has produced a lkt novel, The Diviners, a 
of 15,0~0 signatures inits bid Canadian bestseller, has. 
to become a recognized been banned from the 
~Thovincial political party. 'reading list in Grade 13 
egrouphsabaenaround classes in Huron County in 
for years hot has never southwestern Ontario. 
before been able to claim 
such support. While the 
signatures are under in. 
vestigetiou by the Ontario 
election expenses commis- 
sion, Andrews is in Jail for 
possession of explosives. 
e~hi-w~ ups s.u~ as 
Renaissance canaea me. 
also are d~iming increasing 
support. 
NEWS ,IN-BRIEF 
Huron County has also contain sexnal nmtorial not 
taken John Steinbock's Of fit for Grade 13 students. 
Mica and Men and J. D• -"It's a real right-win8 
Salinser's Catcher in the push, andwriters are caught 
Rye off Grade 13 "currisuli. in the. crunch," says June 
Callwcod, chairman of a new 
some ~'oupo think the Writers' Union committee ~
books are blasphemous and established to fight can- 
sorship. 
She said the Writern' 
Union plans to sue any group 
or individual who defames 
'MONTREAl, . (cP)- eecs:" . 
Famed Soviet director Silverman presented a 
Sergei Bondarchuk has program of four pieces on 
agreed to present the world Sunday, including flie New 
premiere of his new film, York premiere of the first 
The Steppos,at  ma|or film sonata by Harry Somers, 
fextivalsett0takeplacahore described by Zsharlasm as 
Canada's most important 
bdef$ 
' Provincial court Judge John 
:.-. _WEST VANCOUVER (L~.) McIntyre also fined UNAS 
;-- Jcoe t~ro ,  ~z, m nearoy Savings and Investment 
th i s  a tnmnor .  
Organizers of the city's 
• second World Fi lm Festival 
announced at a news cen- 
ference Tuesday that 
Bondarchuk and American 
• director Brian de Palms are 
the first name directors who 
Burnaby was killed Monday Plan Ltd. $44,000 and Title have agreed to attend the 
~vhen he was crushed by a Holding Ltd. $I,000• Zipursky Aug. Y.5-Sept. 3 festival. . 
:cement safety beam. Police pleaded guilty to obtaining . As at last year's festiva~ 
said the B.C. Railway money on non-existent there will he sympoeimns of
~workorwnsiastaliingbenms n~ortgages and on mor- interest o both the Canadisn 
iouaratiwaytrestlewbenthe g ges sold to other in. and international film 
• iminhap occurred. Tw o other vestom, community. 
,workers were injured. ~ . . 
: : JAILED FOR FRAUD REPORT MADE NEW YORK (CP)  - -  
i~:VANCOUVER (CP) -- VANCOUVER (CP) - -  The Canadian pianist Robert 
q~/t,'i~mw~tw~w,4~.,.,-,j~,~.,~Vanoo~Vor .Foundation, o~"  Silve~an:sNewY0rkdebqt 
. . . .  . '~  :~/6i/bd~tions~ in . ,  North local trifle. : ' . ' ~:~!~" 
"~~iy - to~0~"  America,  d istr ibuted Bill Zakariasm, writing in 
of fraud in connection with $3,190,934 from its income The Daily News Tuesday, 
two mortgage companies of and capital in 1977, up from called Silverman s per- 
which he was a director. $2,764,573 the previous year. refinance "a notable sac- 
Bulkley-Neohako Regional District gets $49,600 
com~.  
The critic said SLiverma~ 
delivered the Scmors' piece 
with "expected  dedication 
and full command ~ its 
fearsome techn ica l .  
demands." ' ' 
Economic Development 
Commission for the Bulkley- 
Neehako Regional Dis•fLat 
was announced today by 
Skeena M.P. Iena Cam- 
pagnole. 
..Campagnolo said the grant 
was one of 24 applications 
approved by the  Imlustrinl 
Development Committee 
under the Canad.-Brltlsh 
Canadian writers. 
"Cal l ing Margaret  
Laurence a pornographer is 
libel," she said. 
The movie Pretty Baby, 
which 'is showing in Quebec, 
is the story'of a 12;ycar.old 
girl raised in a New Orleans 
brothel. It has been praised 
by .some reviewers as a 
brilltantlymade movie. 
Renaissance Canada, an 
Organization wanting a 
return to so -ca l led  
traditioua1' values, was in. 
corporated, as a federal 
charity ~erly this yasr.. 
NEW YORK (AP) -- Cliff PROMOTES DISCIPLINE 
Robortsou, who touched off Brian Kempotor, Ontario 
an investigation in to  chairman of Renaissance 
corruption in the movie Canada, says there now are 
industry, has urged his thousands~of volunteers in 
fellow actors to speak out on' the orga~tion, which aims 
wrongdo lng ,  in Hollywood. to put discipline hack into 
"Itin truth, no matter how • , \ / . / ~ i ~  
c l i f~k  :. that ::wil~'~quneent: ilm eorp0tat~:~tlme tn~Izm in,.'.. dustry.,.-aod ~I t  m~m~ Robertson told about",400 members of the New York 
Screen Actors Guild at ~eir 
annual meeting Tinekday. ~ , ,.. ~, .. 
..A grant of " ~49,500 for • Development Subsidiary Rlgional DlstHets of Peace the B.C. Ministry of 
establishment of an Agrecmmt. Rlver-Linrd and Kontenay- Economic Developmmt. 
• •Campageoloanldlcttors of Boundary. The other 21 •.The Federal Minister of 
offer would go forward to the approvals were for small State ksld the approvals 
applicants approved, and manuineturing and bring to 5Z the total number 
further details of  specific processing faclIIUes, of projects approved to date, 
grants would be made ..Campagnulo said the consisting of 39 under the 
available following ac- amount provided for these Assistance to Small En-. 
ceptance by the applleunts, projects Is $SS6,S~,~ shared terprise Program, .4 
• .In addltion to the Bulkiny- equally by the Federal research programs, and 9 " 
Nechako Reglmal District Department of Regional Industrial Development 
grant, Economic Economic Expansion and Commissions, r~resmting 
Development Cummisalons the B.C. Minlstry nf u total combined commtt- 
Columbia Industr ia l  were also approved for the Economic Expansion and meat of 11.3 million. 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  • • • . . . . . . . .  • - - • • • • . . . . . .  * -ca*  • • • • • - • • • - o "e'o'_.~•'•'.'•'o'.'•'¢.'e'°•o'~'¢.'e "o ' ° '~ 'o ' .• . ' . ' • '• 'o ' r  • 
:,;,;-;,; ,;, ;,;,;:;, ;:;:;: ;: ;: :: ;:; :;:; :2:;:;: ;:;:; :; :;: ::; :;:;:,: ;: ;: ;:,: ,:; :;:,:,: ~:,:.,:,:,:,. ',:::,: : : ,:,: ~ :,:,:; .';:;" ,:,:;', ~:. ' ; : ;"  ~:, ,:,:,'.;:;'.,:;: % •; ,;,; ,;5". ;:,:;.';:;:;: ."; :,:,;,; •;,, • ~ • ~,, , ,  • ,,, • ~,; • ~-, •, ", ",',' ~ ", • , ' ,  ", ", ", ","; • ;"; ' ,  ", 
................................................. • -e-e.•oe'•'e'o • • • • • • et~•e•~e:•~o~.o=•'e°••," • t 'oe.•°•'• eoe@~oe•'•o•=•", 'e  e•@•~e~_~ee•t~ 
. , . •  . . . .  •=°*•°*e  . . . . . . . . .  . . . .OH.•  o , . , •o ,o  .•  • , *• ,••oo  " 
Terrace Job Opportunities 
$7•00 her dav 
(4) Wttl tal(e m your home, 
must have two letters of 
reference, in Terrace area, 1 
child 9 months old, wages 
are $7.00 per day. 
5) In em- 
loyers home-live in-two 
tters of reference are 
required. Gossin Creek 
area-shift work-some 
housework- fu l l  t ime 
$200.00 per month plus 
room and board. 6) In 
employers home-two 
references required-in 
Thornhill area must have 
own transportation-3 
children-some 
housework- fu l l  time" 
evening hours. $10.00 per 
day negotiable• 7) In 
employers home-two 
references required-in 
Terrace area. Babysit- 
ting duties-evenings ordy- 
1 child, 1½ months old. 
$5.00 per day. 
, /  
HAIRDRESSER, 1 vacancy, 
Commission, Terrace, 
Licensed experienced ap- 
plicasts only. 
FALLERS 7 vacancies, $135 
per day and bonus plus, 
Prince RQpert, Must be 
experienced m Weet Coast 
Logslng Two ye~s, saws are 
provided, 
GENr~R~h OFFICE 
COOK, I vacancy, 
$1,000.00 . to $1.200.00 
manage kitchen and staft 
and tofunction as head 
cook - -  should be fully 
experienced in food 
costing and menu 
pla .nning " 
SHOE REPAIRMAN, I 
opening. $800.00 per 
mor~th. Must be able to 
institution 
LIFE INSURANCE AGENT, 
vacancY, ,aoo a m~,  
Terrace, , Must .,Joe 
able to ol~rateall stan~rd 
equipment and machli~es 
involved in the trade. ~ 
REGISTERED NURSES, 2 
vacancies, $7.90 per hour, 
Terrace, Must be R•N. - Shift 
work. ., :. 
CREDIT OFFICER 
TRAINEE, 1 vacancy, .Sairy 
"Negotiable',,  Terrace 
c0erate all standard Minimal grade 12 is 
~uipment and machines nece~ary, financial hack 
.involved with the trade• ground~:ap asset, excellent 
COOK, 1 vacaney,;~-opport'0~{ties for career 
$s00.0o per month. Must 'minded"~sen. . .  
have experience in 
oriental foed preperation~ (COMB) WELDER, • 1 
ELECTRICIAN ~1 
ening. I.W.A. Rate. 
t be certified one 
year sawmill expereince. 
HEAD TECHNOLOGIST 
I opening• $1,Z~•w a 
month D.O.E. Must be 
able to supervise lab  
staff; machine main- 
tenance program and 
advise duty roster. 
~.WFITTER I opening. 
$9.60 hr UncerUfied. $9.80 
hr Cet,~fied• Must have 
minimum tree veers 
e~enence carbine and 
land. 
LIBRARIAN 1 opening. 
$1.800.00-$2~300.00 oer 
vacancy, $10.01 ½ per hem:, 
Terrace, To do welding 
repair, work on heavy duty 
equipment, no ticket 
neceasaW, but minimal. 3 
years experience is 
reeuirod. 
STENOGRAPHER, 1 ' ' 
• vatancy, p.2S.96 bl.weekly, 
Terrace, Dictaphone typist 
60 W.P,M• 
WAI'I~SSE8 REQUIRED 
(I) Four in Terrace, must be. 
19 yeem of age, one to start 
a.m. other 5:30 a.m. omer 
eflernp~n wages are ~.~8 
per,'.~b~r. One to porfor~ 
car-I~op duties at ~.00 an 
hour must have 6 months 
waltrsss experience. 
(2) Out of town, if no tran. 
spertatiou available, may 
Persons wisladLng to apply 
for any of the Job Op- 
potunities listed for the 
Terrace District on this 
page should contact the 
Canada Employment 
Centre at 4630 Lazelle 
Avenue or telephone 635- 
7134. 
INSTRUCTORS, open, 
$5.60-$6.40 per hour, 
Hours will vary depen- 
cling on type of course any 
person able to com- 
municate a skill, trade or 
interest to a group of 
adult students. 
REGISTEREU ~ 
NURSE, 1 vacancy. $6.00 
per hour depending on 
experience. Performing 
office nursing services. 
NIGHT AUDITOR, 1 
• opening, $5.13 per hour. 
Must be able to handle 
full audit duties. Must be 
able to control security of 
the hotel. 
BABYSITTERS- 
URGENT, open, 1) In 
employers home- 
Thornhill area must hvve 
)wn transpbrtation. 1 
child. Alternate weeks - 
must be non-smoger. 
$7.OO per day. 
2) In employers home- 
two references required- 
in Terrace, 2 children- 
;hfft work-full time $9.00 
~o r day. 3) In employers 
me-two references 
required-Terrace area. 
Must have own tran- 
sportat ion-1 chi ld- l ]  
months n,~/. hours are 
CLERK 1 vacancy, approx. 
$4,00 per hour D.O.E,, annum. Suitable arrange accomodations. 
Ter race ,  Operat ion  orofessiona] experience- Must have experience, will 
)ookkeeping machine (Can • ~.L.S. or M.L.g. degree sorveliquor, must he over l9 
u.amdnecasury)mvmcm8, with two veers related years of age night shift from 
7:00 a.m.-3:o0 p.m. filing, cash, general clerical expenencepre fer rab le  ~n 5:® to 9:oo or lO:O0 sterting 
General babysitt ing, duties, vocat ional  academic wage*4.•• per hour. 
• e .elget'e~_e.o•e','e't~.'oe.'ee#''*~.'o" * '*•e'e'  toe(*oeo .o .Qedt r .~  
. . ,  . . . . . . . .  . ...,......,..........,.'~y:~...;`..;.°..°...~.....~~...~:.:.;.;.L.:.:.:~.~..~::.:.F-...:.:.:.:..:.~:.:.:.......:.:.•.....°.~...~...~.....•.X.~.~..~:.~.;.~5~.~.~.~.~.~..~ ...... ;:;: ,,~,,,,,,,,,,:::,:,:~.;•,:;:,:,:,;,:,,,,,~;,•,~,,,:,.,~.,,.,-,,, , , , ,  .......... _.••...•..-.-....•-.-.-~. • ~l:, • ;., ; :  ~. ~ -,~..~ .,.;. .; .  ~ . . . . . . . .  .,~, :~.~ ~ 
~" ~,~'~'~: . ... 
Her  latest man, ~d 
suitably her latest scandal, 
wu ~ Llewdly~ a 
socialite and former hippy 
turned aspiring supper-club 
~'0oncr. 
Margaret came in for 
paS~r criticism in 
meat, in public and 
among Church of England 
clerks for her friendship 
with Lleweliya, with whom 
she frequently was seen and 
in whose company she took 
vacations on the Caribbean 
island of Mustique. 
It was announced last 
mouth that Margaret would 
continue her public life--the 
impllcatiou being that she 
would not" see Lleweilyn as 
often at least in public--and 
the Buckingham Palace 
announcement today said 
she had "no pien~ for re- 
marriage•" 
edncatlou. It is affiliated 
with Renaissance In- 
ternatiounl, an organization 
pushing Ten.Commandment 
values in all areas of life. 
Renaissance In- 
ternational, based -in 
Toronto, brought Anita 
Bryant to Canada for her 
current eight-dty tour, in 
which she is promoting 
tradit ional  . sex-roles, 
Christianity, and the 
protection of children from 
homosexuals, whom she 
considers nianors. 
Prof. Paul Rutherford, a 
social historian at the 
University of Turouto, said 
in an interyiew that anxiety 
about the economy makes 
• people more conservative. 
"The roots are in the 
anxiety of affluent people 
about their own personal 
future," he said. 
"Inflation is what scares 
people most, Thore is a fear 
that a lot of the social pro-' 
grams instituted in the lg60s 
wore lll-consldored• . • 
"This fear can be used by  
many types of political 
groups including some 
frightening ones, llke the 
white supremacists•" 
w]th tl~e exception of 
Physical Eduction end 
Guidance, which are par. 
tidpathig subjects and not 
subJ~t o scholamhlp. (P.E. 
and Guidance are considered 
If student has "D" or "E"). 
"1  
r Skoona Jr. Sos. SohooI 
: i: Gr, 8-9-10 Honour R011 
=Al l sub Jeeto  are considered GRADE 9 
+9-1 Tony Appels 
+94 Jill Harris 
+9-$ Clinton Jeffrey 
+9.3 Julia Gowe 
9-5 Bruno Hidher 
+9.6 Do~ McGhee 
+9-9 Barbara Thomas 
9-1 Dark Birch 
- A student must have 17 +9-2 Mlchelle Caulim 
~ inis or hotter on ~ basis +9-2 Lets Couett $ for A, 2 f~ B, I for CI, 0 9-6 Rachel Le Franc 
for (:2, and .1 for C$. 
+ On Honcur Roll for the 
- They must not hove "d" or third time. 
"e" or "U". 
GRADE 10 ' ' Honourable Mention 
+10-5 Dale MacDonald 
10-1 Dpng Anderson 
10.1 Audrey-Anne Black 
+10-3 Katin'yn Dtmaster 
+10-4 Susan l-lar~ds 
+10-6 Sam Retmer 
+10-2 Mauro Corvo 
+10-4 Diane Heekstra 
+10-7 Ekle Trcaistra 
'10-5 David Msstad , 
10-5 James paishicky 
+10-7 Rogelio Valdaz 
+On Honour Roll for the 
Lhird time, 
Honourable Mention 
.10-1 Reeee-Anne Black 
10-3 Dawn Gongh 
10-4 Clayton Kurisu 
10-5 Dong Morrisou 
10-6 Laura qusst 
9-1 Lawrouca Bell 
9-2 Roger Cook 
9-6. Eileen M~ullough 
9-7 lngrid MetzmeLer 
GRADE 8 
+8-5 Denise Kenney 
8-8 Pairicia Phllpot 
8-2 Maria DaSliva , 
+8-9  Melanle Reid 
+8-3 Denise Dunater 
+8-4 Gordon Hookstra 
+On Henour Roll for the 
third time. 
Hmourable Mention 
8-4 Sandra Hislop 
The LazoIIo Medical Centre 




will be rejoining the 
medical staff Monday, 
May 23, 1978 
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By MIKE I]RL~WN The Canadieus had no The Leafs, who improved against the Islanders, 'i he  timeshefore.Torontotorned goal. The Leafs' Lanny 
TORONTO ~CP) - -  trouble with an inferior in almost every effensive said. "They came off  a the trick twice, from 1947-49 McDonald was in the penalty 
Toro~:~':o~ch Roger Neilson Leafs club, as goalteader and defensive category this gruelling series and we took and 1962-64, while Montreal box with the second of the 
acceptm! th~ ~|iminstion of Ken Dryden turned aside 23 year, never eally were elese advantage ofthe rest we had won the cup five straight game's four penalties when 
his Map~ l~fs  from further shots--none of" them dif- in any of the four semi.final before playing Toronto,'!- years from 1056-60. Shutt ook a pass from Houle 
St~r~;~y , ,,~ c~mpetition ficult--to record his 10th ca- games. It appeared they Montreal now bee to sit ~Going back to 1976, and slammed his sixth goal 
w.h relu::~,,.~ re,~tgnation, reerpinyoffshuteutin90ap- used up most of thei~ energy hack and walt for its op- Mentreal hna appeared in 36 of the playoffs past Mike 
"Nobody likes to lose," pearanees, in beating New York ponont in the final, which at playuff games, winning 32 of Palmateer, who faced 29 
Neilson said after Montreal Jacques Lemaire, at 7:21 Islanders in an extremely this point, looks like Boston them. shots in the Toronto net. 
Caeadiens advanced to a of the opening period, and physical quarter-final series Bruius. The Brulna beat The Canadians expended TORONTO (CP) -  Right 
Philadelphia Flyers -4-2 only enough energy needed winger Lanny McDonald record 25th National Hockey Steve Sbutt, with his sixth of that stretched the fun seven Tuesday night to take a 3-I to win TuesdaY. Both teams said Tuesday night he had 
League final appearance the pinyuffs at 2:15 of the games. 
with a 2.0 win Tuesday night second, provided the Mun- "The Islanders aid that lead in their semi-final, had good scoring op- been playing with a frac- 
and 4-0 sweep of their best- trail firepower while their was the toughest series they The Canadiees met the p~tunltiea during - the turedwrist but refused to use 
of.seven semi-final, sharp defensive corps shut had ever been involved i n , "  Bruin• in the final last year opening minutes, and it as an excuse for Toronto 
"But if you have to, l 'd down a weak Toronto attack. Neilsou said. "Our players and awept hat series in four Lemaire finally put Men- Maple Leafs' loss to Men- 
rathe.- lose to a great team CONTROLLED GAME wouldn't say it, but l 'm sure etraight games. ' trail up 1-0 when he scored treal Canadiens in the 
like the Canadians. They're The Canad/ens owned the they agreed." FAVORED IN FINAL on a bred(away after taking Stanley Cup semi-finals. 
well-balancedand extremely puck for most of the game, Guy Lafle~ of the As Neilson said, the Cana- a imss from Rejean Houle at After Montreal won 2-0 
we/launched, and when the Leafs did get a Canadians had much the diensappeartobeashoo-in centreice. Tuesday night to swesp the 
"I  can't see anyone chance at it, they were sameopihionasNeilson, for:their third consecutive .Shutt finished off the best-ofseven series 4-0, 
beating them--this year forced to shoot from long "Maybe they were too championship season, a feat sc0ri~ early in the second McDonald said he suffered 
anyway." range, tired from their series accomplished only three period with a power-play the cracked left wrist in the 
Leaving home Bunker style for .Terrace theatre 
The Mercer family (like Bunker, he has his ideas and admits that Kathy's high- uncontrolled. Ben, fo) TheTerrace Little Theatre senior citizens. Advance 
the Bunkers) has its tries by various means, living mother Minnie just example, has heard his will present "Leaving tickets availableat McColl's 
problems. The youngest on devious, yet transparent, to "invited herself...into th, father's expreseiou "in my Home" in the ItEM Lee Real Estate. Mature En- 
Billy is being forced to get his way.. The pleasant .play." She also manages to day" just once too oftm. Theatre at 8:00 p.m. on tertainment.not suitable for 
ry his pregnant surprise if that the Mereere "put her foot in it" when she Many people find. this Saturday 13th May and children. 
riend Kathy. The older are Canadians and r-~dlatlc gets there, parcot-chlld uequeaee very Sunday 14th. Incidentally, 
son Ben is considering ones at that. The writer, Though primarily a familiar. By being so why not treat mother to a : : : : :~: ; : ; :  
"leaving home". Father's David French has used his comedy, Leaving Rome has realistic, so specific, Frmch night at the theatre for :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
reaction causes an uproar, 'own family as a base and its serious momenis:-these has managed to write, a Mother's Day? Tickets are 
comedy.style. Like Archie expands from there. French are dramatic, emotional nd universal work. ~/.0042.50 for students an1 
Leafs get skunked in semi-finals after Canadiens win 2-0 
second game of the quarte r- a knee injury. He played 
finals against New York 
Islanders. 
McDonald, who scored 47 
goals during the National 
Hockey League season, had 
to have the wrist frozen 
before each playoff game 
and that hampered his 
scoring ability. 
"But, look, l could go 
around this room and show 
you 10 guys and 18 of them 
are hurt," said McDonald 
who had three playoff goals 
before the Montreal series 
but was scoreless against the 
Caeadiens. 
"Sure we could use it as an 
excuse, say that if we had 
had Borje (Salming) and had 
Tiger (Williams), we could 
have beat Montreal. But we 
were without Borje for the 
last three games against he 
Islanders and we won. My 
wrist was cracked when l 
scored the winning goal in 
the seventh game." 
Salming did not appear in 
the semi.finals because of an 
eye injury suffered against 
the Islanders and Williams 
missed the third game 
against Montreal because of 
Tuesday night. 
Montreal coach Scotty 
Bowman said he hopes star 
defenceman Guy Lapointe 
will be recovered from a 
beck injury in time for the 
final series. Lapoints was 
injured in Saturday's third 
game here and missed 
Tuesday's game. 
"I'd like to have some time 
to rest before the final," said 
Bowman. "It will give Guy 
Lapointe time to get ready. 
He should be ready by  
Saturday. At least I hope so. 
Look what happened tothem 
(Leafs) without ikrJe Sal- 
min~." 
MORPHINE SEIZED 
VANCOUVER (CP) --  
Arthur Holly and Rmmld 
Brown, both of Vancouver, 
were charged Tuesday with 
trafficking in morphine. 
Police said an undercovor 
investigation led to the 
seizure of 1,730 vials of liquid 
morphine in a park~ lot 
near the Vancouver Aq~tle 
Centre. The drag had an 
estimated value of ;70,000. 
Jail breaker also Olympic record breaker 
MONTREAL (CP) - -  A 20- 
year.old woman who 
escaped from jail here this 
week was once a promisin8 
athlete who won seven gold 
medals in the 19"/3 Montreal 
summer games. 
Police were still searchin~ 
today for Sylvie Bonchart 
who brake out of Tanbqm.~ 
Women's Jail Sunday nigh 
where she had been awaitinl 
trial on charges of arm• 
robbery in Montreal an 
other Quebec cities. Tw 
women escaped with he| 
one of whom was capture 
Monday. 
The aspiring young athlet 
years ago: " I 've bee 
competing for eight year 
now and I sure would eniD; 
competing in the 197, 
Olympics." The Montrea 
summer games is an even~ 
organized by the city's park/ 
and recreation department. 
But friends and relatives 
said her life began to sore 
when she left high school 
before the end of her 
graduating year. Her home 
was in Riviere.desPrairice, 
a sprawling district at the tip 
of Montreal Island which is 
one of the toughest neighbor- 
hoods in the city. 
She went to. work for the 
coaching youngsters in a 
variety of sports on a part- 
time basis. 
Her mother, Luciile, said 
Sylvie worked on and off for 
the city at a high school in 
her district for the next hree 
years. She was laid off 
frequently, so she worked as 
a store clerk and in a variety 
of other jobs. 
By the end of last summer, 
she was getting more* and 
more depressed, .said Carol i 
Hackenheck, ~0, one of her 
friends. 
"She cried oftm for no 
apparent reason, and asked 
what would become of her in 
WORK • CUT BACK 
After her work week was 
cot to seven hours by the end 
ef last summer, she found a 
job in the fall as a laborer for 
a printing firm in the city's 
east end. In December, she 
unwittingly paid money to a 
fraudulent employment 
agency to get her a job as an , 
athletic trainer in a foreign '
eotirsee to set~ahlgh sch®l • 
diploma, but dropped out.'  
Her attendance a t  work 
became' sporadic :land. She 
quit in  .January. Miss 
Haekenbeck said that Sylvia 
darbg thb time. 
"She just stared at me 
blankly, and said things like, 
'I hope your life hasn't been 
blown out like mine.'" 
Durihg the following 
months Sylvia did little 
daring the daylight hours, 
but stayed out late at night 
and occasionally left for 
days at a time. 
On April 12, Sylvie pleaded 
not ~dlty in sessions court o 
three '.counts of armed 
robbery; two counts of 
conspiracy tocommit armed 
robbery," two counts of 
assault with intent to commit 
robbery and six counts of 




The XS400 has the big bike look in a mid 
size frame. The customized style and See the Special Edition 
low seat height will make this model the M 
said in an interview fie city parks department, life." bocamea changed Wsen ~ o n  of a restricted mostpopularinitsclass.$1~74~ 0 Yamahas today/ 
I "day h ]p " . . . .  
~. : : : : : : : : i ; : ; : ,  ' ' 
Hoh e ed Jets for  f ina ls :  * . • 
WINNIPEG (CP) --  was the WHA's maiden y=r  Unfortunat~y'feril2eJets, .R~l~d.~ ' ' ' :  ~nt~'tW%~t~e~inh~lf;t~ - T O O V E Y  S E R V I C E  
Winnipeg Jets hope to and New England won in five the strctcoea-out unal--it ---q,.~,./~,~,,.~ en . 
duplicate their feat of two games . ,  will last 17 days. if it goes ' "" • o " ~hom~e beaten up 4946 Greig Dealer I.ioonoo Number 02013A 636.69| i l  
years ago in the World Second game of the series .seven games--isme r.es~t of "~ ln#t f t~ ' l~dC~"  ' • ; During ' the three 
Hockey Asa_nciat!on. fl.in.a ! w i l l  be..plp, yed_:Sanday in  l~ ,  pr~l_m2s_ ~ Wmmpeg :R j i  K I ! ,~ lb jL i~ l~ ix'boners' escape from jail, 
wmcn opens ¢'n y. mgm m" '5 rm t te lu , . ,  gem orary '  tmu ¢m~vmwa., "'• ; " .~'•:,'~ • . '. ' ::~ ' . . . . . . . . .  :.., P g . . . . . .  P. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  :.., . . . . .  . : : .  < :::. : . . . . . . . . . .  ouematronwasstabhedand 
ringfleld,:Ma~;J;~:;::,~: "; *~-hqn~L~i/(g~the~l~.er~'•sin~/i ', ;" '~ ..... ~.:-::::~/~,:~.:'-',.~" : #~-~~i-~.'~*;~( :;:i.. " .. ..•.": ' .~ . three other wore kicked and 
'*'~1976tl/eJe[scamegff~i"" the~d0foftl~HarffordCivic' ' . ~ . . . .  ~ . _ _ _  . . . . . . . . .  ~ • " beaten " Wflmi Can t e~mn the b Dave Hamiiten 
IS-day layoff and defeated Centre collapsed in mid..series at n.ome .as son.oum.ou . . . . '  .. 
. . . .  Aeros in four season. The actions hifts to eecsnse ot a circus m me • . .. . . 
~lviA~t//~u~ to Win their Wi.n.nipng. the. following ~w~t~i l~gaea~ ~i~us ,~.  OANON - OAMERAS - MOVIE CAMERAS .- LKNS - PROJEOTORS - e l  
omy p. J~Tloay aIxl ~unouy . . . .  ," , 0 
This year the layoff will SOME ARE ANXIOUS in an attempt to gain entry in the Bulldey . . . . .  Valley . i " "  " " 
ex,tend to 19 days before The long layoff, plus the whatever expose it can. Bas.ebail;Lea~e, haVe.ones ~ ..=,., , , 
Winnipeg meets New four doys off between games . egam negun practices. i "  ~ " ~ 
England Whalers in the first two and three, has some of CBC has indicated it will However, ~ city .seems.to ~ ~M 
game of the best-ofsavm theJeisinananxinusmcod, televise the deniding ame in nave tor~ot~n, am~_ .um..~_ m 
final to determine who will Said Jets defenceman the series providing it is exls.tence..ox. ,~e~. :~o.mry . .  w . . . .  • • 
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o= Canadieus Tuesday night 
after they completed a 
sweep of their best-of-seven 
Stanley Cup semi-final series 
with Toronto. 
The Canadiens bumped the 
Leafs from post-season play, 
2-0, and thereby qualified for 
the final for the third 
straight year,against either 
Boston Bruins or 
Philadelphia Flyers. 
But d~spite the dis~ 
appointment of going down 
four straight, Bullard gave 
credit where it was due, con- 
organization, and spe- 
cifically general manager 
Sam Pollock, for "raping" 
the rest of the National 
Hockey League. 
"They ended up first in the 
league and will probably 
cakewalk to the Stanley Cup 
(their th i rd in  a row)," 
'trading or selling their draft 
choices. 
"The way it is, the' haves, 
or is it Hahe, are getting the 
have nots' draft choices and 
that's not the way it's sup- 
pose to work. Montreal's 
raping the rest of the 
league," 
Ballard said. "Yet they'll Reminded that he had 
end up with five or six top traded away speedster E rel 
draft choices next month, Thompson and two flmt- 
"Aslong as the Canadians round picks for Dave 
have all those guys hidden Maloeey only a few weeks 
down in Nova Scotia (with ago, Balinrd replied: "But 
, . ,  Special Prices on Canon Products" 
NHL teams should be  o | 
allowed to protect only 12 or .~  M'J . , =  m These Two Days Only | geait,~den, i 
SIGHT< SOUND " 
these guystha.Canediens are
hiding in. Nova .Scotia I 
available to other teams.,At 
present, ~each team is E i 
i 4627 L .= kelse Avenue Phone 636 4948 i . j erupt from any draft. 
,] 
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EDITORIAL 
One Employer Sees Some of Them Differently 
"I see you've really fallen for the line the 
waitresses are handing you," the caller said• 
"But, did you ever think of giving equal time to 
the restaurant owners?" 
"What makes you think that waitresses are all 
innocent young things? Would you believe 
waitresses can rip off a restaurant owner just as 
well as anyone lse?"' 
"A lot of waitresses have kids at home• You 
know what that means? Babysitting problems• 
'I gotta leave now because my babysitter has to 
go.' And, 'I can't come in to work today because 
my sitter hasn't shown up.' That's just the start. 
Then there's the 'sudden' pregnancies. 
You can't fire a waitress who's pregnant. Did 
you ever hear of the civil rights outfit? It doesn't 
matter if a waitress is sick every day after she 
finds out she's pregnant, either. You've gotta 
allow for that. Th~ trips to the doctor; the 
sudden cramps and stuff right in the middle of a 
banquet, or a rush hour. And that's not all. 
There's the 'sleep ins' - all the old excuses when 
they show up late -or don't show at all. 
"There's the 'special shifters' who can't work 
this shift or that shift, because 'My husband 
won't let me work nights - or mornings - or af- 
ternoons.' 'My husband works nights and wants 
me home at such and such a time.' 
Some are more honest, like, 'My boy friend 
just got in town -I can't come in this week'-would 
you believe. But somehow they always manage 
to make it in when it's payday. Surprising how 
the husband oesn't mind, etc. etc. - on paydays. 
"You think only customers flirt? Believe me, 
that's quite a line. You never notice how certain 
guys come in and get the rush job, the special 
service, like a bee around a honeycomb? You 
think a lotta waitresses don't have romance on 
their minds when it comes to picking a job 
waiting on table? Ha! 
"Another thing. Arithmetic:Making out a bill 
or check. Mistakes! Or are they mistakes? How 
can you know. 
"It's easy to blame customers for swiping stuff 
out of a restaurant.., you wouldn't belive 
waitresses got big hands and big pocketbooks 
and shopping bags too! Not to mention big ap- 
petites- some of them can outeat a logger any 
day of the week. 
"Playing up to the boss? That 'poor little me' 
routine some of the girls have worked out would 
put any actress on T.V. to shame• Thm'e oughta 
be an Academy Award Oscar just for them! 
"Yeh, And about he boyfriends. The jealous 
guys that hang around when there's a special 
banquet or dinner on, and the girls gotta work.an 
extra half-hour. The one's that suggest me 
manager is 'makin' it' with every one of the 
female staff... 
"I'll bet nearly every manager can tell you a 
whole book of stories about he times he's driven 
a sick waitress home, or fetched one to work 
when the taxi didn't show up, or its raining or 
snowing or some other thing. Think he gets any 
town- and off they go. We train 'em, and when 
they finally get the experience another place 
gets them - free. 
"Did you never hear that the girls can come in 
crabby as a boar with a sore foot and drive more 
customers away in one afternoon than an out- 
break of food poisoning? 
"Did you not know one of those 'sweet young 
things' who comes around looking for a job like 
butter wouldn't melt on her (deleted)...then, 
after she's been working for a few weeks starts 
showing up for work a real mess and you gotta 
even tell her to comb her hair and wash her face7 
"Then there's uniforms. I could go on a whole 
night about uniforms! Too big, too small; I'm 
not gonna wear THAT; doesn't like the colour; 
doesn't like the style; too short skirts (my 
boyfriend won't like it) or too long. Do you know 
what uniforms cost these days? You just get one 
girl outfitted and she up and quits... 
"And tipping! What a lot of hassles that 
causes. That would be a whole story in itself, if 
you know what I mean. 
"The pile of problems that go with running a 
cafe or restaurant would fill a book. Would you 
believe one gal showed up with a dog? Said the 
dog would be lonesome at home, and figured she 
could keep it here. Another one wanted to wear 
her 'comfortable shoes' at work- they looked like 
retread Army boots... 
"There's the accident-prone waitress. You 
ever meet one? Trips over her own feet; drops 
tables; forgets this- forgets that; Comes to work 
the wrong shifts; gives the orders wrong-you 
wouldn't, believe it unless you saw it with your 
own eyes. Yet they expect o be paid the same as 
the most experienced gal on the staff. 
"Some people figure all waitresses are 'dumb 
bunnies'. Have I got news for them.. Some of the 
worst are college grads with degrees, that can't 
get a job and figure that they can make it 
slinging hash- with an eye to the big tips. They 
can boat you on the cash register, on the change, 
on the checks- in a score of different ways. If you 
don't get wise to them in time you could lose your 
shirt. They know all about labour laws, civil 
rights legislation, building codes, sanitation and 
ublic health laws One threatened to turn me in 
R • 9 • ' ' if she dida t get what she wanted because I didn t 
have a certain type of sterilizer in the dish 
washer; another wrote in a complaint about re- 
using leftovers and claimed food wasn-t being 
properly refrigerated over the weekend. Could 
have run me out of business. 
"No, I'm telling you. Maybe there are some 
waitresses who find it tough, but for every one 
like that I could show you a dozen of the other 
kind. 
"Sounds to me the one's you were talking 
about in your paper were before the days of 
Women's Lib. 
"Sometime you oughta do a write up on 
restaurant owners who go broke --  a lotta times 
because of waitress and other staff problems." 
the cramps disappear, the babysitter shows up, thanks? Like Hell• First new restaurant opens In things; mixes up orders; serves the wrong Maybe we should. 
Repofl From 
The Legislature 
by Tony MaoGregor 
VICTORIA - Graham Lea, the NDP MLA from 
Prince Rupert and a former CBC broadca?ter, 
says the media are inflaming social promems 
and promoting mediocrity and British Colum- 
bians have to do something about it. • 
He wants a media council established as the 
first step in giving British Columbians a chance 
to influence what's beamed at them by the 
media. 
"We're not even identifying the problems, let 
alone finding solutions," he said. 
The 42-year-old boarded, former minister of 
highways ays British Columbians are being fed 
pap by the media -pap which is harmful and 
people don't want. 
He said the media is doing a superficial job in 
c6"~/ing", the B.C. political scene because 
rep~tersden't have the education or the time to 
do investigative reporting/ 
"The public would be alarmed if they really 
knew what is happening," he Said. "You can 
have reporters commenting, on the budget, for 
instance, who have no experience in finance and 
no background knowledge whatsoever." 
He said he has no criticism of newspapers and 
radio stations which simply don't have the 
money to pay for investigative reporters, but 
won't spend it on getting and keeping trained 
journalists. 
"Some reporters in influential positions have 
little experience in either life or the media," he 
said. 
Politicians of all political stripes share a 
growing concern, he said, that the system just 
isn't working. 
He said the media is developing in British 
Columbians a messiah complex, turning election 
campaigns into popularity ,contests andgiving 
the advantage to the glibly articulate and the 
good looking "in the classical Hollywood sense.• 
"People are being encouraged to vote for their 
betters instead of their equals ana me mema 
encourages the myth by concentrating on per- 
sonalities rather than policies," he said. 
He said that rather than discouraging trivia, 
the media takes advantage of people's in- 
clination to gossip by giving entertainment in- 
stead of information. 
"Too often the media take the easy way out," 
he said. "It costs money to do investigative 
reporting. It's ch~per to turn out_pap and for 
the most .part that s what s turned out. 
He said people are becoming increasingly 
concerned about institutions and systems which 
direct their lives. 
"They're losing faith in the political system, 
the media system the market system and the 
industrial system. It's a deplorable situation and 
we have to start looking at the problems." 
We're becoming a strange society, he said, 
hiding our elderly and handicapped, hiding from 
sickness and death. : or are an integral part of. 
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Repaired Grain Ship Leaves 
couver determined that the 
ll-metrelong crack in the 
ship's hull that opened l.S 
contrlmetrsa wide was 
caused by the stress of high 
seas. 
Captain Bob Kitching of 
the National Harbors Board 
said it was fortunate the one 
hold damaged was only 
partly filled with grain, 
allowing room for exposalen. 
If any of the six other fuily- 
filled holds had been dam- 
aged, the grain, which swells 
when wet, would have 
cracked the vessel open, I'~ 
said. 
"And too oten people think that what is hap- 
pening on T•V• is real and that there's something 
wrong with their own lives because they're not 
living the way people on T.V. do. 
"I can't stress enough," he said, "that what's 
going on in the media isn't real. People are 
real." 
He said one of the biggest dangers to freedom 
which can lead to dictatorship is the con- 
centration of ownership of the media. 
He regrets the passing of independents like Ma 
Murray, former editor of the Bridge River 
Lillooet News, but says that since the tendency 
for concentration isn't likely to be reversed, a 
new element should be introduced into the 
system to balance the growing power of the 
media owners. 
That new element, he says, should be a media 
council. 
He doesn't believe that objectivity is possible, 
but he believes it is something journalists should 
strive for in hard news coverage. 
Columnists, he said, should give more of 
themselves o people will know where they're 
coming from. 
"People are far less likely to be misled .if 
theyknow the v.iews and attitudes of the guy 
who's writing. 
He believes that it should be mandatory for 
radio stations to broadcast editorials so that the 
public will know where the stations tand. 
"T.V. is the most misnsed medium," he said. 
"It was an enormous opportunity 6educate and 
uplift society in every way, but just the opposite 
has happened." 
A media council, he says, would give people of 
all walks of life to address themselves to 
problems whi~:h the media are either inflaming 
freeboard. Officials also 
wcre able to determine the 
extent of damage. 
About 3,800 metric tons of 
wet grain was removed from 
a damaged hold. 
Sufficient repairs were 
done to allow the ship to sail 
Nick Gurvich, the ship's 
agent, said the captain made 
the right decision i turning 
the vessel around because 
high seas then struck its 
stere imtead of broadside. 
After the freighter 
cracked, the efforts to pump 
PRINCE RUPERT, B.C. 
ZCP) --  After spending an 
unscheduled 1~ mouths in 
Canada and more than $t 
million for repairs the 
troubled Panamantan.regi - 
feted freighter Adrtatlk 
finally departed for 
the People's Republic of 
China. 
carrying rain was reported 
sinking March 20 415 
kllometres south of Kodiak, 
Alaska, where it battled 12- 
metre seas and winds up to 
60 kilometres an hour while 
en route to China from Van- 
couver'. 
Metallurgists in Van- 
water from the holds were to Victoria April 12 where a 
soon halted when grain damaged steel panel was 
clogged the ship's three replaced at a cost of about 
pumps. $175,000, said Glrvtch. The 
Whentheshiparrivedhere ship returned to Prince 
and special equipment was Rupert April 26 to reload 
ordered from Minneapolis, part of its cargo. 
Minn., Edmonton and The damaged grain was 
Winnipeg toremove both wet ,s°Id to a United S~tos 
and undamagee gra in / '  company which is expectea 
allowing the ship more to use it for livestock feed. 
"'You turn left at the next pot-hole, drive straight ahead/or iwo broken shock absorbers, 
then right until you hit the pot- hole that breaks your rear axle, and you're there. "" 
Letters to Editor: 
Job Seekers "Thank you" 
How many times have you 
tried to find a job here in 
B.C., or anywhere for that 
matter. I know, only 
speaking for myself I find it 
very discouraging not •only 
because I can't find a job, 
but almost all job request 
forms seem to have an en- 
ding such as, "2 years ex- 
perience required," or 
"exper ience  essent ia  
asset.', 
Some little phrase I get a 
kick, out of, is the one that 
reads,t~ ,'SERIOUS AP- 
PLICANTS NEED APPLY." 
Now why the hell would 
anyone want to apply for a 
job if they weren't serious 
about he whole thing. 
Another thing I'm pretty 
peeved off about is when you 
go into an office for a one 
o'clock appointment, and 
you end up sitting there for 
two hours in the waiting 
room, for what, for just 
hearing some guy say to you, 
"I'm sorry my hands are 
tied," then graciously offers 
to make you an appointment 
with one of his co-workers, 
which means aminimal walt 
of another hour. 
So after waiting for a week 
for this so called ap- 
pointment you wait your 
hour, then you're l~trnduced 
to man I like to call the, 
"Sorry We Find You're Not 
Quite Qualified," man. 
So what the hell does he 
mean I'm not quite 
qualified? Maybe my eyes 
weren't the right colour. 
I Just hope some day these 
people have to go out and try 
to find a job, and then you 
might realize how it feels 
when they come up against 
the, "Sorry We Find You're 




It is almost unbelievable 
that twelve months have 
rolled around since the last 
door to door, business to 
business campaign. During 
that period, literaly hun- 
dreds of thousands of 
Canadians have received 
help that you have desired to 
provide the facilities of the 
Salvation Army, from 
emergency food vouchers, to 
indepth counselling, and job 
orientation during a six 
month stay at alcohol reheb 
ceatres and retreats. 
It will be obvious that the 
work of the Army through 
inflation and increased,  
demand has been strained to 
the very seams by the ae- 
cellerated complications of 
those days. Your support 
has been a' valued asset in 
the past, and will be a most 
welcomed resource in the 
coming campaign. In the 
next two or three days, 
either Cpt. Bill Young or 
myself will be calling on you 
to provide you with an ap- 
propristo receipt for your 
most necessary contribution. 
Every good wish. 





As a resident of British 
Columbia and secretary to 
our local Rod and Gun Club I 
question the authenticity of
Bill Otways' comments to 
the membership of the B.C. 
Wildlife Federation. I at- 
tended the Western Guides 
and Outfitters Convention in 
Burns Lake on Apri! 5,6 and ' 
7. 
• In reading editorials and 
letters to the editor, I am 
amazed that no one 
questions Mr. Otways 
allegations. First of all, he 
has the dates of the con- 
vention incorrect and I know 
he was at the convention only 
two days and left for Van- 
couver the aftcrncon of the 
6th. (Mr. Kempfs' address 
was as luncheon speaker 
April 7th.) 
In his curious way Mr. 
Otway claims "at this time 
he became aware of the 
intention of the Guides to 
obtain absolute and ex- 
clusive rights to all 
recreational use of guiding 
territories". He is certainly 
possessed with celestial 
powers, as no one else at that 
convention conjured up any 
similar "insights". 
Bill Otway assures 
member clubs that we 
should straighten out any 
differences "in the back 
room". I believe that is one 
of his most favoured phrases 
- and here we go again; just 
in time for the B.C. Wildlife 
Federation convention and 
elections May 10, 11, 12 and 
13. Is this an annual event? 
To conjure up a controversy 
within the membership of 
the Federation just in time 
for the annual convention? 
Why hasn't anyone 
questioned Bill 0,ways 
allegations? I am not a 
guide, I hunt and I feel that 
Bill Otway has a tremendous 
imagination and he is 
splitting up the Federation 
membership. As a famous 
statesman said, "...we must 
all hang together, or surely 
we will all hang separatelyl" 
I would challenge Bill 
Otway not to dream up 
falsehoods, and I suggest 
that he dig in his heels and do 
a good job for the wildlife of 
this province. We need a 
man with credibility, tact,. 
and honesty to be the 
executive director of the 
B.C. Wildlife Federation. 
Very truly yours, 
(Mrs.) Gall M. Tompsan 
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Dance Revue '78 
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Sondle Crowder. Lols Nostcrud and lleidi Mucller will be performing as church girls. | 
Kermode Theatre 
Adjudicators 
and Senior High Schools. 
The report of this ex- 
periment is contained in the 
Canadian Theatre Review, 
Spring, 1975. 
Tickets for Kermode 
Theatre '78 will be available 
in May from Terrace Sight 
and Sound and the 'terrace 
Library. Prices ore $3.00 for 
each performance or $10.00 
for a weekly pass. Students 
Kermode Theatre '78 will and senior citizens tickets 
present the mainstage are $2.00 or $6.0o for a pass. 
"Showcase" nightly in the "Loot" an outrageous upside 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre May 18- down comedy in the Monty 
20 at 8 p.m. The Showcase Python vein will be per- 
consists of student drama formed by the Vancouver 
productions that have Playhouse Theatre, a 
competed in regional professioual group on 
festivals through the Wednesday May 17 in con- 
province and have been junction with Kermode 
chosen to come and perform Theatre '78. The "Loot" 
in Terrace at the B.C. performance is included in 
HighSchool Drama Festival. the pass price. 
Each evening the plays will 
be adjudicated for their 
technical and artistic ~ ~ 
qualities by adjudicators 
Norman Young and Keith 
Dlgby. Saturday e,cening ~ :~-.,~.:~.. 
~sttval "and present t hiP, ......... 
awards. 
Mr. Norman Young 
Norman Young is one of 
B.C.'s most outstanding 
theatre specialists. In pastt 
years, Young Was the 
recipient of a Canada 
Council Award which 
allowed him to spend a 
season visiting theatre 
companies throughout 
Europe. He is now on the 
faculty of the Theatre 
Department of U.B.C. and is 
also a technical consultant 
for numerous B.C. theatres. 
He has been stage manager 
od tta Freddy Wood Theatre 
for 15 years. 
Since receiving his degree 
from U.B.C. in 19 2, Mr. 
Young has become an ex- 
perienced actor, scenic 
designer, television hos~, and 
stage manager. 
In 1977 he adjudicated the 
W.A.D.E. and the B.C.D.A. 
Drama Festival Mainstage 
Productions. 
Mr. Keith Dighy 
.Kelth Digby is a widely 
experienced Actor-Director- 
Teacher who is well known 
for his work with the Citadel 
Theatre, Edmonton. He 
received his initial training 
in English, Speech and 
Drama at ' St. Mary,s 
Teacher Training College, 
London, . E.tgland, 
graduating in1965. Four 
~ ars later he came to berta and completed his 
Bachelor o f  Education 
degree at the University of 
Alberta, Edmonton, in 1975. 
In 1975 he became workshop 
director for "the Citadel 
Theatre, Edmonton: He is • 
• currently director for the 
Citadel on Wheels and the 
Citadel Theatre Drama 
Workshops and is scheduled 
to direct "The ,. 
' Homecomucv" by Harold 
Pinter for the Persephone 
Theatre in Saskatoon ' and 
"Bedroom Farce" by Alan 
Ayckheurne for the Citadel 
• Theatre, Edmonton. In May 
stud June, 197S, he worked in 
aCa~da Council sponsored 
experiment to research 
styles of theatre for Junior 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
INCREASES SENTENCE 
VIENNA (Router) -- 
Czechoslovak appeal court 
judges have increased to 18 
months from eight a prison 
sentence imposed on a 
dissident popular music 
performer for criticizing the 
state, emigre sources said 
Monday. Ivan Jirous, leader 
of the underground Plastic 
People of the Universe, 
originally was sentenced last 
month. 
.;:;.;.;*;.;.;.;..'.:.:.:.:.:.:.:';';';:,:'::".;:;';:':': 
11i~!:) ! • 
E' . .~%~, : :% . ' , .  . • 
Some of the younger members of the dance class will do a cat routine for the revue. Left 
to right are Suzle Daumont, Larla Wahl. Jason Parvianinen. and Lisa Chen.Winl~. 
Vicki Parvianinen Dance 
Students will perform Dance 
Revue '78 on Friday, May 12 
at 8 p.m. in the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre. 
The show will highlight 
some of the many ac- 
complishments of the dance 
'students during the past year 
of study, and will feature 
many and varied dance 
numbers from the Phiilipino 
candle dance to the Scottish 
Schottische. 
Tickets are $2 for adults 
and $1 for children and are 
available at the door. 
i 
i '  
in the Rain. 
i . . . . . . .  
When Elsie Eliason first opened 
her plant and Crafts shop in Kamloops 
she was always too busy to give her 
customers the individual attention they 
deserve., Or to find the time to organize 
her business properly, 
Then she got,together with 
Lissa Chartier. 
Lissa works five days a week, 
She takes care of customers, 
keeps t,he store clean and when Elsie's 
not around, does a pretty good job 
of manageress, " 
And Elsie has the time to spend 
with hercustomers and to run her 
store the way she wants to. 
Couldn't you use someone 
like Lissa Chartier? 
Think about it, Perhaps a 
delivery person. A gardener, A waiter. 
• Call your nearest Canada 
Manpower Centre for Students/B,C. 
Youth Employment Olfice. 
We'll get you together with 
someone who wants to work,. 
Elsie Eliason did, ; 
"~ 
I~IP Employment and Emplol~t 
Immigration Canada Immigr~ion Canada 
F~tJd ( '~l J l l r , ,n  IVhr l l , ,h ' , , r  ;91  
, f !  
(~  Province of Ministry of 
Bdtlsh Columbia Labour 
Let's get ogether and get o work. 
A joint program of the Government of British Columbi,~J, and Employm;;nl and rr miqrahr,r~ f',,;;Jn;l(J;~ 






A.99  c 
Cross Rib Roast 
Bone In, a'l R9 
Medium Eggs 
Apple Sauce 
'o-"°0" 2 79  c Fancy Quality. 








May lOth - 13th 
In Terrace Safewav Store 
Sales in Retail Quantities only. 
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P s'b! d g" e os e ru mfluenc 
m jockey death 
BALTIMORE (AP) -- No spill in the second race at and Johnny Adams, who statements under duress." 
one was talking when a Pimlico. Two other jockeys blasted the use of the anti- Adams and Tur~t~,11.~ 
s~ret  moeting to discuss the. were injured, in f lammat ion  drug ,  charged that but allows k~' 
death of jockey Robert Robert Banning, chairman phenylbutazone or bute, on jured har~ to run with~ 
Pinedo broke up at Pimlleo of the Maryland Racing the h o r s e s . ,  feeling the pain. ; i  
race" course. Commission, simply called Tureotte's horse: wh l~ In the last two years, i t  
About 15 jockeys, the • meeting "a very in- had bee. n treai.ed w~m uu~, least five jockeys have ho~ 
stewards, veterinarians~ formal discussion." went sown aur:n8.me ml~, paralyzed by spills. Sever~ 
trainers and other officials "There was no agreement spill after her trent eg others have been ser l~  
emerged from the Jockey and no disagreement." snapped..Tu, r.eotte suffered a injured and at least 
Club room Tuesday--each At least one topic broken conarnone, have died, Jemas said, .:' 
one reluctant to talk. discussed were the outbursts "I don't know what those 
Pineda was killed last by Jockeys Rudy Tureotte, a men were thinking when "We can't say that then 
week during a four-horse native of Grand Falls, N.B., they made those injurieSmedication,,,are Jem srelatedeald. ~ 
"But the membarddp is 
base. The victory kept Pedro Guerrero had four 
Phoenix on top in the East- hits and drove in four runs 
for Albuquerque, including 
the winning tally on a 12th- 
inning double. It was the 
second loss for Portland 
relief pitcher Larry Wihtol in 
us many nights. 
home run and unbeaten Football League court.wise, for the May 25th 
Doug~Rau won his fifth referee, Art Hoist-number Banquet at the Hotel Van- 
straight game as Los 33 fo~' those who want to yel l ,  couver. .' 
Angeles defeated St. Louis:' at their televisions-wtll bea " Host has been shot at a few 
American Red Sox 
dump Kansas 4-3 
It takes more than an 
inside fastball or a four- 
outfielder defence to rattle 
Jim Rice. 
The Boston Red So]( 
slugger, hit on the arm by 
Kansas City's Jim Colborn in 
the fifth inning Tuesday 
night, came right back to hit 
a Colborn fastball for a two- 
run homer in the seventh 
inning, giving the Red Sox a 
4-3 victory over the Royais. 
The Royals used their 
fouroutfielder alignment, 
unveiled the previous night 
by manager White]/Herzog, 
on two of Rice's five trips to 
the plate. He singled once 
and was retired on a long fly 
ball the other time. Against a
normal alignment, he 
grounded out, was hit by a 
pitch and hit his game- 
winning homer. 
The key, says Rice, is 
concentration. 
"I wasn't thinking about 
the shift," he said. "I wanted 
to get a hit, that's all. You 
can't go thinking about hat 
stuff. You have to con- 
centrals. I know what I can 
do.,, 
in other American League 
games Tuesday night, New 
York Yankees beat Min- 
nesota Twins 3-1, Cleveland 
Indians beat Seattle 
Mariners 5-4, California 
Angels defeated Detroit 
Tigers 7-5, Toronto Blue Jays 
Veteran referee honoured 
times, applauded by 
thousands and booed by 
millions.. He has been a 
sa lesman,  
Execut ive businessman, a foundation 
Webster administrator and N.F.L. 
announced today, official. 
Hoist joins Canadian He'sstillactiveinallofthe 
basketball coach " Jack above xcept the army, from 
Donohue, who has done his which he "graduated" as a 
share of referee baiting captain in World War II. 
Hoist graduated from 
Knox College in Galesburg, 
Illinois with post;grad~te' i 
work at  the university of ' 
Illinois. He was a successful 
salesman for 10 years before 
his appointment as ad- 
ministrator of the Forest 
Park Foundation of Peerlal, 
111inois. 
He then formed his own 
company in 1969 and has 
been Vice President of the 
Community Chest, a church 
councillor and Executive of 
his local Boy Scout Council. 
So despite being one of the 
most maigned, yet 
anonymous men, as an 
N.F.L. official, he's quite 
normal another respects. He 
even has a wife and four 
children. 
The Annual Banquet of 
Champions is a gala op- 
portunity for the British 
Columbia Sports Hall OF 
Fame & Museum to induct 
its new Honoured Members. 
It also serves as the prime 
fund-raising event for the 
Hall of Fame. 
Tickets for the 10th Annual 
Baseball score 
rundown 
By THE CANADIAN PRESS Baylor, California, 8; 
AMERICAN LEAGUE Alexander, Oakland, 8. 
ABRHPct. Rice, Bos Runs Batted In: Rice, 
1252947.378 Carew, Man Boston, 34; Hohaon, Boston, 
1212045.372 Bell, Cle 25; Zisk, Texas, 25. 
991834.343 .Reynolds, Sen Stolen Bases: LeFlore, 
801027.338 Kemp, Det Detroit, 13; Wilson, Kansas 
8xx427.Se3 Porter, JR City, 9; Norwood, Min- 
96x532.333 Zisk, Tex nesota, 9; Dilone, Oakland, 
Pitching (4 Decisions): 
87928.322 Bonds, Chl Lee, Boston, 4-0, 1.000; Banquet of Champions are 
72623.819 - Tahana, Californla,~l, .~ ,  available by phoning the 
Doubles: Bell, Cleveland, Strikeouts: Ryan, . Hall of Fame office at 253- 
9; Ford, Minnesota, 9; California, 71; Leonard, =311. 
Norwood, Minnesota, 9; Kansas Clty, 39. 
McRae, KanaasCity,8; Zisk, NATIONAL LEAGUE . . ,  frUTANKHAMEN TO VISIT 
TORONTO (CP) - -  
Although the opening date is 
16 months away, some staff 
of the Art Gallery of Ontario 
are already working on the 
complexities ofbringing the 
Tutankhamen exhibition of 
beautiful and precious an- 
sleet .Egyptian artifacts to 
ualMtca, 
ABRIWct. Burroughs, Atl 
891337.416 Monday, LA 
932035.376 Valentine, Mtl 
881229,330 Drlessen, Can 
1072035,327 Hernandez, StL- 
lp41§34.327 Parker, PEt 
1011553.3~7 Baker, LA. 
B? ~BFe%E.%¥4~A A]mm, 
SD OT~E~.%¥,% Bows 
bllbOew.347 Grlffey, CIn 
1241939.318 Rose, Cln 
heat Oakland A's 4.0 and 
Texas Rangers defeated 
Milwaukee Brewers 7-1. 
Chicago at Baltimore was 
postponed because of wet 
grounds. 
The Red Sox won eight of 
nine games on their home 
stand, including their last 
sevenin a row. 
The Royals had tied the 
score at 2-2 on Amos Otis's 
two-run homer in the top of 
the seventh, but Rice's blast 
over the screen in left-centre 
gave Boston a 4-2 lead. 
Kansas City scored another 
run in the ninth on a passed 
hell by Red SOx catcher 
Carlton Fisk, but Dennis 
Eckersley struck out Otis to 
end the game. 
Blue Jays 4 A's 0 
Oakland suffered its third 
consecutive shutout, this 
time at the bands of Tom 
Underwood, who pitched a 
five-hitter, striking out nine. 
Rick Busettl drove in one run 
and scored twice. 
Yankees 3 Twins 1 
Yankees pitcher Jim (Cat- 
feb) Hunter allowed just one 
hit in six innings, a leadoff 
single by Willie Norwood, 
before giving way to Sparky 
Lyle, who finished the three- 
hitter. 
It was Hunter's best outing 
in almost hree years, since 
he pitched a one-hitter 
against Texas Rangers en 
May 31, 1975, and it came 10 
years and one day aria" he 
pitched the major league's 
last perfect game, also 
against the Twins. 
Graig Nettles and Reggie 
~Jackson homered for. New 
York. . 
Indians 5 Mariners 4 
Two errors by Seattle 
shortstop Craig Reynolds 
helped Cleveland erase a 4-1 
deficit with three runs In the 
seventh inning, then a two- 
out single by Mike Vat drove 
in Larvell Blanks with the 
winning run in the ninth. 
• Rangers 7 Brewers 1 
AI Oliver hit a three-run 
homer and a run-scoring 
single to back the seven-hit 
pitching of Ferguson 
Jenkins; Sixto Lezcano 
homered for the Brewers' 
only run. 
"Jenkins pitched great," 
said Milwaukee manager 
George Bamberger. "The 
only way .we were going to 
beat Jenkins was with a 
shutout." 
Angels 7 Tigers 5 
Roe Fairly led California 
l~st Detroit with three run- 
scoring singles. The last one 
came in the eighth inning 
and snapped a 5-5 tie. Don 
Baylor and Tony Solaita of 
California and John 
V/ockenfuss of Detroit all h it  
home runs. 
o , .%e•%%. , .• . , -• .• .• .•  • • • • • • • . . . . .  .~.;...;.........;'.'.':':'::::; 
search was underway 
Tuesday for Monies Rose 
Jacques, I3, last seen riding 
her bicycle Saturday near 
her home in Qnilehena, 
about 30 kilometres north of 
here. The bicycle was later 
found in a wooded area Just 
off Highway 5, RCMP said 
they wars not ruling out the 
possibility of foul play. _ 
Southern teams play 
The Associated Press • S over Canadian 
Phoenix Giants won their 
Pacific Coast baseball 
League game against San Nastu worked 7 1-3 innings In other games, the red-hot winning run in the seventh 
Jose Missions 3-I last night, against the Missions and was Tucscn Turns won thelr sixth inning for Tucson. Despite 
givingpitcherPhilNastuaS- constantly in trouble, straight game by downing the loss, Vancouver 
0reeord for the season--but yielding nine hits while Vancouver Canadians 4-2, remained four percentage 
the win came in spite of walking five and striking out Hawaii Islanders upended pointaaheadofTacoma atop 
Nastu. six. Tacoma Yankees 6-2 and the Western Division 
Albuquerque Dukes standings. National pitch outlasted Portland Beavers er  U-10 in 12 innings. Salt Lake The Yankees missed an 
" City's Gulls were rained out opportunity to move into 
first place when the islan. 
s t r i k e s  11  Phi l l ies,  inSpnkane.RUNNERS ST ANDED ders erupted for flverunsin 
The Missions contributed the eighth inning. Pedro 
By THE ASSOCIATED and capped by Terry Puhi's to their own demise by Garcia's two-ran elngle was 
PRESS two-run single, stranding 13 runners on the key blow for Hawaii. 
Houston Astros have been Braves 3.6 Expos 2-7 
playing baseball recentl3 Brian Asselstine hit a 
like they've been walking in basesloaded, ninth.inning ern Division, a game ahead 
their sleep, single to lead AUanta over of Albuquerque and one-and- 
But pitcher J.R.Richard Montreal in the spear  of a.half ahead of Tucson and 
woke them up Tuesday night their doubleheader. Salt Lake. 
with his buzzing fastball. Gary Carter hit a two-out, Larue Washington socked 
"For consistency, this was three-run homer in the ninth four singes and scored the 
one of my best games this inning for Montreal's 
year," said Richard after his secondgame victory. 
four.hitter led the Astros to a Dodgers 3Cardinals 1 
5-1 decision over Reggie Smith hit his sixth 
Philadelphia Phillles. 
ifl ~ :~t :~ ie  in MOntrea ~ 
b~OrfWt~ t~'!~ettlng the ~ 
breaking ball over. Tonight I Rau needed eighth.inning Head Table speaker nt the 
was taking a little bit off the relief help from Terry 10th Annual British 
breaking ball and getting it Forster, who preserved the Columbia Sports Hall of 
over." victory with his fourth save. Fame & Museum Bnnquet of so ld ie r ,  
That overpowering per. Rods 3 Mets 2 Champions, 
formance helped the Dan Driessen hit a 10th- Director Peter 
Houston righthander record in~ng home run off New 
11 strikeouts, boosting his York reliever Skip Lockwood 
National Leagueleadin8 to pace Cincinnati over the 
strikeout total to 57. Mete. Driessen hit a 1.0 pitch 
DODGERS NIP CAR- off the Mats' relief ace one 
DINALS inning after George Foster 
Elsewhere in the National had hit a game.tying homer 
League, Los Angeles in the home half of the ninth. 
Dodgers defeated St. Louis Giants 3 Pirates 2 
Cardinals 3-1, Cincinnat Ssn Francisco's Larry 
Reds beat New York Mete 3-2 Herndon singled home Jack 
in 10 innings, San Francisco Clark from third base with 
Giants beat Pittsburgh the winning run in the ninth 
Pirates 3-2, Chicago Cubs inning. Clark got a bunt 
defeated SanDiegoPadres 8. single down the third base 
5 and jatlanta Braves line with one out, stole 
defeated Montreal Expos 3-2 second and kept on gaing to 
in the first game of a third when catcher gd Ott 
doubleheader before losing threw the ball into centre 
the nightcap 7-6. field: Herndon then hit a ball 
The Astros had lost four from reliever Kent Tekulve 
games in a row and six of to deep centre, o4x631.330 Cooper, Mil 9. 
seven before Richard's ef- Cubs 8 Padres 5 1041534.327 Cabbage, Man 
fsctive performance. His 11 Larry Cox hit a two-run 
strikeouts equalled th~ homer and Wondie Fryman 
National League season high won his first game of the 
set by himself twice and tied season in Chicago's victory 
by Steve Rogers of Montreal over San Diego. Cox's homer 
and Vida Blue of the Giants. with Bobby Mutter on base 
Cesar Cedenohit his fourth broke up a scoreless tie in Texas S. 
homerunoftheseason lathe the fifth and the Cubsnever Triples: Rice, Boston, 4; 
first off Larry Christenson to trailed after that while Restock, California, S; 
give the Astros a 1-0 lead. snapping a four-game losing Cowens, Kansas City, 3; 
The Astros batted around in streak. McRae, Kansas City, 3; 
the seventh, scoring four Gene Tenace drove in Carew, Minnesota, 3. 
runs on five hits in a rally three runs for San Diego with Home Runs: Rice, Boston, 
started by Cedeno's triple two homers. 10 ;  Hisle, Milwaukee, 8; 
::~.~:::::::::~:::~:~::::::::::::::::::::::::~:~:~:~:;:~:;~:~:~:~:~.::~::.~:~:~1.1.:~:~:~:~:~:~.~.~:~:~:~1.~...:~:~:~:~:~:~:~.1..~:~.~:t: 
THIRD ANNUAL 
Canadian Wrist -Wrest l ing Championships  
May 201h,1978 
Osoyoos, Br i t ish Co lumbia  
Sun Bowl Arena  









PHOENIX, Ariz, (AP) - -  
Forward Waltor Davis of 
Phoenix Suns says when the 
1977-78 season started his 
goal was "to make the team 
and contribute." 
And that he certainly did, 
capped Tuesday by selection 
as Rookie of the Year In the 
Nat iona l  Basketba l l  
Association, 
Davis, who earlier was 
named to the Western 
Conference team for the 
i l l l  I I 
FOR PRIVATE USE OR BUSINESS 
AUTOVEST 
Beforo you buy, Iflvendlgate fho advsnflgos of this rent- 
to.own plan. All monies paid apply to purchaso. Why 
tie up your cash or borrowing powor, lit and I IM 
months rent and drlvo away, 
EXAMPLES 
Based on 36 month lease 
statements," said Banning, 
who refused to elaborate. 
Nick Jemas, national concernedaheutthetypee~ 
director of the Jockeys' injuries that horses Ka~ 
Guild, added he could not when they go down and Iron 
endorse the commmts of shattered bones-bonss th~ 
"jockeys who made these snap right off." :~ 
..........;...:.:.:.>:.:.:::::::::~:;:;:.:'.:~":':'::::::;:~:;:~. 
....... ... .....~.~.......r.;.;.;.~.~.~;~.;.~.~.~.:.~.:.~.:.:.:.:.:.:.~.~....~.........~.; .~'~':'~ ~'  
BE ECOLOGICAl: 
DON'1" UET WILDFIRES 
BE YOUR FAULT: 
;"" ............... "".;:"; ".;: "."" L'.:.7........-.........-.........-.....-.--..-.-.-.-.- . .  .............. • ..............................:...:.:.;.a..';:~;:;:~;~" ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: . . . . .  , 
l e  
Canad ian  Rad io - te lev is ion  and  
Te lecommunicat ions  Commiss ion  
PUBLIC NOTICE 
Ottawa, May 1, 1978 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
TELEPHONE COMPANY 
ORDINARY SHARES ISSUE 
The Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications 
Commission has received an application from British 
Columbia Telephone Company (B.C. Tel) for approval of 
tho amount, terms and conditions of the ssue, sale or other 
disposition of ordinary, shares of its capital stock, not 
exceeding an aggregate amount of soventy million dollars 
($70,000,000) withoutpar value. 
The applicant has stated that it is necessary to ssue capital. 
stock at this time, rather than obtain additional debt 
financing, in order to maintain an appropriate and prudent 
corporate financial debt to equity ratio. 
The application and accompanying documents may be 
examined at the following locations: 
British Columbia Telephone Company 
3777 Kingsway . .. 




1860 - 105(~ West Pendor St. ; 
Vancouver, B,C. V6E 3S7 
or 
CRTC 
Room 160f, 100 Metcalfe Street ' 
Ottawa, Ontario K1AON2 
Intervention: Any person interested in an application to . 
which he is not a party may intervene. 
An intervener shall mail or deliver to the Secretary of the 
Commission a written statement describing his interest and 
containing his approval of the application, his opposition 
thereto, his suggested modification thereof, or any other 
pertinent comment hereon, together with any documente 
that may be useful in explaining or supporting the 
intervention, and he shall also serve a copy of the 
Intervention, and documents, personally or by registered 
mall, upon the ~pplloant at the office of Mr, R,J, Bouwman, 
Secretary, B,C, Tel, 3777 Klngswey, Burnaby, B.C,, VSH 
3Z7, All Interventions concerning this realtor must be 
received by the Commission and by the applicant on or 
before May 26,1978, The applloant shall reply toall 
Interventions, and shall serve a copy of Its reply oaths 
Intervener and tho Commission on or before May 31,197e. 
In this case, documents must be aotually received on the 
specified dates, not merely posted on those dates, 
Procedures to be followed: 
Depending upon the nature of the comments received Up to 
the deadllno for Interventions lhe Commission will. 
determine whether or not a public heorlng will be held to  
deal with the appllcailon, 
If, In the Commission's view, there are no serious problems 
requiring further Inquiry, the Commission would propose to 
deal with the matter without a public hearing, rendering a 
decision approving the application"in principle" on June 1, 
1978. Subsequently on June 2, it Is anticipated that the 
applicant will provide to the Commission the exacl prise, 
size and other terms and conditions of the Issue, Provided 
the terms of tho Issue do not depart from those eel out In lhe 
application, final approval would then be granted on June 2, 
Public Hearing: 
If a public hearing Is to be held on this matter, It will take 
place at a tiros and location to be specified by the 
Circle Categor ic  Choices and send $5 (cheque or moneyorder )  for 
each one. 
Mens:  to 150 pounds, 151-175 pounds, 176-200 pounds, 200 pounds,  and 
over. 
Lad ies :  to 150 pounds, 151 pounds and over.  
NBA all.star game In 
February, scored in double 
figures in all 81 regular- 
season games in which he 
played. 
Davis, the Suns' No. 1 draft 
~r ck, received 49~/, votes om a group of 66 reporters 
who covered the NBA during 
the season. Marquee 
Johnson, a forward with 
Milwaukee Bucks, finished 
second with lOS/4 votes, 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
CALL LARRY HAYES-  R ICHARDS 
COLLECT 987-7111 
BELMONT LEASING LTD. 
1110MARINE DRIVE 
NORTH VANCOUVER, B.C.D.O0479A 
I Commission, 
Those who express an Interest In this application will be ; 
notified rogardlng tho decision concerning a public hoarlng," 
Use Oulmet: 
Secretary General: 
Telecom, Publlo Notice CRTC 1978.142 
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right t 9"classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to. 
set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right ~o revise, edit, classify 
or re] .act any advertisement 
and .:to" retain any answers 
directed fo the Herald Box 
Reply Service, anclto repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental, 
B~x replies on "Hold" 
Instructions not picked up 
within 10 days of expiry of an 
advertisement will be 
destroyed unless mailing 
Instructions are received. 
Those enswerlng Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send ~' Originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims~of errors in 
advertisements must be 
received by~ the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication., 
It is agr~eed by the ad. 
verflser r#questlng space 
that the illablllty of the 
Herald in the event of failure 
to publish en advertisement 
or In the event of an error 
appearing' In the ad: 
vertlsement as published 
shall be limited fo the 
amount paid by the ad- 
vertiser for only one in. 
correct Insertion for the 
portion of the advertising 
space occupied by the In. 
correct or omlffed item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advertisements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
wl~lch prohibits any ad- 
vertising that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
or place of origin, or because 
CLASSIF IED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less $2.00 per 
;nsertion, over 20 words 5 
cents per word. 
3 or more consecutive In- 
sertions Sl.50 per Insertlon. 
REFUI;IDS: 
First insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
Insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED OISPLAY: 




22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge 55.08 per 
Insertion. 
LEGAL- POLITICAL ANO 
TRANSIENT AD- 
VERTISING: 
$3.60 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
54.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADL INE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
1:00 p.m. day prior fo 
publication day. 
Service charge of 55.00 on all 
N.S.F. cheques. 
hi! age is between 44 and 65 WEDDING DESCRIP. 
years, unlessthecondltlon Is TIONS: 
iusflfled by a bona fide No charge provided news 
re~iv i re~~h~- -  ~osk.,.. submitted.wi!.hin o e. month. 
involved. $5.00 proouclrlon charge mr 
Published at Terrace 





The Vancouver Playhouse, 
British Columbia's major 
professional theatre will 
present Joe Ortln's 
outragelous black comedy 
"Loot" on Wednesday May 
1Yet the R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
Terrace at 0 p.m. "Loot'" a 
leng running hit In London 
md on Broadway Is a zany, 
dzarre upside down comedy 
n a Monty Python vein. 
"ickets are available In May 
t Terrace Sight and Sound 
~d Terrace Library. For 
.rther information call 635. 
318. "Loot" is a part el 
Kermode Theatre '78. 
Kermode Theatre'70, the 
B.C. High School Drama' 
Festival will take-place Iri 
the R.E.M. Lea Theatre May 
18-20 ¢t 8 p.n. The mainetage 
'Showcase' consists of award 
winning student plays 
performed nightly for ad. 
Judlcetlen. Tickets evallable 
in May from Terrace Sight 
and Sound and Terrace 
Library. 
DANCE REVUE '78 
the Vlcki' Parlainen Dancers. 
May 12t~, 8:00 p.m., R.E.M. 
Lee Theatre, Tickets: Befly 
Wann 635.6763, Bev Evans - 
635.706u, Maxine Cumming -
638.8240, Adults $2.00, 
Children $1.00 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
AuxUlary Thrift Shop on 
Lazelle now offers a full 
stock of Spring and Summer 
wear. Drop In on Saturdays 
from 11:00.4:30 p.m. 
There will be a Special 
Singing Service on Pentecost 
Sunday, May 14th, 1978 
sponsored by the Terrace 
Church of God. The singing 
will begin af 2:00 p.m. and 
everyone is Invited to attend. 
The Church is located af 3341 
River Drive and the Pastor 
is Robert L. White. Special 
singers will Include Andy 
Quock and Randy, Adams 
from Kitwancool, B.C. 
Sat; May iSth 9p .m.  the 
wedding and~r engagement M~ns One Social Club will 
pictures. News of weddings best a dance at Tbe 
(write.ups) received on( Mason Lod~e, 4900 block 
month or more after event JL~azeHe. Member t3.00 - nnn 
$10.00 charge, with or members ~.00. For all 
without picture. Subject fo shale ad-lts, phone 835-4052 
condensatlen. Payable In or 838-1093 
advance. 
Join the Terrace Scuba Club. 
and bring a friend or twol_ 
CLASSIFIED AN- Meeting - Monday May 15ta 
NOUNCEMENTS: Swimming POOl Board Rocm 
8:3o p.m. 
Skeena Health Unit 
3215.2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635.6307 
The following are a few of 
the services offered locally 
by your Health Unit Staff: 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES. 
- Held weekly at the Health 
Unit every Tuesday from 
1:30 - 3:50 p.m. Please phone 
for an appointment 
Held ~ at Thornhill 
Recreation Centre on the 
fourth Friday of every 
month from 1:30 - 3:30 p.m. 
Please phone for an ap- 
pointment. 
- Babysltters who bring 
children must have parents 
written consent for im- 
munization. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the Health 
Unit on Monday, Wed- 
nssday, and Friday from 
3:00 - 4:10 p.m..by ap- 
pe!ntment only. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held throughout 
the year at Intervals for 
expectant parents. Phone 
the Health Unit for details 
and registration. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing car# in the home for 
those who need It on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
HEALTH PARADE 
For 4year old children. Held 
on third Monday of every 
month. Developmental, 
vision, hearing screening 
done. Please phone for 
appointment. 
PRENATAL BREATHING 
& RELAXING EXERCISES 
Held every TJ~ursday af- 
ternoon at 1:00- 2:00 p.m. 
V.D. CLINIC 
Held every Monday at 3:30 
or by appointment. 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 






Order now by phone. Pv.jne 
or make an appointment. 
Marnle 635.9721. 
Male Sheltle (minrature 
collie) Brown with ~hlte 
markings. Name is Casstdv. 
Lost on Kalum Lake Drive. 
Reward. Phone 635--2884. 
"(C1-9) 
Reward offered for the 
return of Mocha, 3 month old 
female doberman. Missing 
since Sunday afternoon from 
Kalum and Loen phone 635. 
2889 (p3-9) 
Lost - Brown framed blasses, 
black arms with a hearing 
aid attached. Lost between 
Riverside Grocery and the 
overpass. Reward offered. 
phone 635-2490 (p5-1) 
REQUIRED 
Painting Contractor to 
complete re.painting of 
approximately 90,000 square 
feet of Interior walls. Some 
minor drywall repairs 
required. Paint to be sup- 
plied by contractor. Tools 
and other repair materials to 
be supplied by contractor. 
For more Information, see 
specification at School 
District No. 92 (Nisgha) 
SANITATION offices in Terrace or New 
The public health inspectors Aiyansh. (c5.) 
are now situated In Eby 
Street. They will be pleased British Columbia 
to assist with any sanitation Housing Management 
problems. 
AUDIOLOGY CLINIC 
Held at 4612' Greig Avenue. 
Hearing eats will be done by 
Salosmaa 
We are lsoldng for a person 
with a proven sales record. 
Travelling required but no 
over n~t  trips. Your own 
vehicle advantageous. 
Would be required to call on 
established accotmts, as well 
as showing initiative for new 
prospects. This oompades 
office is in Prince George. 
Renumeration includes: 
Basic salary, commissim, 
monthly bonus, and ex- 
penses. All replies held in 
atrictest cenfidents, Reply to 
Box 1176, Terraet Daily 
Herald (c5-12) 
Warehomeman required for 
regular warehouse dutie~ 
including shipping and 
receiving etc. Phone H. 
Young Aeldands Ltd 
(c3-10) 
For Sale: 1969 Oldsmobile 
and saddle and a floor 
~lisber l~one 635-7387 after 
5 (C3-10) 
1~ht Plant for sale - 2 For Sale: 
cylinder Wisconson gas For Sale: 1078 sq. ft. 3 
engine, SKY generator, bedroom homeon z/~ acre lot, 
remote start, needs some 
work. Phone 635-5420 days fully fenced and treed, at. 
tached garage, 300 sq. fl, 
(!)3-10) , shed, "root cellar, Asking 
40 gal. elec. hot water tank; $42,000. Phone 635.4790 after 
120,00(1 BTU oll furnance. 6. 
Must sell immediately phone (C10-8} 
635-7124 or 635.5886 and ask 
for Don (c5-) 
For Sale: 1 Rogers 9 piece 
drumset with travelling 
cases and ZIIdllan cymbals. 
In very good condtlon. Ask 
for Garry before 5 at 635-4938 
or 635-2771 after 5 (p5-9) 
Office & Shop space 
available, Hwy 16 Thornhlll 
phone 635.3863 or 638.1108 
(c10-13) 
For Trade - 21 cu. Zenith 
deep freeze, or a small deep 
freeze. Phone 635-5934 after 
S (p3-10) 
1978 TS 125 Suzuki trail bike 
for sale. 400 miles and In 
excellent condition. Asking 
0800.00. Phone 638.1072 after 
6 p.m. 
(fin) 
Fibreglass runabout with 
full convertible top, 1977 50 
h.p. Mere electric with extra 
tank on E2 load trailer. 
Contact Grant Papps, 4721 
Loan Ave. 638.1856 or 63{B. 
~i31 (p3-9) 
Terrace Thornhlll N.D.P. Roomsto Rent: Kitchenand 
Club Flea Market and laundry facilities phone 635- 
Garage sale, Sat. May 13, 10 4948 ask for John (c6-9) 
a.m. - 3 p.m. af the Thornhill 
Community Centre. Tables 
$5 each, Admission 50c 
adults. Sellers phone 635. 
3582 to reserve a table. (c8- 
Commission 10) 7/8._._ For Rent - 2 bedroom 
Maintenance Supervisor LOOKING .... FOR .... FUR- bases]sent suite. Close to 
• s~ools. Fridge and stove. Northern B.C. . . . .  NITURE? 
$7,784.00-$20,724.00 per an. Phone 635-$963 (1~)) 
House For Sale 
This could be the bargain 
you have been waiting for. 
If you are tired of paying 
rent but don't want 
exhorbitant mortgage 
payments, we have the 
house for you. Cheap t( 
heat with low taxes. Neat 
all schools and downtown. 
Three bedrooms wit~ 
electric heat. Nice lot. 
If you are interested. 
The price Is $25,500. and 
the number to call is 635. 
5339 after 10:30 a.m. 
(sff5-15) 
Country Life in Town - 
eq. ft. Fceturm include 
utility room o main floor 1½ 
batl~'ooms, mural in L,R.. 
Bald~ bland in Idtchen S 
bedrooms up and 2 .in 
basenent. Like new con- 
clition, quiet area. 1 acre 
with good garden 
Asking 162,000. Offers 
considered. Come and have 
a look 5243 Soucie m the 
bench 635-4760 (c2-9) 
For Sale: 4 bedroom house 
with carport. On large 
kmdscaped lot with gardm 
space and f ru i t  trees. 
Greonhouse with 9 sheds. 
Asking $26,500 for ap- 
pointmmt to view l~one ~5- 
7o14 (es-l~) "', 
s bedroom be;,,e 
St. ~ I~,000 phone ,~ 
6~- '~ evedu8 (C10-17.) 
doctor's referrals. Tel No. 
638-1155. 
LONG TERM CARE 
Office af No.205-4721 Lazelle 
Ave. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at No. 205.4721 
Lazelle. Tel 635-9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and social 
num 
Under the regional manager, 
Northern B.C, the main. 
fenance supervisor will be 
responsible for the main. 
tenance of rental housing 
development. Respon- 
sibilities: 
To assist In the planning 
and Implementation of the 
annual ma'lntenance 
For excellent prices on 
furniture see the bargain 
f leer at FRED'S FUR- 
NITURE LTD. 
4434 Lakelse Ave. 
Terrace 635-3630 
SECOND FLOOR (CTF) 
Top Quality mixed hay for 
sale. Heavy bales 847.3165 If you've had your ear for 25 years, it is officially an 
(c12t,w,th,may4) antique and qualifies for special license plates. 
Births 5.50 RATES Funerals 5.50 'l~e Annual Meeting of the rehabilitation done by program for rental housing; To direct preventative 
Effect iveOctober !, Cards of Thanks 5.50 Terrace and District consultant, maintenance programs; 
To prepare plans, 
197 Memorial Notices 5.50 Christian Council for Soda] INCHES AWAY CLUE specifications and estimates 
Resources will be held at MeefeveryTuesdaynlghfaf for maintenance; 
Single Copy 20c PHONE 635.6357 Knox United Church, 490'/ By Carrier mth 3.00 Classified Advertising Dept. Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B.C. 8 In the Skeena Health Unit. Certification of work 
Tinwsday, May 18~ at 7:30 For more Informatlen phons undertaken by contractors at 
By Carr ier  year  36.00 p.m. 635-3747.or 635.3823. the site; 
By Mail § mth 12.00 ~ ~ Weight Watchers meeting Dlrectlon and control of 
caretaking, janitorial and 
BY Ma i l  6 mth 22.00 B.C.O.A.P.O. - Annual Fa heidevery Tuesdayat7 p.m. maintenance staff; 
By Mai l  year 40.00 Bazaar. November lath at the Knox United Church 
Senior Citizen year ~ 1 9 7 8 "  Arena'BanquetRoom. Helh 4907 Lazelle Aven.ue. duties.Perf°rm other related 
20.00 LEAVING HOME both a SKEENACENTRE 
British Commenwealfh and superb comedy and a Auctloa Attica Skeene Centre offers to the Qualification and Ex- 
perience United States of America 1 powerful emotional drama B e ~  M ay 20 & 21st. L.W. Sears Auctioneer pbene Senior Citizens of the 
year 51.00. 





Ten ac~ & District 
Th~,rnhill &Distrid' 
Phone 635.6357 
. ~ .  
Santo Cervello, mimed wil l  
earform ' ,,Metamorphlsls"; 
~Aay 18 and 19 !n the Verltas 
Sym at 3:30 p.m. lan Booth 
will perform "Mark Twain in 
Person"May 1Sand 19 at the 
Claron~L:.Mlchlei Gym at 
3:30 p.m. Tickets for both 
performances are available 
at the door at Sl.00 per 
person. These performances 
are presented In conJundlen 
With Kefmode Theatre '78. 
I 
Alternative Energy En- 
thusiasts - Solar, Wind, 
Methane, Hydroelectric, 
Wood etc. - Are you currently 
designing or experimenting 
With small.scale renewable 
energy systems? The 
Pacif ic,  Rim Education 
Project Is" setting up a 
Northern Network to 
facilitate development of 
such systems. Pictures and 
project dascriptlons are 
needed for a booklet to  be 
~. .L i l , * . ;b .a  lh l .  *~. . Inm Wr ' l t l l  
on family life, will be 
presented by the Terrace 
Little Theatre in the R.E.M. 
Lee on Sat. May 13 and Sun. 
May 14 at 8:00 p.m. Ad- 
mission $4.00 and $2.50 for 
students and senior citizens. 
Advance tickets at McColls 
, Real Estate. Mature en- 
tertainment . . . .  
Le Jardln d'Enfance, the 
Terrace Fench Language 
Preschool Is accepting 
688-1538 (c8-15) 
~keana District Girl Guides 
would like to announce the 
opening of.a Land Ranger 
CompJny In the Thornhlll 
area. Girls between the ages 
of 14 and 18 who are In. 
ferested please call 635.3061 
or 638-1269 (ctf) 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
registration of preschool •Auxiliary would appreciate 
children ages 3-5 for Sap- any donations of good, clean 
tember classes. Vlsltorsday clothing, any household 
at the school will be Monday 
May 15 1.2:30 for parents 
wishing to observe the school 
in session. Phone 635-7318 
for more Information. 
The "Northwest Charcoal 
Burners" will be hevlng an 
Informal black powder shoat 
Saturday May 13th. 9:30 a.m. 
at the Kltimat Rifle range. 
Everyone welcome. 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handlcappod are 
looking for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us at 635.2238 between 
8a.m. and 3 p.m., we will try 
to make arrangements for 
pl_ckup . . . . . . .  
The regular monthly 
meeting of the Terrace 
[Progressive Conservative 
Women's Club will be held on 
Wednesday, May 24 at 10:00 
'a.m. for a coffee party. The 
.,,.~..., I. ~19A .~,lele Street. 
items, toys etc. for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup service phone 
635.5320 or 6"35-5233, or leave 
donations at the Thrift shop 
on Lazelle Ayenue on 
Saturdays between 11:00 
a.m. and 3:00 p,m. Thank 
you. (nc) 
RAPE RELIEF 






PARENTS IN CRISIS 
Are you' making your own 
life and your children's 
miserable? Do you con. 
stantly yell at your c~llldrefl, 
or hit them, or find It hard to 
control yo~,r angry feelings 
toward them? 
P.I.C.'s goal Is ~to help you 
become the loving con- 
structlve parent you really 
want to be. 
All Inquires absolutely 
Terrace and Thornhlll area 
the following services - 
• Activity Centre for hon- 
dlcrafts 
Day Care for working 
people 
• Drop-In for companionship 
& coffee, 
Monday thru Friday 8:4. 
Transportation available. 
Contact Skeenavlew Ledge 
635-2265 
GARE, JOHN (Pea Wee) -- 
In loving memory of a Dear 
son and Brother John (Pea 
Wee) who passed away May 
14 ~972. 
In ~llence, we remember. 




Odd lobs for the Jobless. 










education or equivalent 
combination of education 
and experience sup- 
plemented by relevant 
technical training, several 
years directly related ex- 
perience in maintenance and 
construction at the super- 
visory level. Please send 
details of experience and 
qualification to the 
Regional Manager, 
Northern, B.C. 
British Cdumbla Housing 
Management Commission 
Box 310 
Prince Rupert, B.C. 
t or further information on 
application please contact at 
No.S.342.3rd Ave. W. Prince 
Rupert, B.C., phone 627.7501 












Apply before June lath i!978 
Ms. Jennifer Davies, ,~ 
Executive Director, zJ~ 
Child Development Centre, 
172.3rd St. Kltlmat, B.C. vac 
2H5 
(Cl~.7th f-Is.) 
THE HOBBY HUT 
Ceramic supplies & Help Wanted: Hair stylist 
Greenware, air brushing end apprentice wanted for 
available • custom firing, new unisex shop in Smlthers 
~. .  *A  _u* -*~ m* . - -~h.  B*u  rJ*11 ¢ P .ml4hare  AAT.  
Northwest 
Community , i ;  
O°llege n i "  I 
invites applications for two  newly created positio S: /. ~i 
i 
Oireotor of Oontinuins |duoation I 
I)istanoe Eduoation Coordinator 
Northwest Community College serves a large geographical area in 
the Northwest region of B.C. (population: about 85,000). The main 
faci l i t ies of the College are in Terrace, but the College has sub- 
stantial operations in K i t imat,  Prince Rupert, the Hazelton area, 
and Smithers, with smal ler  operations in the Queen Char lo t te  
Islands, the Nass Va l ley ,  Stewart and Houston. 
The Director o f  Continuing Education is a senior admin is t ra t ive  
position reporting d i rect ly  to the Principal. The appointee wi l l  be 
responsible for general supervision of the Community Educat ion 
Services, and for certain special programs that have a regional base 
for operation. 
The Distance Education Coordinator wi l l  report to the Director  of 
Continuing Education. The appointee wi l l  be expected to init iate 
and.or coordinate educational programs designed to meet the needs 
of people who are social ly or geographical ly Isolated f rom 
tradit ional learning opportunities. The appointee wi l l  have ex. 
pertlse in the uti l ization of all major communication systems and in 
educational programming and wi l l  be expected to use this expert ise 
to aid Instructors and other College personnel in the development of 
non.t radi t ional  education programs. 
Commencement date: August 1, 1978 or as soon as possible 
thereafter. 
Salary,: Commensurate wi th  qualif ications and experience 
Appl ication deadline: May 31, 1978 
Send curr icu lum vitae w i th  names and addresses of referees to: 
The Pr incipal  
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Summer Cabin 24'x36' on 
leased lot on West Side of 
Lakelse Lake. 200' Lake 
frontage. Must sell phone 
635-4252 (p2-7,10) 
Wanted to Rent 1 bedroom 
suite. Furnished. In town. 
For June first. Phone 635- 
9797. 
(P3-11) 
Wanted to rent a 2 bedroom 
house or suite unfurnished, 
in town. As soon as possible 
phone 635.5727 (eft) 
Registered Nurse with three 
well behaved adolescents 
wishes to rent a 3 bedroom 
heuseor suiteby July 1, 1978. 
Contact Grant Papps 638- 
1856 or 639-8131 (p3-1O) 
3 and 5 acre parcels on 
Woodland Park Subdivision 
$1,1,000 and $1900. Two lots 
only left. One with creek. J D 
Prodor, 490 Anderton Road, 
Comox, B.C. V9N 4B.,l phone 
339.4736 (cS0-julyl) 
Build your home among 
beautiful arge cedars on lot 
150x210 Skeena St. Asking 
11,500.00 Offers. Phone 635. 
$102 after 6 and weekends. 
For Sale: 60xi00' lot. View 
at McNeil St., Thornhill. On 
water system. Asking $6,000. 
Phone 635.7540 or 635-2056 
(cfflu4) 
Growing convenience store 
for sale in Terrace. Fully 
equipped with complete 
butcher shop and walk-in 
cooler. 3 bedroom dwelling 
attached plus rental house. 
On acre of land. $I00,000 
with financing available. 
For details 635-5?.02 (p5-12) 
1974 ToYata Pick-up • long 
box. Good condition. Phone 
635.2709. Leave name and 
number. 
(P3-11) 
Salvage Bids to be taken on a 
1975 Volkswagen Beetle. On 
an as is, where is basis. For 
more Information contact 
Brouwer & Co., 6.3238 Kaium 
St. or 635.7173 (c9. 
7,8,9,16,17,18,23,24,25) 
1976 GMC Factory  Van 
Conversion 
Lighted, lined, rugged, in. 
sulated, icebox. Three 
burner stove, sink and 
trailer hitch. ~,495 638-1744 
after 6 p.m. (p3-10) 
76 Dodge Van 6 cyi., 3 speed 
standard. Must sell $4,000 
Phone 635-7702 (p5-12) 
For Sale - 1956 Ford pickup, 
also 1976 256cc YZ and a 327 
cu. in. motor, 1976 GMC 4x4 
pickup, 1977 Arctic Cat 
snowmobile, all things must 
go as owner is leaving town. 
phone 635-5687 after 5 (p10- 
17) 
For Sale -1977 Toyota Celiea 
GT lift back phone 638-1689 
(P~10) 
1"975 Plymouth Crickett 
wagon. Low mileage. 
Excellent condition. Asking 
12900 phone 635-4619 (c3-10) 
1973 Datsun 1200 phone 635- 
2890 after 5 (p3-10) 
For Sale- 1969 Pontiac 2 door ~ 
HT sports Coupe 635-3257 
after 6 (1)3-10) 
74 Ford Window Van auto, 72 
Ford pickup auto, 14' Lund 
boat with motor and .trailer 
phone 635.6636 (c3-1O) 
1972 Toyota long.wheel base 
Landcrulser. Complete with 
winch, extra spare tire, roof 
rack, good condition. View 
5135 McConnell 638.1517 or 
635-4360 (c10-12) 
1971 Toyota Landcrulser 
with wide tires plus set spare 
tires with rims. View at 5135 
McConnell 638.1517 or 635. 
4380 (c10-12) 
1974 Ford Meteor Montego, 
Excellent condition. Normal 
extras. Vinyl top, 35 
Cleveland motor, Price 
$2500 phone 635.2804 (p3-9) 
For Sale: 65 Ford Custom 4 
dr,, good runnlng condition, 
phone 635.2080 $350 (p10-13) 
1973 Plntowlth sun roof $1500 
phone 635.3696 (p5.10) 
73 Renault front wheel drive, 
asking $1000 and 1976 Kx250 
matocross Kawaskl llke new 
asklng $1,000 638.1,483 (cff) 
VW Van 1977 • 7 passenger as 
new with many extras, 7000 
miles 635.5290 after 6 and 
weekends. (eft) 
1970 Chrysler Newport, p.s., 
p.b., rear defroster, block 
heaters $800 phone 635.5102 
after 6 and weekends. (eft) 
Will do rototilling with 54" 
tractor unit. Reasonable 
rates. Front bucket for 
moving.spreading soil 
gravel. Prefer Thornhill 
area phone 635-3478 (p5-12) 
For Sale: 1970 12x60 Great 
Lake Trailer, furnished with 
washer and dryer and jeey 
shack 638-8254 after 5 
12x54 2 bedroom house 
trailer with large joey shack 
and sundeek. Set up and 
kirted in local trailer 
courL Unfurnished except 
for washer and dryer and 
stove. Asking $6,000 or 
closest offer. Phone 638-8297 
after 3:30p.m. (e4-8,11,12,13) 
For Sale: 12x56 Glendale 
Vista Villa 3 bedroom trailer 
with steel shed and porch. 
For appt. to view phone 635- 
9403 after 5 (p10-17) 
12x6S 2 bedroom house 
trailer includes fridge, stove 
and dishwasher. Finished 
addition, set up in trailer 
park. Will accept smaller 
house trailer as part 
payment. For further in- 
formation phone 635-7878 
(1Z-15) 
For Sale: 1973 12x60 trailer 
with 2 bedrooms. Phone 63S- 
7697 after 4 (c~O.mnylO) 
FOR SALE: 12x46 bye 
bedroom mobile home. 
Located on fully serviced lot 
in Thornhlll. Asking $13500. 
Financing available. 
Contact Gerry Warren at 
Royal Bank, Terrace, B,C. 
Phone 635.7117 (cff) 
For Sale: 1968 10x36 Im- 
perial trai ler, furnished, 
phone 635-7860 (c10-13) 
12x54 Safeway, 2 bedroom 
with 30 addition, fridge, 
5 year old registered Quarter 
Horse gelding. Western 
andEngllsh shown Terrace 
and Prince George Ideal for 
children or adults. Asking 
$1,000 ~ohone 635.2826 after 6 
p.m. (c5-5) 
% registered Arab mare for 
sale. 5 years old. Excellent 
disposition. Asking $600 or 
best offer phone 635-5688 (1)3- 
10) 
Rabbits for sale 635-3831 ( )3- 
10) 
Reg. Morgan Partbreds 
- 6 year Bay gelding with 
star. 12.3 h.h. trained to 
drive and ride. 
- 4 year Black mare with two 
white hind socks 13 h.h. 
trained to drive and green 
broke to ride. 
- yearling solid black gelding 
should mature 13.2 h.h. 
- also 78 goal. 
635-~347 or write Wolfgang 
Kriegl 




Adults. Shop discreetly by 
mail. Send $1.00 for our 
latest fully Illustrated 
catelogue of marital aids for 
both ladies and gentlemen. 
Direct Action Marketing Inc. 
Dept. U.K., P.O. Box 3268, 
Vancouver, B.C. VBB 3X9. 
(dr) 
Politioking 
stove, carpet, drapes In- VICTORL~ (CP) - -  
cluded. Set-up and skirted in Charles Barber (NDP-- 
trailer park, phone 635-4310 Victoria) accused Premier CELEBRATE MOTHER'S ove¢ the years. And what oftheeternityring. Asimple 
after 5 (ctf) Bill Bennett Monda,, of DAY WITH DIAMONDS,- better way than with a hand of metal, the ringwas 
. . . . . . . . . . .  _ "  . . . . . . . .  ~-  This May 14th - add some diamond eternity ring. the decorated with a wavy aegramng ms ontce oy usmg ,, , For Sale: 1970 2 bedroom ;,+^ onU,~t ,.omt..~h;n~ ;,I sparkle to her dny.., glve her ring that says iflcould, Id  cloissoneUnesetatintorvals 
trailer with fridge, stove, ;~,~"~".'~'~,;,:~'~'~'t'~, P" -- eter-ity.., with diamonds, marw you all over again." . with precious gems. 
dishwasher, washer & dryer, - -  . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . .  ~" ..The diamond eternity rtag An ideal gift for Mother's The 9ustom of wearing 
• Barber sa id . . . in  the . . . .  erni r' " ,~ . . . .  "~;'ng~li~i~  ~ : has a 10x25 addition phone_ l-,i~lature:that Beme'tt-haS ~r symbolizing ~anfL yOU: .... Day, the et ty ~ i~, .;rings, ~sy . ~ ~ d~! 
635-5348 (p15-13) ~d official stationery and for years poss .ed and years to circlet or half-circlet ol became mol'e-'autl~lore ~ 
i.;. ~m.;~ .. . ; , ; , , .  ;~ Dan come.., canalso'be given to deamonds et in precious popular through the agos. As 
. . . . . . . . .  F . . . . . . . . . . .  eele.brate a wedding an- ' metal - confirmation of the times changed, so did weight to a party mem- hersldp drive, niversary or the birth of a past - a promise for the 
B.C. Hydro and I 
Power Authority [ 
iNVITATION TO TENDER| 
!or Interior landscaping and| 
~aintenance of ap-[ 
~roximately twenty-fou~ 
1(mr units and fifty hangingJ 
mits decorating and int(rlorl 
aal l  at the Divisional 
Centre, 5220 Kelth Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
Tender forms an( 
specifications are available 
from MR. F.L. Janaurer at 
4722 Lakelse Avenue. 
Closing date for submission 
of tenders if 17 May 1978. 
i (c3-10) 
The NDP MLA said the in- 
cident was more a matter of 
standards than a scandal 
and tabled a letter in the 
house to buck his charges. 
The letter, signed by 
Bennett, written on his 
stationery and listing usa  
return address the 
legislature, says: "I would 
like to ask you to he port of 
my own special membership 
drive."' 
Attached to the letter, 
Barber said, were five 
membership application 
forms, all hearing Bmnett's 
signature. 
Bennett said he distributes 
such letters from his office 
and he doesn't consider the 
practice to be wrong. He 
often receives letters from 
B.C. citizens asking to join 
the Social Credit party, and 
he sends out such letters in 
return. 
PAYS POSTAGE 
Bennett said outside the 
house that he pays the 
postage for such letters. 
Berber said there was 
nothing wrong with soliciting 
memberships, but called on 
Bennett o "do it as leader, 
not premier, and make the 
Social Credit Party pay for it 
while you're at it." 
Earlier in debate on 
Bennet t ' s  budgetary  
estimates, Alex Macdonald 
(NDP--Vanoouver East) 
criticized the govel;nment 
for selling out to multi- 
national oil and natural gas 
companies. 
child, future. 
Its exact or'w, ius of the 
..Mother's Day...a very eternity ring tradition are 
special occasion to say unknnwn, but the symhelism 
'thank hank you" for years ofacircleasaeignofeternal 
passed and years to come.., love may he traced back to 
can also be given to greekmytholegy. There, the 
celebrate a wedding an- circle means "my love will 
niversary or the birth ef a run out at the circle's end". 
child. Perhaps the earliest 
example of the eternity ring 
Mother's Day...a very as we know it was found 
special occasion to say during the excavation ofUr. 
Queen Shur-Bad, who had 'thank you' to the woman 
who's shared all the happy 
and troublesome times 
which pu 've had together 
HERPIN COINED WORD 
The term philately, for the 
hobby of stamp collecting, 
was coined by M. Herpin, a 
Frenchman. in 1865. 
been buried more than 4,000 
years ago, was found to be 
wearing an ancient vernion 
THEY'RE TRICKY PILOTS 
Dragonflies, which hunt 
only when in flight, make a 
basket with their six feet to 
trap flying insects. 
Do It How 
Aluminum 
Sheets 
25" x 36" 
12 sheets only- 3,76 
THE DAILY HERALD 
3212 Kalum St. Torraoo 
I I 
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II B.us!ness I! 
lii "=" Not listed, in our il 
B.C. Tel Dwedory. !! 
i ! i L l~ .~ i l  TERRACE E INARY MEDICAL - 635-3300 !~i 
i ~ ~ '  AURORA ANIMAL HOSPITAL- 635-2040 i:!! 
:':: ~ ~ ::3 
!!i ( ~  BOYDS BODY SHOP-635-9410 ii~ 
We're ....AC. o ,,,,,,, 
THE HOBBY HUT- 635-9393 
Listed ,,,,,,, 
GEMINI EXCAVATING . 635-3479 Here! DAILyFree'f°r ONE month  courtesy of T H E H E R A L D  
If you wish your Business Phone 635 6357 
l isted for  your  customers  please cal l  i 
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HELP WANTED: Earn 
$200.00 monthly part.time; 
$1,000 full time. Easy to 
succeed with our tralning. 
Write Fuller Brush Com. 
pany, C-O Box 108, 808, '207 
West Hastings St., Van. 
couver, B.C. VBB 1H7, or 
Mr. T. Diamond, R.R. 3, 
Kamloops, B.C. V2C 5K1. 
(cff) 
For Sale: Parklane tent 
trailer. Sleeps 6, stove and 
sink 635-3738 
Come In to Camparland, and 
see our 1976 VanguardMInl 
Motor Homes. one 20' on 
Ford chassis, 460 Engine. 
One 22' Pullman Model on 
Dodge Chassis. Be sure to 
see them at Cam~rland, 
Highway 16 West, Dealer 
Ucence DO0611A 
(P2-10) 
For Sale: 9V20kanogan 
C:amper. Stove, oven 
furnace, 3-way frldge, . 
separate bathroom. Phone 
635-4700 after 7 p.m. 
(CS.8) 
1968--Pope Paul and the 
Arcmbishop of Canterbury, 
Michael Ramsey, met 
during the first offieia 
meeting between a pope and 
an Anglican primate since 
1534. 
i i i  
designs During the 'thirties' 
a popular eternity ring style, 
still available, was an all 
round diamond circlet set in 
platinum. 
Today there are many 
difi~e~t: ki~d~ of: diamond 
eternity rings to choose 
from...traditional...or 
contemporary in design. 
Known as the "memoire" 
ring in Germany; the 
"veratte di diamante" in 
Italy; the "all iance" in 
France, the eternity ring i s  
among the most popular 
piece of jewellery owned. 
This May 14...add some 
sparkle to her day...give her 
etsrnity...with diamonds. 
If you reside in Terraoe or 
Thor.hill and do not have 
a paper carrier- 








By Abigail Van Buren 
1e~8 by Ot lc~O Tflbunl~N.Y. Newl  Sy M,  In t .  
DEAR ABBY: Why is it that brides.to.be can write 
hundreds of invitations and wedding announcements to 
people ~ey scarcely know, but,after the wedding they 
can't write a simple thank-you note for the gift? 
This has happened to me SO often lately I am about ready 
to stop buying gifts. , 
You have a booklet on ~Iow To Have a Lovely 
Wedding." How about writing one on what to do 
afterwards? 
L.S. IN BOONE, IOWA 
DEAR L.: I have. It's "HOw To Write Letters Fur All 
()eca~one." 
DEAR ABBY: The woman sigaed SICK WITH 
'FRIGHT reminded me of myself not too leng ago. I too 
was afraid to open my mouth in a group because I felt I had 
nothing important to say. 
, At age 43, I went back to college and earned adegree in 
accounting, but I wss too shy and self-coascious tostand up 
and talk in front of a group. Then I juined Toastmasters 
Club 990 of TRW where I was employed-und etfll am. 
Three ysare later I was elected president of the clubl 
The first six times I stood before an audience (of only 
20), I shook like a leaf. Today, I am calm and enjoy it! 
Toastmasters is a club where we learn how to listen, 
think and speak better. There is a Toastmasters Club in 
nearly every city. Tell SICK WITH FRIGHT to look in the 
yellow pages of her phone book, or call the Chamber of 
Commerce. I know shq can overcome her frisht..If I did it, 
she can .  
EVY IN HAWTHORNE, CALIF. 
DEAR EVY: I know you're right. Some of the best 
speakers Fve ever heard were ones "sick with fright" but 
overcame it--thanks to Teantmsoters. 
DEAR ABBY: Last summer I read a very moving article 
in your column about a 17-year~ld boy who had been kill. ed 
in a'car accident due to his own reddsse driving. It made a 
deep impression on me. Little did I knew that we would 
lose our own 18-year-old son in • car accident soon after. If 
this letter saves one life it will be worth writing. 
Our sou wasn't driving Mother's or Father's car, he was 
walking home frem a party with a friend. A car stepped 
and the driver, a 19-yeur~ld boy, offered the boys a ride 
home. They happily accepted. 
The driver started to speed and the police took out after 
him. He refused to stop. Finally he struck a tree and his car 
was severed in half! 
Our son was killed instantly and his friend died three 
days later without regaining consciousness. The driver 
survived with minor injuries. This happened only half a 
mile from our home• 
We inter learned that the driver of the car was on 
~rebetion and the car was stolen, so he was afraid to %~. 
No alcohol was involved. And yes, Abby, he was our y 
~=~" ; "  " WI~I .Y IN~OLmT : .L. ..... ~ ~",~:;~;::+; ...,:.::.:i ~ • /:ILL. 
+ 
DEAR LONELY. There Is = valnahle lemma to be 
learned here. Never accept aride Just because It's offered. 
Are your problems too heavy to handle done? Let Ahby 
hdp you. For a personal, unpublished reply, write: Abby: 
Box 69700, Los Angeles,  Calif. 90069. Enclose • stamped, 
self-addressed envelope. 
' DEAR ABBY: When Mother's Day approaches and I see 
all those ads reminding us to Yemember Mother on HER 
special day," I want to scrasml . . 
For 10 years I have been conducting arts and craft 
classes in one of the finest homes for the aged in this area. 
Lovely surroundings, a hospital on the premises, good 
food, attendants around the dock-hut in e•~ room two 
8t r i te  who here no~ in common aye ~ped up ~or 
the rest of their lives in one room barely targe enonga ~_0 r 
two beds, two easy chairs and two small chairs for 
,'company." (I suppose" the chairs for company, are 
sdequ•te because nobody stays more than 20 minu~esj 
. One of my pupils told me, '_When my,. da ,ushter finds t~e, 
to visit me, she asks, 'How do you llke it here, MamaY • 
"'Fine,' I tell her. What am I geing to say--that I cry 
myself to sleep every night?" 
Happy Mother's Day t? all tha.motl}.ers who have been 
put away in homes by their chiluren! CONN. 
.B.y.E.g+ 
43 Mobsters' i An hour, in 
conflict Madrid 
47 Farm 3 Man's name 
equipment 4 Pestilence 
49 Rant Ii Commenced 
~0 Tlds (Sp.) 6 Out of town 
Sl Unit 7 Lair 
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30 Air hero 
31 Container 





holidays 9 City in 
~1 Ruminant Italy 
mammal 10 Fabricated 
r~ Certain a story 
vote 11 Horse 
Trial 11 Scottish 
DOWN Highlander 
1 Kind of 19 Bent to 
rug one side 







26 On behall of 
~/Greek letter 
Z8 Rob--: a 
co,ki l l  
19 DLstresa 
slSnsi 
31 Start for 
tail or sled 
34 01d man 




37 Feel sorry 
about 




4~ Poker stake 
~1 Vanished 
• el Undulate 
45 Wide streets 
(abbr.) 
c:~, TdOR, eo odl" -'~ 
m ~  .~ l r -  
rP+P. se.A'r's t J ( 
" - " r - -~  - - ' '~  l ~i~i ) 
m ~ l m J m  
----~.////i///i///i11///2~~/I////////////////~ 
4"!17 Lakeli. LAKELSE PHARMAOY " , .n .  
Mother's Day. Cards, Gifts, Cosmetics and prompt 
prescr ip t ion  serv ices  m ~.,w'lU~//--~;~ _ _ _ ~ / / / i . / / I / / I / / / / ~ / ~ .  
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1 
Sphere 4e Remainder ,. 
33 Owing 54 ~8 Actress i 
40 Piowed land Amwertoyesterday'spenle. Myma theAMAZING SPIDER-MAN. , By Stan Lee and John Romita 
4 .c ~ ? 8 9 IO II N .Z ' .A  ~rYOU ~,RETOO|  ~rYO~REEMROPE=RMOSTFAMOUg| 
iS  19 20 i 
i l  22 ~ i 
"+ '5, i . - " , , ,  ",+.+ 
I I i l l l l  N I. I I 
14, , I , I ,+, , , , HTHE TERRACE P 13 ! 
I I ~ ' " +ss I I ~]Oy Bnllna ? Visit Red s Bdlards " I 
I +oI I I I I N'= i i i  ! SHARPSHOP AT.RE S-BILLIARDS I 
• ' " ~ WIZARD OF DD - " • by  l~ .sat  imr lmr  mad l y  INure + " 
HSJ.W sGwFSOF AYW -HSO HASOOJYW SI, J ] / / ~ "  ~ ~ ~ T H ~  ~.~=~Y_~N~ ~~u~:::~/'J~""~ ' "  ~ [~~i~l i~r~ +"  " 
ye~erday,s~.yptequip--GIANTltAlBllOLl2gRSARENOT | / j~=v~ I f~P~Ae~_t..m'~'t~"'r/ I'qm~-s_,.,r'~r/ ~P' I  '~~" I I t .,...~;r ~ It I I  I 
(6)1978 Kin i Fe i tu l la  Syndicate. Inc, l I . . . . . .  ...'."l l I I  ) i~_  / l  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Teday 's~,pe lue :Yequa l .~E I Y Bt-- ll I 
The C ~  is a simple subeUtutlon cipher Jn which rc~t l ~-V~.~ "m~tX~) ~ i ~ +~"~ ~ ~  I ~/ -~ ~ l l  I 
letter usod stsnds for another, lfyouthinkthatXequamu..~ / "1; i l~J  " l ~ . ~  I ~ ~ + J  l # ~  ~1 I ~ 1  II I . • 
wtll equal O throughout the puzzle. Si~l. elette.rs, slio~, wo.)~, / . ~t~i , .  L:~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ II I 
~wo,~,=a,g.anapo=,pU=.=,. S,+.=;ou.~m=--'o=um /~- - l~T/~__ [ J~~+- - ' l+ '+ M~ ' ~ ~IU~'~ i 1~1~7-----~L._----!'~17"--1 
vow.mR oOWN-M<>,si Bi:ds I + ~  __  ~- - '41 '  i RU[ iWl l l ! l~ .  i i  i ~ ~ .  :+ i  °+ : 
provide a waterproof dressing I , - - - l l  - - -A  - -  - ~ r r ,mr  +, . . . . .  " " "  . ! 
fo r  feathers "by ,distributing n 47~LAKELSE - -  PHONE 635-7977 + . 
oil from the "preen gland" r 
durmg the preening process • " ' CATF ISH.  = 14 Herons (including the bitterns) 
• have an additional water- 
proofing technique. Modified ~ ' l  ! ( .  down feathers on the breast and belly grow continuously, 
' but rapidly break up into 
microscopic fragments known 
as "Rowder down." This 
powder, which superficially 
resembles graphite," is dis- 
tributed over the feather 
surfaces, giving a dusty, 
'waterproof "bloom" to the 
plumage. 
I YC>U/~t}~r pE 'ACTK-~ .~ j . I  "~- - - - -4  ~ 
IHC~e~TH P~'rie~c~ W- ~1 I/ 
DO ~ut_mO~l ( At.=~_ ~yo0'u_ H~e \ 
i Y I .-- 
DOONESBURY by Garry Trudeau • I 
DEAR CONN• All mothers in nursing homes are not I a ~  
nesesearily there by thek eldld~en's choice. Some older i Ducks Unlimited. (Canada) , ' ISZ'76 [ I 
people need more sure and attention than can be provided 
at home• And many homes, and the lifestyles of the DEAR ABBY: I am a retired coal miner, now 82, and 
families ecoupying them, make the addition of an aging believe'it ur not, Ican still read without eyeglasses. I don't 
. . . . . . . . .  w.  ,~a But it's alsot~ue rememberwhenIflretetartedtore•dDEARA~BY, butit parent nnpraeuem s agree, ~-  . . . . . . .  has now become a Cery impor~t  part of my life. 
:i DEAR ABBY: About four months ago I attended the .  Will you please do me a favor and settle a lengthy and 
wedding of a girl I work with.. My hash .and an. d I had sent heated ~sa_greement I.l~vel2.be~n ~hevv~th withn, adag~n  
her a silver ~d crystal wine aesan~er mac w•s n0~ ~an~ n~o~rown~iu~n~-;r~wervo~]n ~ ~ie 
|ts,.~'v,*wmwal~,a ' .- . ip~lma~ w=Jwo 7v~ -- ¢ -- . . 
--~-~':"-~=:. h. ~,to¢ t ,=,l;,~d that I had not received a' claims you have assistants and secretaries ao it for you. i 
tk . .b  .,^,, "O*~ SO I wrote to her asking if she had ever say that you do a~yeur own writing. An.ywa~,, we have 
."~'~'7~.." ~' , t ie  w•nr .  so mease te~ me ~now wne is rtgn~. 
recewe• It - -  • - " -  " - GARY AURITT, STONINGTON, CONN. A month passed, and etiil no word from the bride, so 
.when I saw her, I •shed her in person if she ever got the 
decanter. , 
She said ehe had, and she d also sent me • the_  -you 
"note; and I bed a lot of nerve nagging her about it. Then 
she" .~i'd, "IqJ return it to you tomorrow; I don't feel like 
keepLhg it nowl" ', . ,- , . . . . . .  . 
I teldher that ldidn tmean to ~eg I~er, but since 1 Ixaa 
heard nbthing, I just wanted to know ff she had ever 
received it,, 
• DEAR C~LRY: You are. I have a eto~ of devoted 
se~etorles who are expert ypists (Fin net). They do the 
resoureh and handle referrals, but every Hne published 
under my name is written by mel 
• Collect he $10 from Curly, but be earefui how you spend 
it, Gary,-because I don't want to be responsible for 
contributing to the definqueney of a miner. 
, andd the soeializing? . . 
/ 
Abby, was I wrong to mention it to her? H I was,  I will gaveDEARhim ABBY:my weddingWhenringmy tos°ngiveWaStomarriedhis bride.12 yearSShe woreag°'itI 
ask God,n0t ~er-to forgive me. ALICE for 10 years, then she put it •way because my son gave nor 
a beautiful sot of rings with diamonds for her 10th wedding 
DEAR" ALICE • •Save your apologies. I tldnk your an~_versary..;. . . . . . . . . . . . .  • . . ..- . , Three monuns ago, my son ann ms wt~e ~ar~eu mvorce 
mqmry was lueuneu, nrsoeedimm, and I asked my son to get my wedding ring 
amen This weirdo likes to get all dressed and go where oz w . . . . .  ... - -  ~ . . . . . . . . .  lle ! , " was •mt  o= senthnsnc •ccacneu u)ma~ ring ana t wanted i~ 
• , ' ' seem to be[her her' How can I get it beck and w •t should I do ? The fact that she s net invited doesnt . . . .  BOILING POINT 
Sheattends all the teas and receptions, minutes with the 
guests, helps herself to all the.refreshments, and has a DEAR BOIL ING:Your  sou GAVE the wedding ring to 
good time• ' v,,,t ;t tat= minister's niece to tell her she sho~d stay her,.therefore lt'shera. And I see no way for you to get it 
away~i~Ie'seee her at all ~lle gathering~ and surely knows beckff akedoosa't want to part with It. The word from 
She hasn't been invited. SMALL TOWN here is, ~hnmer down, and give up, 
DEAR SMALL TOWN: If anyone Is to discourage 8n De you wkh eu hid more friends? For the seoret of 
uninvited guest, it should be the heste~. The peer woman papalarlty, get I~  ' " • by s new booklets How To Be _Popular; 
is probably lonely. And if, she causes no harm and enjoys You re Never Too Young or Too Old. Send I I  with • Ioq,  
herself, what's another ginH Of punch and a few cookies self-addreued, st-roped (~A cents) envelope to Abby, 132 ~ 
• Luky Drive, Bevarly Hilb, Calif. 90212. * 
I YOUgPP.AYf.RSI/A~ 
7/tATY e.1~7;, MIKe, ~ .  B~aV ANFa/EJ~, 
IN "[He EJC40"/'/ AN~ ~ BO~BY BOY/6,t£'5~ 
lt//tO dZ~T S/a'I~O 
STFJtMIN6 
SAI('tOAN I OUR 
NOT FgONT FOUR 
"lAVA - 1~OatEm~ 
lAVA "~. A.~ OYBR! 
°" 







"Got any wid ,e-bo.om sh|rts~' 
q 
q/. 
."No thank you, My  husblnd's  • 
reformed w lno l "  
t 
PAGE 10, THE HERALD, lhu,.~d,'~', &~,~ II lO'p 
Unemployment up in lnuvik 
By JOE MA companies around here. 
INIJVIK. N.W.T. tCPI G't'tif Oil has left: SOil Oil 
- -  A number of is leaving shortly, ha- 
businesses have left and perial is down to one. 
at least 10 others arc up perhaps two rigs. Peh'o- 
for sale. Unemployment Can has left--they were 
is up. especially among not here thai " niuch 
the native people. Nobody anyway, but they are 
seems to want $2.5 gone too." 
million worth of Among lhe departed 
developed land. businessnten is Len 
I rs  the aftermath of the Cardinal .  one of two 
federal  government 's  major contractors, He 
decision to reject con- left with a convoy of 18 
struction of a naturalgas trucks and all his 
pipel ine through the equipmenl. 
Mackenzie Valley. In- NO WORK I,KFT 
stead. Ottawa opted for The other inajor 
the $10-billion Alaska contractor. Milan Cat'- 
Highway route from nogursky, spends five or 
Alaska to the lower six hours a day skiing--"l 
United States through the have nothing else Io do." 
Yukon, British Columbia Carnogursky said a 
and Alberta. year ago he had about 30 
"The pipeline decision men working. All of Ihem 
has had a very. very have been laid off, He 
negative impact on our said Cardinal's departure 
community." said Mayor meant a loss of 20 jobs 
J im Robertson, whose and an annual payroll of 
own business, a travel .$500.000. 
agency, suffered a 25-per- That hurts in a sum- 
cent drop in revenue. •un i ty  of 3.000. 
"There are no more oil •'I 'm sorry to see him 
go but Ille way it is, this 
town i'sn't Llig'enough for" 
tile tWO O[ US," Car- 
nogursky said. "Maybe 
he is llie snlarl one." 
, l{llberlson and olher 
Inuv ik  res idenls  were 
surprised by rite pip•lint, 
decision. 
"Most of ns expected 
Ihal lhe Mackenzie 
Valh, y pipeline wonid go 
ahead." 
The mayor said the 
town's" remaining hope of 
benefilling from oil and 
gas development is Ihat a 
Delnpsler lateral, along 
the new Delnpsler High- 
way, would be built do 
eonneel Mackenzie delta 
gas reserves with lhe 
Alaska Highway 
pipeline-- as promised by 
pipeline backers. 
PI,ANNEi)' FOR IIOOM 
Because the M~ckenzie 
Valley pipel ine would 
have been connecled Io 
Mackenzie delia re- 
serves. Robcrlson said. 
Inuvik. largest  com- 
munity in Ihe della, had 
grilnd plans for a bollnl 
siltl:l l iou. 
The hnvn borrowed $2.5 
ni i l l ion fronl the federal 
lovel ' l lnlel l l  lo prepare 
subdivisious for Iraih'rs, 
aparlulenls and houses, 
"par l ly  .'it lhe urging tit 
Ihe governnieni." 
*'Now wt, have to p;iy 
tile $2.5 lnilliou bask. pins 
i n teres t  al St'- ,, 8:l.i per  
eetlt, but we ;Ire nol 
selling hnld It) pay it L~lt'k 
wilh. We wanl Ihe federal 
governnleul Io |ake lhe 
land and carry il 
lheuisek'es." 
i{oberlson said sii far 
lhis year, 114 business 
licences have bet, u 
issued--down 27 froni hisl 
year. Nulnei'olis projecls 
phulned by governllienl 
and induslry eanie Io i l  
hall. 
"So of all the cons- 
• unities aloug the 
• tMaekt, nzie) river to ihly 
River,  1'!1 say we ' re  





Most Anything - Most Anytime For 
• CONTRACTORS.I NDUSTRY-INDIVIDUALS 
TOOVEY 
SERVICE  
",£L", tu"f ,m.  
DOLMAR 
Hours: Men.- Sat. 8-6 mofar~) (chain saws) 
Hours: Men. - Sat. 8-t 
@@Ig " I IAq  "1 4946 Greig Avenue' ,. . . . . .  Dealer Llcence ~= ~'~q~ 
g l~U' lU l l l  I Phone 635-7417 quqo t i ro lg  Numb ,er,,0,20i3A OOill'iPllt.li 
KITCHEN CAUINETS • VANITIES • INSTAL l  AT ION 
, ' .~ l~ i i "  " • MOULDED COUNTERTOPS * 
~, .  ~ - ~ r ~ ~ . o  " KALWOOP 
I I~ -~- -~. .  EN I , 
BRAD REESE ~ " 
'GLENN CARSON A ~ ~ A. ~, ~ NA~E~U E I~  ABINETS 
3092 HWY 16EAST W • , ALLY  LEFEBVRE Pr ince  GEORGE.  B.C.  V2L  3K~, INORIHERN) LTD. 
TERRACE B C BLIS. 564-1480 
V8G3NS"  " " PHONE (604) 635.3863 RES, 502.2201 FREE EST IMATES 
• i 
. . . . . . .~  Dave . i~  ~ ~i t t~ ~.~:, 
(~~! ' / , "  Contracting FACIALS ' PEDICURE 
I : "~~~/#: J i~ '~ ''''+' ' ' ' ' HK ,~RCONDIT IONING MANICURE 
~ ~ . ~ ' ~ #  .J~,~ . ' R er°°iing S p e c i a l i s t ~  STYL ING HOT WAX DEP ILAT ION 
~ ~ ' ~  ' ' " ' . , .~.~] ' _  "' FREE ESTIMATES ( NO CUTTING)  
Call evenings 635-4600 NO.12-3624 Ka lum St. Phone 635-4788 
( S u n n ~  
me and t.ry our excel lent  SUZUKI Motorcycles and 
elections of 
accessories in stock NOW! reported meats, 
cheeses and • ~]ti~ 
delicacies. . .. ~ ,~.~.~,~ 
Nodhland Doff .;.~~"(~,i 
(1918) Ltd, , , , . .  ,0 Terrace Equipment Sales Lid, 
• 4539 Oreiq 635 6384 
4622 Lakelse Phone 635-2833~.~ Dealer No 01749A SUZUKI GOESTHE DISTANCE~ 
TERRACE ANSWERING BUREAU Satelhte V iny l  
638-8195 " 
Custom Furniture Auto & Marine Upholstery Vinyl 
ANSWERING Repair .Van Conversion Accessories R.V. Suppllos 
Boalloppinq & Hardware Vinyl Car Tops 
PAGING OR Headliners TonnoaoCovors AuloCarpol V.W. Seals 
MONITORIN.. recovered in original color and material, front 8, back 
b $?25 Upholstery Fabrics, Vinyl & leather Complete 
SERVICES Corvefter supplies. 
24 Hour SERVICE  Anlique Auto ReMora.lion 
• [ R.R.  ~ Johns Road 
,t603.D Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VOG IV5 ~ Phon e 635 4348 , , 
~-  ~/" -~ SPARKS A MEMORY i i I I ' 
~ ~ " '  5 E E K E N AT  I I /V lcB i~ lx l~UXi  
I I MoEIhanney Associates 
f~:. , , .~  . , , . ' " i I . 0on iu l t ing  Civ i l  Eng ineers  ' 
b' k~ ~'~J / / \ '  1-4621 Lakelse I I Br i t i sh  Go lumbia  Land S , rvoyors  
, ~ ~ i//  Phone 630-1464 I I ~os,630 Lazelie Ave.,  Terrace,  B.C,, 
" CLOSED MONDAY i . I I Canada VSG ,$6 
I 
Call us at 635-6357 9 to 5 
0,,0 ' , ,  
ANDERSON i l l  i l .  l l  R i '  l l  m i 
T.V. GUIDE 
All listings subject to change without notice• 
IlilimnlllllniilllllliiliilmlllmliSillmliilillai l i l i l l im i i  
Thursday, May 11 5 p.m. to midnight 
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II 1 :15 Donna Summer i Flight of ihu'etla Two Itolmic.'q 
• • :30 KC and the iThe Doves I~zretta Cone•,: 
V :45 Sunshine Band ISorry. nadetails Ihzretta ILC. 
q l  q l  .00 News i The (?re I)ick 
i I 1,5 News I National News Cavell 
/ ! 3o Tonight i N'ight, News Ihmr Torl,tllout 
I l l  I I  : 4~, Show I Einal. I.'inal 'l'urnllllaul 
ql t~ :00 Tonight 190 Minutc-a lade - -  SiC. O1[ 
• I :is .Shaw i Live Shaw 
1 At '  :30 , Tonight " i $) Minute's Beach ' 
Friday, May12 " 10 a.m, - 5 p.m. 
I ~ i~ :00  New Iligh' I Caialdiun Jeaa I',h~:h'lc 
i n t~ Railers I ,~hiiolx (tannein (tlillilaiJly 
• • 3o i Wheel af I Mr. licflnithm Two Ilt, lltt~ 
I I V :45 Fortune I)rc~up ilefinltlon Worth " 
I 
ql  q[ :0o Card [ ,~same Kpreen', Art 
• i : IS Sharks I Street Yoga Cart 
i i :3o Gong I ,~aine It's Your Over 
I l l  d l  :45 Show [ Street Move I,:lllty 
l ~ .00 Ilallywood . I I Dream Nlsin I , : lectr le-:  
- -~  :15 Squares I Of Jeannie News (:onlapny 
/ 130 Days a( ' ;  I Ityan'. Movie Illslde 
II I ~ :4.5 Our I,ivetl [ Ilope Matil~'e Out 
i • :00 ' Days of , I Bah QunnWz Zehra Wlng~ 
I :15 Our Lives I McLean Fred Music Place 
I Bob MacMurray Mca,ure / : 30 The I Mcl,ean i I : 45 Doctors Dorothy Maloai, tip 
:00 Another i llally w°°d Another ' ' Bread and 
:Is World I ~uare,  World Butterflies 
~r :3o Another l Hdge of Another Making 
i : 45 World I'Night World M~le 
Mevie I iligh ' - -  Alan Speakout 
Made far | llopes Ilamel Spcakout 
Each Other i Take . Alan Villa 
Alegre 
llq k :oo ovie 
.~F :!5 e f r 
"~ h :3o  t  
~d W : 45 ' l Thirty l l amel  
I :00 ltenee Yalor ~. Kluhanie Lucy ~sal!le 
:15 .Joseph Bologna Klahanie : Show Strict 
:30 " Friday After , Emergency ~:same 
,~__ ~ ~ . , ~ !  __ . _ . .  ~merge.<y 
:m~mnimiinmiinnmmiilunninnmlnnnnnniilinnniinnnmnUnilnni= 
i . . . .  • 
• : " • TRUETEMPER CORDLESS"  i: 
: ELECTRIC __  .: TRIMMER 
• • • : l ;~v • 
i I " " . With rugged nylon line. .~ .~,  i 
• ' ' er ' " • Cuts  where mow cant, ~ ...'
• . / • 
i . with walk-along ease. / ' . . - [  
.. / . 
• : : $1788 .. 
i = l l  ml  ", 
i l l l l l  II l l i l l l l l • l l l l l l l i l l  l l l l l l l l l l i l l l l l l  l l l l i l l l  III'II f i l l  
Gordon and Anderson Ltd. 
• " ' ' • ' ~ 1 ~ "  
I I 
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BECAUSE SHE IS NICE. she takes care of me, She. | IM 41~ M M 1 I~  l l l  11 • 41 . . .  • + "+""''';""+'+"+" ........... " ' "  ........... ;"...... . . . . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . .  !':': 
Also shegives me tous. cocks good food and she ts [ I~ l l l l l l~_  d l lM l l i l  m l l~ l "  
+e,oo .  + + o + + +  , - - - - " " ' - -  - - - - - -  ---- "'"'''---+ +,  
me. and also she dneen ot clothes and she gives me I • " i K'ndergarten i" + work. nicetoys. She elso does my i [~ , .~ma~AI~AH]A I~ " I 
Natalie Breuton, g years washing and buy me school n - RI I lUMI [OBI~l l  
old supplesandaheloves me too. | . . . . .  ~- -  ";~-- 
Marie Hepbu.,  9 years I. . " " " " ~ , " " I -- "" 0 ~ ' ~ ~ ~ ~ S ~ I ' [ " - -  " ~ ' " " " 
Mothers Day Contest Entries I lo ,  mymombeeausewhe [ I ~j , ,~[~,  | . . ~ .~ ~ B ~  + 
from Division Grade O.  waa so happy when Robert | _ _ - -~ . - _ .u  -- . I "  ~ LO~/~ ~J~ . ~ ~ y .  
Class. ~ave me some flowers whm I "7"  ~ . . . . . . . . . .  .~  /.., ~, - -  - -  . t ,,, 
Nishga Elementary it was my birthday..Ruflala I ~ ,  '- o, w m~ r - , ? , , ,  , - .~ ~+, ' " V ~' 
t l  
. _+,++,  , ,v .m. . , , ,a+0 ,o . ,0  +,  +. 0 .., .-, ,,. + +. . r "+ 
by CynthiaPeal, Age6 I _ / : . . . . . . . .  - , ' -  
• . , c~c  / Bupr )e .~ r . /~ ,  .~.  
I love my morn because my I love my morn uecause she I / _ ...~, ~ ~, ~,~ ~} ~.~ ~ ~ -- --,, ~,"-, . 
'Ilove my room because once is bu~rnnes ~ Rchgo.eli 14 .~ *e.. ¢ .,;, J ~ ~.<, ~"-.~e 
she nearly got me swimming " "- ~ '  +d.om,+. +e +.  , ,o .+.oo++,"  il • . , , I , .  , '1. 
with me and the kids in beughtmeaapalr,mome | . . . . .  ' ~" . . . .  li * £~#~,  ~t, ~ 0 '~[~ ~ ~O00 ~1~,O~i ,~.  ~ 
Hazeltsn. runts_: . . . . .  eKe A-e6 [ r}K  ~} 0* r~ be¢o[  (~.~, • " '~  ' 6 + Ma!the_w Wood, Age 6 ..... Pnn.p M Y, o • i. 
:.: "~o ~ '~ ~r 5~f l  ~.  
' "1  +-  , -+  + +"  - 
++m+ ~+ ~c~ ~tv  ~.. ^. , .  ¢.x v 
t ~,~oox,+ . 
I ~e'reservin'asuperspeeialll I I ~°'"~~ i :` :'-''~;`  +"+++'+ 
~ I I menu fo r  a super  spec ia l  gal - -  I I ! ~':":~~*~ffi"~=':'~:~':':':':"~':::'::' 
i ' l l  morn,  I I \ . '  love. m.y Mo.m I~e. ame .I :love my room becalm e ~+ '11 " I 1 1  - -  - -  - -  I "  ' - Grade 1 I I ~ ++ . R .+  - I I .., saetseutesne lsmcesne le ts  one  sometimes helps me on 
1 i [  BU~O|  [~r0~K|a$|  i i { me go pla.y She giv.es me my homework and K,nderpmn 
/ I I , ,.,. I I / money me roves me see haS sometimes brings me to the " " " 
i I I o a.m, - i l  a.m, I ! | black hair She is funny she dairy oueen. And 'every 
I I I , I i I makes melangh.t ~ always week she lets us go to ii!. 'L. I') (~ g ~ , ~ 0 m t.JL e m; . . . .  I I I ham a smile on ner race sae Matlme with t dollar mtv I I I  Mothers  0ay usnner  I I  i mmikesP~ik+formeshel~ys M momalwaysresda'me'a ~i I I ' /  ~ " +-- (+] ,f'- D~ \ ,  C 
| I I IV. - - - .  +n . .  I I [ met _J~._ snegives.meto.ys story beforl go to bed. .She 
I I I V ~d~|Ill, IV p,,,,, I I / when l oo my worg sae m sometimes does the dishes 
/ X I I i I ~ happy for me she does not when I 'm at school. She 
., i spank'me that much Just makes mv lunch when I ~!, 
' I Makeyour  I when t do something lwd she forget. She bu~m me new - "~~"~'{ '~ ~--~ ' - -  O " ' " " J~+' Jd  k~ L ' [ ' ]~J9 /~  
~ I J I : ~  #21 ; tsl~ppy ifl win money she is elotheswhonlnesdthem. ~ ~" '~t l .~"  , '~ .~ %¢ . 
I I~ ' " - , ; ' fZ~ romoP.~t inm;  f lOW' (~ ~ '~ ~1 |heppywhentw. inarace~e CarlnManton, 8yeamold r 
I i~ • Ig .  " . . . . . . . . . . .  ~._)  ~ i  • never get made at me. "'t __ - -  
I ~'~ "~ ~ • ~. . '~  I love myMm b~a~ ..he ~ ~ love my Morn ~nuse  iil • 
' ,m~- - .  | nice +~ looll~ cam I~e . 8he lets store. I tor  My Mommy, i i  :;'~ ' gC 'Y '  " '  h ]C~'  '~ -r/D " I~p  ~)~"  t ,,.,,he~, o,,o+,+ ,U  ' h ,y 
"~,~b~l .~ 635-915! / . . . .  MyMom ts g to  
. ~ i ~ . ~  | , rove my room necause v v lm me ;.:~, " i 'J - '  • M.  Momm,. he ._ . 
. . . . . . . . . .  | she m a good cock She keeps Mv Mom is utetty ' L 
! ~ d~Z~ NWJ. ~u~ W..  | my room clean She lets me M~" Hominy" ts beautiful. 
~ . . .  , get up early to watch TV Sbe M~, Mommy Love Me - 0 ~.+ ~ ~'~. . i l~-~] - -Y  
'~'~[qMFRs~ uorrace, u.u. Itskindondthoughtfni ~: . , . , , .  . . . .  , . . . .  : :: r<  p 7"i,~ ~:+~ ~+,."~P~,'+~ 
.% ~ :T.~. :'{;'. : '  | Channing C¢, 2 yea .  old ----~. ,, .,-,-- ,~:] ~ ::+~+ , ,+  v" t "  ..-r..~.~.~+~ , ,  "V  
L 
' . ody wave 
SpeCt al 
The.House  o f  , ,+ v T ! , 






























191 Haisla Bird, 
(across from'the Kltlmat Hotel) 
OPE, MON.-SAT. 
632-6622 
We Del iver  
I love me morn because she 
gought me a bike She bought 
me a dress I love my Morn 
because she likes me. 
iyiUa, Age V 
Ilove my morn because She 
bought me a necklace and 
• new shoes. 
Jane},, Age 7 
I love' my, morn' because I 
want o go to Bix~o and I won 
I wont ring for my sister. 
Danny Gnot~ age 2 
I love my morn because She 
bought me some clothes I 
make her happy and l like 
my morn because she bought 
me a bike. 
Lee Doolan, age f
I love my Morn because she 
saw a bike, She ~ is going to 
bay. My dad bought some 
wheels for my br6tother. My 
Morn bought some clothes. 
Donna, Age 2, 
I love my morn because she 
buys me toys my morn 
bought me a watch my morn 
is buying me a bike. 
Wakey. age 7 
I love my.morn because she 
bet me a swhrt gun. I love 
my morn because she bet me 
an big dinosaur bit. We went 
to a pond and went swim-. 
and we had a plckneck, 
Aila~ age 6 
I love my morn because she 
lelse Me go anywhere. She 
letse me go baby sitting. She 
letse me play out. 
Mary Ann Adams, Age 7 
I love my morn because she 
bays dragon and dlaeauers. 
She buys etys-and she buys 
me a robot. 
Andy Bkght Age 6 
' I  love my morn because she 
taught me how to swim in 
dee~ water at the beach to go 
and swim get on the board 
and swim back to the sand. 
: andgoback to the board. She 
dankede under the water p. 
Picky Mike, Age 8 
I love my Morn becaus... 
she's nice Loving and sweet. 
Michael Gffford. age 6 
Dear Mother, I love you 
because you read me a story 
at bedtime and some times 
you bringme to Meniea and 
you give me some money. 
With love 
Gwendolyn Edwards, Grade 
1 
Dear Mother, I love you 




Dear Mother, ' 
I love you because you give' 
five dollars, With love, • 
Carl Hollis, Grade 1 
Dear Mother, 
I love you because you stm 
love us when we're bad. And 
you want us'to be goud.Sbe 
doesn't like to hit us. that is 
why. She really don't like lilt 
US, 
With love, 
Paula Taveaor, Grade 1 
Dear Mother, 
I love you because you buy 
a ares& and you let me play 
outside with my friends, 
' with love 
Rashml Parmar, Grade I 
I love my morn Ih~eause he 
buys me new ranm. 
• Paddy Cobura, Grade I 
6 
t 
LEE-ANN NADEAU - 1st 
Grade 2, 3 & 4 




I I m I ' II]I Ik]J I I I I [11111~I I] . 'IIIII I 
GORDON FOSTER - 2nd 
,...!, .- Grade2, 3& 4 ,- 
++ 
. /. ' , J .  
i i i i P i in  I I r  In l l l l  I 
.,~.z~,~ .~:~t -  ,~,~ .~,~/~ , 
,,,,- + .  + .: ~:.+++~..+++.+ +..I 
CHERYL FINDLAY - 3rd 
_ - Grade 2,3 & 4 
L+°o,,° +~ ++..+.. ~°°~ ,~,,+ ~+,++,,,.. ,~,. J,',,,+- 
+o ~+~ °or j+,~ °+o~.~ ++°+ ,+++ 
.)° ,~o~+, ,..,/.,+, ~[ 
• • . .  
+.L ~I.S ~o.,o,1 ~o/. I;,.+,~o 
/-l'7+-+'T ~t ++ ~0,, ,, +. // E "I; I+.o.~ 






A large assortment 
of vinyl or leather 
purses in a variety of 
colors. This is a gift 





/ i  +°°°rn gaberdine. Smartly styled with a zipper 
front and button waist in 
a good assortment of 







er and cotton 
talizing soft 






Made of woven polyester and 
cotton. Sleeveless plain shades 





;peoial 5 49 4.99 I + +++.  
Jewellery 
Pierced earrings in 
hypoallergenic wires 
and butterfly ear-backs. 
Also a good assortment 
of stud and hoop sty les 
and attractive eye 
catching summer 
colors. 




Gift boxed and embroidered. 
White only. 
3.69 ,~~~m:  
SpeeJal ~+ "' 
~ B ~ ~  BrcltrDers Sewing 
ll~t++~ ~/~, ~+~ ~ Machines 
[r<,.lll~ ~1 ~" ~1 I 
, 1 ~  ' ~ ~ ~ pt r~ coTamk: iand,;ra~toauget~ tnheewSP:;~almol~lr/OlooMlCt 21M~:oD~, 
,~ - .~ or ~. ~ r  4001 and M2001 and see for yourself these beautiful 
~ ~ machines. ' ~ ~  , ~ Mothers Ray Special 
10%+ 
- - - I 
Many fnore gift ideas in ladies wear dept., 
shoe department, novelty items and also in 
the hardware, giftware section. Shop early 
while selection is good, and avoid 
dissapointing your favourite on her Special 
Day. 
TERRACE I)O-OP ASSOCIATION 
May 10-13 Mon.-Thurs. 
9:00a.m..6:oOp.m. 
PHOH E 635-6347 Friday 
4617 GREIG 9:ooa.m..9:oop.m. 
Saturday 
P 
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May 14 
Visit 
Central FlowerS & 
FOR ALL OCCASIONS ,~!~,V.~ Flowers Wired 
[apmM Your "nzovlkts ~ ' "  Anywhere In The Wetld 
Witk f i owm 
DAY OR NIGHT 0 





~o ~'~f. SKOGLUND HOTSPRINGS 
tiES OR T 
Hw , 26 
Phone 635.6221 for Reservations 
I V I%. . J  I I I L l - - I  [%,J 
DAY 
GIFT FROM 
PE.IIL MERCER - 1st 
• Grade 5,6 & 7 
t 
• . . . , .  . 
. .  . .  . .  . . ' . ' ,  
INERID FABER -2nd 




~ . ,.. : ( '  
!'~.~) " 5 ~  ~(~ Dear Motber, 1 love you 
' j~  ~ because you tell me bedtime 
storys and tuck' me in bed 
and when morning comes 
/~ ,~. 91 ~ ~ f . . . . . . . . . .  ' /4~\~,~'  you help me get dressed and 
~,/~.~\~ m make my breakfast and 
3304 galu ~)!~)~ when 1 come home, from Dear Mother, I love you 
' ( / l~( ( , i i ! ! / /  school you help me read my because you kiss me, With 
. 635-3403 story with love, love, 
_ ._ _ _ - " -.'.:. Marie Klley, (:rsde I , Steve:~ Furniss, Grade I
I love my Morn beceuse 
She eooksmy meals And I 
kind. She Is a nice lady She's 
a Indian. She has three 
children, the names are 
Debbie, Jody (thota me)i 
Rlcky; She has 2 sisters and 
one Mother. She Is In 
vaneuver. We are In 
Alaache. She Is married She 
likes to go out placeses. She  
reads al~'~Bhe~'has, niot~  bf - ~',-~ 
rclati,~es: I-do to; ~ Her name. ~ 
Is Mrs. Vera Jones She Is 
pretty She like Doges and 
cats 
a poem from my 
My Mom eats rich 
And She is nice 
My Morn has a silly cousin 
His name Is Billy. 
I saw a moose His marne 
Jody Jones, 
P,S. I need the money 
tbats why I entered. 
I Love My morn because 
Sheceoks for me and takes 
care of me when I am sick 
we pray together and walk 
together my morn is pretty. 
Soanle Yownker, 8 years 
old 
Dear m0tber, I love you 
because you are r.lcv ~ me 
'and you give me cookies, I
like that. With love 
Cheryl Mitchell, Grade 1 
I love my morn because she 
loves me and gives me 
things. My morn is going to 
take me to the show. 
Trina J .  Hein, Grade 1 
I love my mom because she 
is m~ce to..me. She. says I can 
I~r,d ~be'~ 
I'a 
Dear Mother I love you Dear Mother, I love you 
because you are pretty, because you bought me a 
Mom..With love Bible when I was three at 
Paul Bertin, Grade I 1974. With love, 
Steven Cook, Grade I 
Dear Mother, I love you 
because, you let me ride my 
bike. With Love 
Shane Younker, grade I l 
I)ENA IPPEL- 3rd 
Grade 5, 6 & 7 
~. Iove,~ V morn be.w~e. ~e'.~ k~df  
~e3 ,~o~ a ~-~elt ' bu~ o- ro~c, 
Her ohee~s c3o ros¢~ uahen ~" ~o~.  
Her pre~v e~ a= 6,y ~ r~nc~, 
~He n~ed.~ The~ odd *o "~ee ~ 9ro~nd. 
The u~o~ ohe ~o~ '~..T~c'~eo .-,~e, 
o. bo~,  o. v~f  or  ct .~he~. 
Her ~ ~' i t 9~de 5 : 
l love my room because I love my mom because 
shealways helps me with my she is nice to me. Sometimes 
homework when it's hard. she spanks me because I am 
When it's my week for bad. I also love my morn 
dishes, she usually does because she loves me. When 
them for me. I love my morn my morn is at work I think 
because she buys me new about her because I love her. 
clothes. She let's me go to I love my morn because she 
the fair every time one helps me get better whm I 
comesup. Every week end I am sick, My morn is 
get to go the movie. I get a something I love. If I did not 
dollar fifty a week for have a morn who would : 
allowance and that's enough make supper and who would :'i 
for me. In the summer if it's wash are clothes. I am glad I -~ 
Friday, and it's nice out, she havea morn. When I am bad 
brings us camping at and my morn shouts at me, . 
Lakelse. On my birthday, after a while I feel better 
sbemakesmeabigcakel If because I know I d id"  
my watch gets broken, she something wrong, and my ~ 
puts it in the jewlers. Butt he morn has to do something. 
only trouble is she takes Teresa Lynn Dersea, 7 
forever toget it back againl years old :: 
Krista Toole, 9 years old . 
I Love My Morn because  
I love my mom because is She is nice and She makes " 
very very nice, kind. I Love meacake. We are moving in 
my morn alot. My morn the summer. My Morn" 
makes me lots of baked makes rice pudding for me 
goodies. My Morn rooks Me to the :~ 
Sometimes my room takes Dairy Queen and My Morn is 
me to the D.Q. My morn pretty and She is ~ tome : 
buys me a!ot of games, ~ys. 
My~Gm'ik a Very very nice and She'is'very/dt~e'and thatlq 
ladf, My ~ makes :'me is all and ILove  My-Mo~m 
alot of clothes, and She + Loves n~e to" and 
Good-by. ; 
Lance Berrtsford, 8 years tammy, 6 years old 
old 
I Love my Morn because." 
Dear Mother, I love you She helps me Sweep the 
because you kiss me at bed floor. ~ 
time at 4 o'clock and at 8 And she takes me to the:: 
o'clock and you are going to Dairy Queen. And like that 
buy me presents. With love to this is what she dus to me. 
from dancing. 
Bert Pomeroy, Grade I Swimming. 
oxoxoxoxoxoxox Skating. 
and now that's all I have to 
I Love my room because I say. to you  so I shill say 
go to the swimming pool. gondby. 
I love I love I love my room Jody, 7 years old 
I love love love My mommy. 
She alway takes me to the 
Dairy queen. The end. 
Pam WilHams, 6 years old I Love my Morn because 
She is nice to me and she 
I love my mother because even she makes me cakes. 
she loves me and she's But my Dad likes me too 
beautiful and she'shas a nice even my sisters like me too. 
color of hair and she's a bit But I like Them too and I like 
bigger than me. too eat a big and chocolate 
Scott S. Reithang, 9 years cake tast good. 
old Paul Nelson Gillis, 7 years 
old . 
I love my morn because she 
is nice. I love my morn very 
much. 1 I will buy her some 
perfume on Morn Dayl 
Jason Walton, 7 years old 
,>  
~l J l@f  ChargM 
I love my morn because she 
gives me things to eat. I want 
to give her a surprise and I 
love her when she gives me 
thin P to eat. I day thats 
8ooa mommy. 
Sandr8 Kunor, age 6 years 
I love my Morn because she 
makes my lunch and she 
likes me and she buys 
moirahmallows and she buys 
vitamins. I Love my morn because 
Kevin 8ayines, Age6 she Loves me to. 
I love my morn because she Rnssel James McFarland, 
boughtme a pretty dress and 6 years old 
my mum lets me stay up at 
night. I love my morn l love my morn because 
became she bought me a she is nice. 
I love my morn because 
baby cat. The baby cat loves she makes me Jclla. 
me. and she buys stuff for me. 
• Deanna Zlllnskl, Age ? 
I love my morn because She 
helps me with my 
homework. And brings me to 
the dairy queen. 
Carla Manten, 9years 
I Love my morn because 
she tstes me to the Dairy 
Queen. 
I Love my morn cause anee 
going to let me join hockey. 
I Love my mommy cause 
she makes me spaahe steak 
and hambur~.r. 
I Love my morn cause I
Love my morn cause she 
takes me to the hotsprinp. 
and she helps me. 
The End. 
Shirley, ? years old 
I Love my Mom because 
She is prltty, also She makes 
me spaghetti, and she taks 
old 
me to Lokeletse Lake. and 
I love my morn because she shes kind. and my bisg 
was hes are cloth, and she grosy, annd my mcm stay 
buys us food. whth me and my mum 
Reddy Venus, Grade I Msnphool Sin~h Sanghirs, 
I love my morn because ? years old 
she cares for me so much. If I Love my Morn became 
lm sick, good or bad she's she buys Me stuff. She takes 
always ready to love me and me to the Dairy Queen. 
take care of me. After school She makes Jelio and she is 
thores always a snack ready pretty, and she is nice. She 
for me. At night she tucks buys me toy. and she takes 
me in with a loving kiss. me to Lakelee Lake. 
When my birthday comes The end 
she never forgets to bake me Jassy, 7 years old a cake and get me a besu.~t~l 
my morn so much; .~.:: : .... be~use¥:,s~ -~ets me go: ,. 
Denise Therrian, 9 years swimming. I really really 
I love my Morn because 
she is kind and washes my 
clothes. She makes my 
lunch and takes care of me 
when I'm sick. She buys me 
toys on my birthday and 
Christmus and buys my food. 
She patches my clothes and 
became she loves me. 
Kathy de aoog, 8 years old 
reallyt Love, My Mommy 
my Morn helps, me make my 
bed. she draws me feether. 
My Mommy is nice. 
My Mommy is pretty. 
My Mommy is beautiful 
Derrick 7 years old 
I Love my morn because 
she never gets mad at me 
and I Love my Grandfather 
too and my morn is pretty. 
and my morn makes me 
good supper for me and it 
tastes good. Wene ever I go 
berne I get a hotbo~ and it 
tastes good too. wine my 
mom gessomewhere I fely 
like go too. 
and same time she doesn't 
let me go 
Shamml, 7years old 
I Love my morn. 
I Love My Morn because 
she let's My go to the Dairy 
Queen. My Morn is pretty. I
like her because she buys me her a premmt. 
She's really pretty pretty stuff. She is beautiful. She is 
pretty pre.tty, nice. My Mom's eyes are 
I Love her too. blue. My Mom's hair is Dark 
I Miss my Mummy when I brown She makes my 
go to School. favourlte kind of cookies. 
I Love my mmn because 
she takes me to The Deriy 
Queen. 
My morn takes me to my 
Gmmma's buese. 
My morn makes me cake 
so she is kind and she is 
pritty. 
I Love my mona cause she 
is nice to me. and that is all. 
Kena Kar l  6 years old 
I Love my Mummy. 
My Daddy is going to buy 
Josh 6 years old 
I Love My morn because. 
My morn is nice. 
She is pretty. 
I Like My man 
I Love Love My morn. 
We play games. 
Matherday is Here. 
rm glad it here. 
my Morn is going to he 
happy.. 
Love m nice. 
I really do Love my 
Mummy. " -- with I Love Love ~ove - Love 
I always wont o stay Love LOv - My mom. 
my mummy Matherday is I Lovel Lovel Lovel I 
fun for my Mummy. Lovel Lovel My moral 
Leanus, 6 years old Kevin Anderson 6 years 
I love my mom because she 
takes me to the Dairy Queen. 
She geve me a sandday and 
my bather gets a meilk sake. 
David Heduble, 6years 
I love my m~m because she 
suports me. • 
Mark Maunder, 9yeas. 
I Love my mother because 
she sometimes plays with 
me and she goes to watch me 
play baseball. 
David Perkins, 9years old 
l Love my Morn because 
she I Loves me. 
I Love my Morn because 
she is nice, 
I Love my Morn She makes 
me spa~zetti some tims. 
My Morn buys stuff forme. 
My Morn Loves me I Love 
her too 
My morn gets me pritty 
Things for me. My mom 
really Loves me I really 
Love her too The end 
Jilan, T years old 
My Morn 
I love my Morn because. 
I love my mother because She Lot's me ride my bike to 
She loves me and she cares my Granny's house, and she 
for me too. She is nice to me makes my favaourlto Cake I 
ever day I Love you. love my Morn because she 
MichelleTayler, A~e9 love's me. my Morn is vary 
• nice. and vary pretty I love 
I love my Mother bsoauses my Morn beeaueee she let's 
She lets me go swimming me ride my bike to school. 
sometimes and she is nice to My Morn let's me stay up 
me she lets me stay up late late. " 
sometimes and lets me do Vanessa Crooks, 7 years 
what I want to do with my old 
money sometimes she buys 
me a hamburger she is nice. 
W~ndy, Age 8 
I love my mom because she 
suports me. 
Jim Wilson, age? 
I love my morn became 
sheslways bays me toys and 
candy. And she sometimes 
takes me downtown and I see 
some pets and I have dinner. 
And we go shopping, And she 
is nice to me. And I still love 
her, though she shouts at me 
I still love her I am going to 
buy my mommy something 
nice for mothers day. 
Donne Batty, age 6 
I love my morn beonne she 
teechis you things befer yon 
are in school and she will let 
you do thing. She is nice. She 
went o the store to get some 
gas so I can ride my bike, 
Jason Rempel, Grade I 
I love my morn boca .use she ,:, 
bouaht~ me .new '.clothes for~-,, 
me to.,wesr, at school. My.., ~ 
morn bought me a Lee belt 
and some pants. I love my 
morn becaues he made a 
little cake. 
Clayton McCarthy, Grade I 
I love my mom because she 
is nice. She is pritee. She 
plays with me. She loves me. 
She rads to me. She teaches 
things tome. 
Nioole Jenkim, Grade 1 
I love my morn because she 
washes my clothes and She 
cooks food for me and she 
cleans the house. And 
sometimes he plays with 
me and she buys clothes for 
me. 
Rose Newman, Grade I 
. .<  , . .  
I love my Mom because Dear Mother I love you 
She's nice to play with me because you give me some 
and I give her a present, gum and candy and Mr, Big. 
. Priscilla Morgan, Age 7 When I go to church you let 
llovemymombecauseshe's me wear my nice white 
shoes. My Mother is very 
beautiful she loves me and nice, 
she's o.k. but she's good. Betty Furtado, Grade I 
Lewis McLeod, age 6 
Dear Mother, I love you 
IlevemyMombecanseshe's because you bought me a 
nice to me. ring and buy me gum and 
Kenna McKenzie, age seven you let me go and call on 
•Angela nd Tina: 
I love my Mom because She Bridget Nylsnd, Grade I 
gives me presents and she 
gives me Candies and she 
gives me dolls. 
Cheryl Blanea, age six 
I love my Morn becauseshe 
is nice and she buys things. 
Bela Mathm, age 
I love my morn because 
She's nice to me and I love 
her because she can go to 
Grandma and Grandpa's 
end I can go too. 
Steven McLean, Age 6 
I love my Mom because She 
helps me. 
Debbie Kenyon, age 7 
Dear Mother I love you 
because you Me Some 
Kisses. With love 
Rul Salema, Grade I 
I love my morn became She 
love's me. and give's me 
some fudgeciele's and ice 
cream That's why I love 
her. Lianne Haw. 6 yanrs 
I love my morn because she 
is nice to me. and she lets me 
jog the bench with Kelly and 
she lets me go to Brent and 
Erin's house. 
Johnny Jones, age 7 years 
I love my morn because she 
I love my Mommy because buys me Hot Wheel cars and 
she's nice she lets friends she buys me other things. 
plkay with me She makes Grant Nelson, Grade I 
good chocolate akel 
I love my Mommy because 
she's nice She lets frinnda 
play with me She makes 
good chocolate akel 
Danny Mclntyre 
I love my morn and I miss 
her. I'm goisg to see hw a nd 
then she's coming home. 
Ginger Minhns, age 7 
I love my mom because she 
cooks dinner for me and she 
buys toys for me. 
Ravender Giis, age 6 
I love my morn because she 
gave me a baby sister. She 
makes me a snack. 
Jimmy McMman, age 6 
I love my morn because she 
is nice. I love my dad 
because he is nice. my morn 
lets me make my lunch. 
Donovan Mmtgomery, T 
I love morn because she lets 
me have ice cream sicis that 
is why I like my morn. 
Freddie Lambrght, 8years 
I love my morn because she 
loves me and she buys 
choiste bars for me. meet of 
all I make brekfast for her. 
Crystal Hogg, 6 years old 
I love my morn because she 
loves me too and she reads 
the newspaper and I do 
things for her. 
Richard England 6yesrd old 
• . ' . .  • , ,  
, ' . .  • • . ,  
I love me room because she 
buys groceries for my 
famalea to eatt and she lets 
me help She ddo the dishes. 
and she lets me drya 
dishes. And she lets me do 
somae work. And somae 
time, s ff she has my time 
she will play with me. 
Ave. M. Banrelle, Grade I 
I love my morn because she ' 
10at me a bike. "~ 
Brian Sshafhanser, Grade 1 
I love my because she let's 
me go up timdrland some 
thnes. 
De,rick GeuniUe, Grade 1' 
I love my morn because she 
buys me stuffed animals. 
Pamela Wright, Grade 1 
I love my morn because she 
buys me clothes and she 
takes me to ceramics on 
Wednesday. I love my morn I love my Morn because she 
and she loves me. buys me healthy foods. And 
by Traey Nelson, Grade I theyare roast heft and pork 
• chops. 
Carrie Mclesd, age 6 
1 love my moon because she 
buys things for me. And she 
cares about us, And she let's I love my Morn becoane she 
us go bike rldelng with her. gives me apples. 
Inga E. Davis. Grade I Lisa Sinclair, Age ? 
I love my Morn because she 
I love my morn because she is nice. 
takes me out bike riding and Billy Sursons, age 6 
we have a lot of fun out 
riding outdoora. Whon we get I love my Morn because 
in the house we do the dishes She's nice. 
in side. My morn let's me dry Shane MeColman, age 6 
the dishes. 
MerJorle Wentzetl, Grade 1 
I love my morn because she 
gives me food. And she buy 
me clothes. And she buy me 
a bicycle. 
Lenny Linksirom, Grade I 
I love my room because if I 
had no morn I couldn't go to. 
achsel or eat or drink and I 
couldn't get new clothing. 
Jennifer Dew, Grade I 
I love my morn because she 
gave me seven dollers end 
she is going to let me go to 
Calgary and get the moat oil. 
Brent Challiner, Grade t
' ~.i 
I love my room because she 
go bicycle rjdeing, I love my 
morn because she let's me 
wash the dishes, I love my 
morn because she let's us 
play out, I love my morn 
because she cooks food for 
us. 
Neelam Parmar, Grade I 
I love my Morn because She I love my morn because she 
is nice to me and She helps is nice to me. She tucks me 
me do some of my work and intobedShe gives me a bath, 
• she's very nice to me. I love She watches cartoons with 
lmyMom very much and she me. 
eta me watch the little home Jason Brown, age 6
oa The prairie. And She buys I 10ve my morn because she 
heats for me. cooks supper for me. She 
Selena Tank, six gives me ice cream. 
• Christie Attchison/age 6 
I love mom because she 
takes me shopping she takes 
me to our new house. She 
takes me to shows I like her. 
Roman 
Ramona Faithful, Age 6 
I love my Morn because 
She's nice to me. 
Rlcardo Mflhomens, age 7 
I love me Morn because she 
gave me a treat. 
Randy Stleake, age T 
I love my morn because she 
nice to me. 
Ja~on Burton, age '1 
I love my Morn because she 
buys me toys. 
Nicholas Bains, age ? 
I love my Mom because She 
is nice to me and She buys 
treats for me and also She 
Let's me watch Little house 
on the Prairies. 
Miehelle Strieklaml, age 7 . 
I love my morn becayse she 
is buying me a motoreross 
bike. 
Tammy, age ? 
I love my mommy because 
sh-, is like a flower. 
Rachel Wale Mae. age 7
I love my Morn. becaus he's 
buy ing me a red bike. 
Rodney McMillan, age T 
I love my morn because she 
had a baby named Angola, 
Glances Codane (?) 
I love my morn because she 
cooks dinner for me. She 
works hard. She takes me 
shopping. 
Candlee Morgan, Age 6 
Dear Mother I love you 
became you brogugh~ue to 
the show. With love 
Ted Metz, Grade 1 
Dear mother, I love my 
mother because She lets Me 
go outside to day to Play 
I love my Morn because she With Bridget oday. 
makes my lunch. Marie Medeires, Grade 1 
Shown McCullongh, kge 6 
Dear Mother, I love you 
I love my Morn because she because you tuck me in. With 
iikee me. love, 
Jason Abels, age 6 Marcus MacKay 
I love my morn because, shes 
is riles to us she buys us 
Food. " 
Carleso Ressas. 
I love my morn Because She 
reads me my story, and I 
love my morn because she 
makes me some Kool-Aid. I
love my morn better thgn 
anyone, and I help my morn 
and Whenever She tells me 
to dosomthing I'll do it. I'II 
listen to my morn ever day. 
and every time we go to the 
Dairy Queen my morn biys 
us an ice eresln. 
Souls Pemousis,grade 1 
I love My mom because she 
goought me a bike and a 
lunch kit book new aund and 
pans new and new sacs and a 
new dolls 
Ursula, age 
I love my morn because, My 
m~m gives me candy. My 
morn gives my Icce cream. 
My morn gives me cookies. 
My morn cares about Me. 
Nlckl Karluh, 6 years old 
I love my morn because she 
brings me food, that's why I 
thats why love is a love my 
morn and away of making 
love, 
Ted Taylor, ? years old 
I love my morn because she 
buy's toy's for me and she 
make'e my food, and she 
play's ball with me. and she 
take's me to the public 
library and she lets me take 
• books home. and this is all. 
Anil Deal, age 7 years old. 
I love my Morn because she 
is nice and kind. l like her 
cooking. I like my, M0m 
because she is dreadful and 
tdce. She comes swimming 
with us at school. She cooks 
good lunch, She takes me 
swimming, She takes me to 
the Dairy Queen, S~ tokes 
me up town. 
Jody Cey, age 5 
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I love my morn because she 
is nice. She takes care of us 
and she is loving and kind. 
She makes you laugh when 
you are sad. She gives you 
food and drink. She gives 
you love and happiness. She 
corrects your mistakes and 
she guides you if you are 
blind. She gives you a house, 
a warm bed, and a goodnight 
kiss. When you are afraid 
she stays near. When you 
need help she will help you. I 
can't hink of anything else 
but always love your morn. 
Christine Euverman, 10 
years old 
I love my •am because she 
is nice to me. That's why. 
Jeff Tupper. Grade I
I Love my mother became 
they bought me two mini 
bikes and a pedal ike I have 
my own bedroom. I have a 
dest lots of toys I get food. 
Well feed. Buys me things 
makes supper and dinner, 
she washes the dishes makes 
the beds washes the floor. 
and we walk in with our 
shoos on. cleans, the bath 
room helps me do things. 
gets gas for my mini bike. 
well my dead does to. she 
washes the car. dads car. 
cleans the inside of it. 
washes the car and trailer 
window dad patches the 
trialer roof if it leaks. 
Raymond Letournean, 11 
years old 
Nothing can compare with mom's 
cooking but, give her a treat on 
her day, dine out with us! 
I love my mother because I love my Mother because 
she is the best mother in this when my sister is away and 
whole wide world. I love her my Father isat work and my 
because she is always brother is sleeping, my 
listening to my problems and Mother and I sit down and 
always olving them. She's have a nice long talk. My 
always there when help is Mother makes delicious 
needed. On Mother's Day suppers, some timas. When I
she will he greeted as a am has'amy Mother comes to 
queen. She is kind, soft and the rescue. My Mother 
gentle. On Report Card Day comes to places to watch me 
when you bring your report ff I am in it. Even ff I wont 
card home you are always win I am still rewarded by 
expecting to get into trouble ,my Mother saying that I was 
but surprizingly she does not very good. She takes me to 
get mad at you. She just all kinds of places. When I 
says "Well you will do better am bad she gives me what I
next time." She cooks the need. That is what I like 
best meals and makes the about my Morn. My Morn is 
best cakes and keeps our always full of fun except 
house clean. She helps me when she is grouchy. When I
with my home work. She have to study for a test she 
does not get mad when your helps me. She also an- 
room is mossy. That is why I courages me to pass my 
love my mother. Without her grades. Thanks to her I have 
I would make no is-  not failed one grade yet. I 
prove•est, also love my Mother because 
Teresa Peal, 11 years old. she talks my troubles over 
with me. Those are some of 
I love my morn because she the reasons why I love my 
helps me up when I am Mother. There are more 
down. She helps me when I reasons that I sun'S mention 
can't do something. When on paper. I love my Mother. 
my morn hits me I always Viclde, 10 years old 
think she doesn't love me. 
But she loves me that is why I love my morn because 
she gives me spa•kings, she understands me when 
My morn makes our something is the matter. 
lunches and takes us out for When I diserve to he 
supper all the time. She punished she puuishen me. i 
takee us swimming. My wouldn'tfeelverygcodffshe 
morn is the greatest, didn'tpunishme. When I get 
Glen Bird, 12 years old. hurt she cares about me. 
She's always there, when I 
I love my mother because need her. 
when I cut my myself she is When I was small she 
always there to take care of would get mad at me ales 
me. Once when I out my becauseI was bad. My morn 
understands whe~ I like a finger eally badly my morn 
wan there tu take careofme, boy because she remembers 
when she was young. 
I love my mother a lot. If I Sometimes my morn and I
did not have a mother I sitdown and have a long talk 
would feel really bad. about the thing I dout like 
When I get punished or 
grounded I really know that I and do. We talk about hings 
deserve it If I did not get I like, and about he things 
punished or grounded I that are heppming in the 
would feel really bad. That family. I always like those 
would probably mean that long talks. Ilove my mother 
she didn't care far me. very much 
When my mother is sick or Alison cooper, 11 years old 
does not feel very well I take 
care of her and I feel good. I love my mother because 
RESTAURANT Sometimes when I go to she loves me. I get really 
my friend's house when it is mad at her when she hits but 
.~ '~[~,  & CANADIAN FOOD sunny and it is time to go I know she is jnst hitting me 
• home sometimes it starts to because she loves me and 
10 a .m.  to 1 a .m:  Monday - Sa lurday raln and she comes and picks she wants me to do the right 
i l  a . f l~,  tO 10 p.m. Sunday ~ me up. I love my mother thing. My mother really 
very much, I would not know cares for me becaus when IPHONE 635 6111 what to do with out her. had to get stitches che really 
mm Some times we sit down got worried about me. And 
and talk things over. I like it when I had the flu I wanted 
some ice cream so she went n when we do that 4642 Lazelle West of vFTK • • ",,o',, , ,oo,- ~'~ . . . .  old uptown to buy me some. My 
• " . . . . . . . .  ' '~  . . . . . .  mother doesn't give me 
whatever I want but l'm 
m really glad of that because I 
i ~ ~ * ~  i woula probably take ad- 
i ~ ~ I I  ':van•age Of-her. I love my 
• '~ l~ l r~[ ' lp -~ '* ]~ - " r ' r * l  • J * • mother very much because 
she lets me do some of the 
_ ' things I want to do. I am 
• mi  _ _  - - i - -  ~ .:- very lazy but I help my 
i I I i~  r t  IA I  ~Ji ~ n r~ r mother sometimes. I get 
I ~ i I k¢ V d" ]~ I m ~ m grounded alot but that is I I ! V V CA I I I because she Cares and I 
really deserve it, I love my 
mother because she takes US 
andwe play baseball, and we For Mothers Day camping and we go for walk, 
go bike riding. I always 
think my brother is spoiled A Gift that makes every .Day andandgetsm°restuif thanm :more  a tention then
but thane not true because Mothers Day she loves my brother my 
sister and I the same. I love u,y"n"" m, .o r .  
One W e e k  anything in the world and I s • w a y sw ll
Janice Swansburg, 11 
years old 
I love my/hem because 
She sews all sorts of clothes 
for me, 
I love my morn because 
she is very lovable and kind. 
When I am sick my mother 
cares for me. She takes my 
temperature ~nd tells me if 
it is normal, high or low. 
Then she gives some 
medicine to help cure me. 
In the morels• when I get 
up for school I ask my 
mother what I can eat. 
Usually she says, "Bread or 
cereal or if you want I can 
make you some bacon and 
eggs." One day I have one 
thing the next day another. 
When I need something 
she'll get it for me. 
IF I want something she 
doesn't always give it to me, 
but sometimes she does. 
I love and appreciate my 
morn very very much. 
Sometimes when I am a 
bed girl my morn gives me a 
whipping and I feel like 
running when something 
makes me realize that I 
deserved what I got. 
I love my mother and you 
should love yours too. At 
least if you have one, 
because mothers can be so 
very very lovable and kind 
just exactly like mine. 
Connie Rauschenberger, 
10 years old 
I love my morn because she 
cares for me. My morn is a 
very special person. Ghe 
gives me meals, shelter, 
clothing and love. 
Sometimes I dislike my 
mother for yelling at me, 
. saying I can't go out to play. 
But I know she is doing the 
right thing. Without my 
mom I would he no where. If 
I have a problem she will 
• always be there beside me. I 
am proud to have a mother 
like mine. 
Bernardine Boulton, 10 
years old 
I love my mother 
because...She is very kind 
and gentle. My mother is 
very nice. She always helps 
me with my problems and 
my homework. She even 
payed for my horse I got. My 
mom buys me clothes, food, 
and toys. 
My mother is very nice. 
Only my morn will be the 
head of the house. 
The only mother of mine. 
Her voice is like the sound 
of a sparrow. 
Every time she does 
something nice. 
Reasonably nice and kind. 
~sa Aiegler, 10 years old 
I love my morn because she 
took care of me for 13 years. 
She played games with me 
when non of my friends are 
around. And She cooks 
meals for me 3 times a.day. 
Rulph 13 years old 
I love my morn because she's 
always there when I need her 
meat. When I'm sad she'll 
come around and talk to me. 
She teaches me thing which 
will he helpful later on. Even 
though she may punish me 
from time to time, I know 
that no one else could take 
her place. Sometimes I 
make her life unpleasant but 
I know she still loves me. So 
since this is her day I'll try to 
make her happier and more 
enjoyable. Happy Mother's 
Day Mom 
Brenda Rosebosm 13 years 
old 
I love my morn because 
she has done many things for 
me. My morn took care of 
me when I was little, she fed 
me, she cuddles me when I 
I love my morn because she 
cares about me. She is kind 
at times, She helps mewhm 
I need help. She corrects me 
when I am wrong. When I
am working on a badge Lor 
Boys Club and I run into a 
problem all I have to do is 
ask my morn and she helps 
me till I figure out the 
problem. 
wade euverman, 12 yeurs 
old 
I love my morn because she 
barely ever says no. I don't 
have to help that much. She 
does the dishes and washes 
the floor while I'm allways 
fooling around. When she 
pickes omething that I don't 
like, it always turns out that 
later I like it. And she buys 
things for me and takes care 
of me. 
Cheryl Has•e•, 11 years 
old 
I Love my mother Beeuose 
She is nice and pretty. She 
lets me go to my frelnds 
house. And She give me 
money. On Mothers Day 
Mothers hould not have to 
do any thing Becunee They 
have to do any thing on the 
weekends. But I love my 
mother she is very very nice. 
Tammy ••honey, 
My mom is nice 
My morn is sweet 
She's always dean 
She's always neat 
She always looks 
So Pretty and gay 
Happy Mother's Day 
Debora Brown, 12 years 
old 
I love my morn because she 
is helpful in everyway and is 
loving and cares about me. 
She leads me to what is good 
and shows me what is 
foolish. My mom reminds 
me of unfinished things and 
is willing to help me when 
she can. She will cheer me 
up when I am sad. She helps 
me strive throug problems at 
school and with friends. And 
That is why I love my MOMI 
Correna Vanderwal, 12 
years old 
I Love my Morn because... 
She does the work for me. 
She makes my bed a deans 
the house. She cleans my 
clothes and sews them all 
She makes upper, lunch and 
tdnner. Washes the dishes 
and puts them away. On 
Sunday she makes all my 
clothes ready. She bakes. 
during school and when I 
come home it smells so 
yummy. And That's why I 
Love My moral • 
Jeanne Bandstro, 10 years 
old 
I love my morn because she 
makes my brakfast, lunch 
and supper. Makes my bed 
one day a week. She washes 
the floors on Fridays, 
vacuums my bedroom. 
Keeps care of me whenever 
she can. She tells me what o 
do, helps me with my 
homework. I love my morn 
because she cleans my 
windows when there dirty. 
Boy, if I put all the things 
why I love my morn, I'd he 
writing all day. 
Dianne Mantel, lO years 
old 
I love my Morn because we 
are not a spoilt family and if 
we do work at out farm we 
will get what we want. It's 
nice to have a mother like I 
do. I'm a really really lucky 
kid to have a mother that 
I love my Mom because If I 
didn't have a "MoM" we 
would not know whet to do. 
We would get into trouble 
every second of the day, And 
we need a "MoM" to tell us 
when to eat our supper. We 
also need a "morn" to ask or 
tell us when to cleanup. Also 
we need a "Morn" in love 
you. We are just lucky that 
we have a "MoM". 
Lisa Ellwood, IZ years old 
I love my morn because she 
is my morn and my heart 
tells me that I love her very 
much, also whe does favors 
for me. She shares my life 
with me. 
Krlstina Cresswell, 12 
years old 
I Love My Morn... 
-because she best at 
cooking hamburgers and 
everything else (I guess) 
- she'is the most beautiful 
lady or girl in the world 
besides me 
- she is super, fabulous, 
fantastic and everthing else 
- and because she raises 
my allowens and bed times 
(at times) 
- when she is mad she 
comes and hugs me after she 
yells and screams 
- IF I break or drop a glass 
she dose not yell or scream 
at me 
- And Most Of all I Love 
Her Because she MY MOM. 
P.S. I love you momltl 
Home Leibel, 11 years old 
I lovemy morn because, well 
for lots of reasons. Mom's 
are special and my morn is 
the best morn anyone could 
have. She is kind, gentle and 
everything else thats nice. 
She deserves the best 
Mothers Day present I can 
find for her. If I didn't have 
a morn I wouldn't have 
anyone to help me with my 
homework, or buy me 
special things. I thank my 
morn for just living because 
if she wasn't living I 
wouldn't be here today. 
Th~n I wouldn't even be 
writing this letter ight now 
to you. 
When I have problems and 
I need to talk to someone I 
can always go and talk to my 
morn. She helps with my 
problems then I will feel 
much bettor. Well thane the 
reason why I love my morn 
and I am sure everyone 
agrees with me. 
Janice Linderman, 13 
years old 
I love my morn because She 
is always nice. She is always 
around when I need her 
• 8bars• Ann .Savard, lO 
years old 
l Love my morn because, 
well theres many reasons 
why, But I'U give you a Few 
examples its not that hard to 
try. 
Love is something special 
you see it every day but it's 
always in a very different 
way. 
I Often when I'm mad and 
things aren't going well, she 
comes along to help me and 
things always turn out swell. 
Very often, when I'm 
having troubles at a certain 
time, She'U come along and 
talk to me her vole in like a 
chime. 
Even when she's mad at 
me I know that dep down ber 
heart still loves me, Its Just 
got a little frown. 
Her arms go around me 
whenever I start to cry, She 
helps me with my troubles 
and try to explain why. 
Even when I get mad at 
I love my morn because She 
takes me on planks. Shm 
helps me with my 
homework. She helps me 
with my dishes. That is not 
all she does he shows lovel/t 
ways like telling me she .ia 
proud of me and making my 
school unches. She taugh~ 
me how to ski•, skate, and 
swim. She also tan•IlL m~ 
how to bake and cook. She 
let me join Girl Guides and 
holpes me with my badges. 
That is why I think she is 
worlds greatest mother 
Mlleu Hlles, I0 years d4  
I love my room because 
is my friend. I love my mon~ 
when she is my babysitter ~, 
housekeeper, cook, teeche~, 
and quite often my doctor.. I 
love my morn when she'k 
sad. But most of all I love 
my morn just for being my 
mother. Happy Mother's 
Day momt 
Susan Stanhnry, I1 yesre 
old ' 
I love my morn because Sis. 
is good she is nice because 
she gives me ice cream. 
Ric k Ylp, 6 years old 
I love my morn because ~e 
love me and she is nice to me 
and I am nice to her to. ~ 
Colin Mason, Grade 1
I love Morn because she 
changed my clothes when I 
was little. She cooks in~ 
meals and washes 
clothes and gives me mon~, .. 
sometimes. 
John Babcock. 11 yearn old 
I love Mother because 
helped me walk. sh0 
changed my colthes when I
as small. She lets me So. 
fishing and swimming. S h# 
let me eat 811 that I wanted. 
My Mother is nice. 
Fernando Andrade, 10 
years old 
I love my mother because.". 
She cooks my meals, Washm 
my clothes. Cleans m~ of 
the house, She bu~s all th0_ 
groceries that we need. 
When she tells me to do an 
extra chore I stamp areu~ 
the house as if I don't love 
her any more. But I do, I do~ 
love her all year through. 
Geraldine Elsworth, I~ 
years old 
I love morn because... She is 
nice to me and she ffives me 
things and lets me do any 
thing I want, Iean go to tha 
store or ride bikes around. I 
can go to town with ha" b~ 
~you Saturday and Su~ 
y, A mother ts a him 
person to love. And She can 
love you when you are slclr~ 
Rhnnda Mergas, 10 yearn 
old 
I love Mother because she 
protects me and buys loths• 
and washes them. I love my 
mother because she I~  
nice stuff for breakfast, 
lunch and supper. When its 
time to go te beg, I go to bnd~ 
When it's time to get up and 
go to school, my morn walm- 
me up' But if Ilaimt get up 
and I fall asleep again, she 
wakes me up again. I LOVE 
MY MOM 
Llnn Kilemwaehter, 10 
yem old 
I love my mother because 
she is always there when l
need her, Whou I am down 
and frowning she will uiways 
cheer me up and put a~ 
on my face. She ooob for 
me and IoTas me. I oould 
never ask for anythi~ mere 
Mother bu  of eourseANDl do. HOVeALW |MyAY]i really car•. I think I am the 
She looks after me and am sad, My Morn talks to luckiestkldlnthewholewldo her booause she wm't let me WILL. 
cooks good meals and me when I am mad She is eher e kn ' . . . .  t . , .a ,  . . . .  h - - ,  #o,I world because I loT . go somewher, I ow she s Sharon Hobenshleld, 10 they're always ready when i ---7 --,,,. ,? ,,~ ,,-~,:: ,?- Robble Partita, 11 years doingit for my own good, but years old ' 
we want to eat. sewn an• nun myself she , old Its hard to bare. 
m She dean t give us too put a bandage on my sore Rea TM she's m,, morn and I many Jobs to do and lets us and said "It will be better . . . v i^, . "~.  #^. 7~o, h,J . .  I eve mother be:auso She is 
Ipisywhanwereflnished, soon and don't cr " M lloveMotherDecaucew.nenl . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . .  , . . . . . .  i nice and baaullfui, Shelets __  Y Y e sic u heart isn t small Its quite m She ako .knits.for me and morn kisses me g~l  night rip my shir.t..sn _sew p BIG and Fat me read at night (but I get 
_~abby in the morning) 
• taught me 'now• too. and says heve a good sleep, for me. when I get •yes Kellyuarrstt, zzyexrsom Tnmshetuclmmekbedand 
m She lets us bake as long ae My morn is so good I cann't clothes dirty, she wash 
• we clean up after ourselves, eva• say how kind she is them. When I want o go and . . kiuas me good night. 
i I love my morn because I LOVE MY MOMI I I play, she lets me go out. and I love my granama nee•age On my birthday she ~lvea 
e she loves ME! I Darlene Bronsemo, 10 I like the way she cooks, she is nice now. men nice pruant. 8he istbe 
J Sheral~n Reid, years old - Darrel MoJsk, 10 years old Rodney Gibbs, 6 yemm old ' only mother I wantl 
[ [MBMdiMNNNMMMNNMiMMmRdiMBMMRNNiMNMNNNNNBMH|NMHBNHNMnB|NMiMMM I o Th~ Jsmms, 10 yean, 
s ~ • Z love my morn ~aun 
• • when I have a problem I 
• • know I can depend on her 
,B B honest opkion and advice, I l:, ENTER . . o . o . o . . ,  ics xar my own good, , • I always feel ucky to have 
i my morn, becalms I know 
.aGree kids who d(m't evm li NOW! i ~'ow h° their ud moth~ • • I ako  love my morn 
Save  '50°  ° u , 
with me and tuchm me 
• cra~. If I would like to 
know something, she trim in " 
I! Yo M.yG dN. 
HAYTA6 - The one to buy in the first pleoe et  Bran to hie. • 
i" Moth Day M" . • ~ • be petl~t with me and I know rm not much of hdp at Open a Totem nevoive-A-Oharp .. er  s zc rowave : tlmee, but l try my beat, My 
• [] morn never crlt ini~ me 
| No Purohase Neoeuary | wben do 
r sons  L td  : "Gordon  & lnde  " ,  • - - ,  ' -  o ' - .  , ,ov. o,oo  ,o... • m • wbenZamlllordeprasmed. I 
niso.love her booanse i know 
i she mvea me and levels what _~4604 Lazelle 631}-6376 Tueg,-Sat, 9-6'30 Friday - 9-9 OLOSED MONDAT counts in this werldl 
E•Mm•MmEi•iimm•mmm•mmmmmmmmmmmMmimmgmMmMmmmM••lMm•mmmiMm•immll: Rosallnn Cordelro, 13 years old 
I 
, I 
I love my mom becoause. 
She js nice. she gives me 
presmts, :l love my morn 
.b~m~se he loves me, She 
lets ik  g0 to Naramato with 
Grandma nd Granpa, 
She°lets us get Naramato 
S~!ris..We go Swimming in 
l~mato. We have classes. 
I ~ |ove my morn becoause 
She does nice things with me. 
She gives me candy. She 
lets me go to shows. She 
niskes things with me. She 
buys me things. I am glad 
she is nice. I love my morn 
ahd she loves me. She lets 
me go places. 
Jane, 6 years old 
., My Mom 
| 'love my Morn because 
she~ let's me go to the 
pool. 
My morn makes me 
faWta'Ite cookies and cakes. 
She takes me to the Dairy 
Queen. 
Her eyes, I are brown. 
Her hair is brown. 
Evelynn E. Wade, 6 years 
I love mymorn because she 
tal~s Me and my sister to the 
lake. ,One day my sister 
Oought a fish 4 inches long. 
My mom took us to Prince 
george to see our aunties and 
tmcles that was fun. She 
loves us very much And we 
do too. 
• I love you. 
Louise Robltson, age 8 
I love my morn because even 
tho~. she has 4 children to 
canhor sne still finds time to 
~p~y with us indavijuiy every 
iY. 
C!ady Susan Rottmiller, age 
I love my aunt because she 
bought me a car some blocks 
and a racing car. I love my 
aunt because she likes me 
8n~ d~she wants to take care of 
Colin Lincoln, age ? 
I love my morn because my. 
momcucks and makes cakes 
for my brother and i help to 
buys us candy. Some 
tiines we do thins's for her. 
Darren and I help. Billy and 
ch~mk, Dand loves me and 
Darren.. Dad has Darren 
morn has me. 
8tephanle Newell, Grade I
I love my mom because 
I love my room because she she is nice. 
tokes us to Mr. Mikes and the She reads me and my 
Dairy Queen. Most of all she sister a book before we go to 
tokes us to big places on 
holidays. 
BUT-- 
most of all I think my morn 
is Terrificl Happy Mothers 
Day! 
'IYacoy MeFarland, Age 9 
I love my grandma because 
she is so nice. She makes me 
cakes and cookies, but most 
of all I love my grandma 
because she loves me too. 
Happt Mothers Dayl 
Tammy Gibbs, Grade 3 
bed some times when she is 
not busy. 
Morn lets me pick flowers 
for the table. 
She let me go to Sea Land 
on holidays. 
Morn takes me for a bike 
ride and a walk. 
Morn buys new clothes. 
She goes to Gram's with 
me, my sister and dad to 
make a garden. 
Morn buys the seeds. 
Sandra Adams, 8 years old 
I love my morn because she 
doesn't yell at me. She 
makes pancakes too. 
Ronald Mac Donald, age 8 
I love my mother because 
she is nice mother I like her. 
She does a lot of stuff. I have 
to help her I do every thing 
she tell's me to. 
I love my morn because she 
supports us. 
Susans Borges, 9 years 
I love my morn because she 
buy's new cloth~. 
Paul Greseei, S years 
I love my morn because she 
supports me. 
Bartho Amsde, 8 years old 
I love my ~mom because she 
loves me. 
My morn is the nices morn 
in the world. 
And she give us gifts 
She does my Bed for me in 
the morning. 
She does the washing for 
us. 
And she tucks me in at 
night. 
I think she is the best morn 
I have. 
Gary King, 9 years old 
Paulette Jones, ~ years 
I love my Mother l;ecanse 
she cares for me. 
Joe De Melo, age 8 
I love my morn because she 
buys toys. 
. PauiDasliva, 9years 
I love my mom because she 
I have to take out the is beautiiuil She loves mel I love my room because she 
garbage and I do it when she She is not monnl She cooks gives me food. 
says She has a mind of her delicious thingsl Darren Hoffos, Grade3 
own and she is an nice Cindy Learmsuth, 6years 
mother. I have to buy old 
everything my self. 
Rod Kovita, Grade Three I love my mother because 
she cares for me. 
,lee Fuirtade, 9 years 
I love my mother because SHE LOVES ME. She does 
[she is nice to me and she favors for me like She deans I love my morn because she 
loves me because it is up myroomSometimes She cares for me and us- 
mother's day May 14, and an does not not spoil me derstands me. 
mother's day. I will be nice Sometimes She lets me go Catherine Capek, age 8 
to my morn by helping out for lunch. I am glad my 
morn is my morn because 
she loves me. Do ou like your I love my morn because she 
morn because she's your loves me and she helps me in 
morn what I have trouble on at 
Happy Mothers Dayl home. 
Scan Goheen, Grade 3 Rlta Abreu, 9 years 
around the house. 
Paul Wilkinson, Age 8 
I love my Morn because she 
let's me roast marshmallows 
and she cleans my room for 
me and she gives me/rests 
too. 
Kerry Renshaw, # ., 
I love my mom because she 
plays games. 
Risky Baerg, Grade I 
# 
I love my morn because she 
helps me with my home 
work, 
Tina Pirrotta, 8years 
I love my morn because she 
let me share the food. 
Manuel Moran, 9 years old 
I love my morn because she 
gives me money. 
Nancy Tormene, 8years 
I love my mom because she 
supports me. 
Klm Rohertson, 8 years" 
I love my mom ~anse  she 
gives Me Money. 
Tanya Schooling. age 8 
I love My Morn because she 
bay's Me toys. 
HarJit Opel, 9½ 
I love my morn because she 
cares for me. 
Gerry Thibeault, 9years 
I love my morn because she 
gives me money. 
David Tome (?) 9 years 
I love my morn because she 
loves me. 
Trina Martin, 9 years 
I love my morn because she 
is always nice to me. 
Eva Karlsson, age 9 
I love my morn because she 
tucks me in bed. 
Elizabeth Can'its, Age 9 
I love my aunt because she 
cooks real good and makes 
my lunches better. She 
makes my bed She made a 
calendar for me. 
Eric Lincoln, Age 6 
I love my mother because 
she brang me into this world, 
And she lets me stay home 
when I sick. She buys me 
clothes. And she lets me 
playout before I do my 
homework. Sometimes he 
tells me I don't need to do the 
dishes. When she yell's at 
me I know she love's me. 
Even when I'am wrong she 
correct's me. 
That is why I love my 
mother. 
Glna Bryant, 12 years old 
There are many reasons 
why I love my mother. 
When I am sick she helps 
me get well again. 
She lends me money when 
rnecd it. 
She takes me to exciting 
~aces that I have never been 
to before. 
She spends money on me 
so I can do the things I want. 
She creates delicious foods 
for us. 
She makes, sews and irons 
clothes for me. 
She is exciting and gay. 
She wakes me in the 
morning so I'm not late for 
school. 
She makes me go to bed at 
a decont time so I stay 
healthy. 
I can go to her and tell her 
my problems. 
But most of all I love her 
because she brought me into 
this world. I know she loves 
me. 
Carol L. Romanov, Grade 
5 
I love my morn because she 
helps me when I'm stuck an, 
some.thing. 
Ruth Demkeo Grade 3
I love my morn because she 
takes me to the stere and 
everytime she makes my 
lunch. 
Sylvle Guay, Grade I 
I love morn because she 
loves me. I like mom 
because she loves me. I like 
morn because she bought me 
clothes. I hope my morn has 
a Happy Mother's day. 
Regdeep Bol, age 7 
I love my room because she 
tokes care of me. Morn bakes 
good cookies. She bought me 
some good buns. I liked the 
ones with lemon in them 
best. She bought some good 
candy, Most of all I love my 
room because she loves me. 
Wendell Williams, age 7 
I love my morn because she 
go bikeriding and she lets me 
wash dishes and she lets me 
watch TV and she lets me go 
to my grandmother's. 
Tamara Webster, Grade 1 
I love morn because She 
loves me. She makes me 
good lunches, She takes me 
out for walks. She takes me 
to the park She is a good 
mom. 
Shane Beiina, age 6 
I love my room because I 
love and she buys me a 
jogging suit and I wore my 
Jogging suit to School. it is 
fun and school is fun. 
Billle-Jo Lundqulst, 7years 
old 
I love my morn because she 
buys me things like a game 
called tons. and because I 
like my morn 
Stuart Palmer, Grade I 
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4842 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G IT4 
Telephone 638.1078 
INN 
Spend Mother's Day 
with us~ We'll wine 
& dine her in a royal 
manner. 
0PEN 
4:30 p,m, Mothors Day 
636-9161 
4332 Lakelso Torraoe 
. ,  t ,  
~AGE 18, THeE HERALD, Thursday, May 11, 1978 
GEMSTONE JEWELLERY 






In Our Free Mothers Day Draw 
T IMBERLAND TRAILER PARK 
No. 11 4619 Queensway Daily 4-8 p.m. 
Sat., Sun. 9-6 p.m. 
Mothers Day 
AT 
'., ' CHAR-BR-O' ILED ST i 'AKS.  
4736 takelie 636-7917 
FEAT.. 
Char-Broiled Steak $3.39 
Including: BAKED POTATO 
CHOICE OF SALADS and 
DRESSINGS. GARLIC TOAST 
King-Size Steak Dinner $5.79 
Tenderloin Steak Dinner $5.49 
Steak & Shrimp Combo $4.99 
Jumbo Shrimp Dirmer $3.39 
I OponchOpped ;.~ef Dinner $1.79 { 
The Mikeburger $1.59 
i 
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WITH 





~ RESIDENTIAL ' ;~  . 
Custom Cabinets. Pro.Hung Doors and Bi.Fold Doors 
Kayllne Wood & Western Glass Windows 
No Job Too LargeOr Too Small 
Free Estimates- Our Office Or In Your Home 
WE'VE MOVED 
t0 
3207 Munroe 636.6465 
I love my mother because. 
She is nice and pretty. She 
helps me with my math when 
I get stuck. She gives us all 
kinds of things. She gives me 
money when I want to go to 
the store, I always do things 
she askes me to do The best I
love my mother is the way 
she is. When I ask her it she 
could play c~teh she plays 
with me. She s~ws me hew 
to catch a ball ~ith a mitt. 
Doreen Macl~;,~lan, 11 
years old 
I love my Morn for many 
reasons. Because she cooks 
good suppers and break- 
fasts, and lunch end some 
times he makes uppries to 
eat. When we go to bed she 
gives us milk so we would 
have e good dream. She 
buys me beautiful clothes 
and shoes. She does lots of 
important hings so love 
your mother Please. 
Dawna Wiley, 11 years old 
I love my mother because: 
She is nice to me, like when I
have a problem or if I am sad 
• I would go to her. She would 
talk to me about it, end later 
Iwouldfeelbetter. I love my 
Mother because she get's 
mad at me when I do 
something wrong. I love her 
because she does not spoil 
me. I love her because she 
makes good meals for our 
family. I love my Mother 
because she loves reel No 
person in this world can take 
the place of my Mother. 
Shelley Oaheen, 10 years 
old 
I Love my mother 
because: 
She prepares crumptious 
dishes. 
She cares for me. 
She lets me sleep in late. 
She buys my tough, pretty 
clothes. 
She lets me play late 
outside. " 
She feeds me four times a 
dasYhe makes me go to school 
She makes me to my 
homework. 
She helps me live my live. 
She teaches me whets 
right and wrong. 
Whe I'm She makes me 
well. 
I love her moot of ell 
because she loves me. 
• Mar l  da  silva, 11 years old 
I love my mother because 
she give me scrumptious 
meals end slot of.love and 
care. When I am ka~d she 
makes me happy. ~ I 
am hurt.she helps m~. ~She 
gives me pretty clothes. She 
gives me good made clothes. 
I love her very much, 
because she loves me. 
Linda Hoeksira, 9 years 
old 
I love my mother because 
she loves me. She makes 
delicious food. She's always 
in a good mood. She washes 
my dishes and I never have 
to eat any fishes. She buys 
me suits and never forgets 
the boots there are so many 
reasons why I love my 
mother, but the one I like 
best is that she loves me. 
Hardeep Hundail, 10 years 
old 
I love my Mother became 
She treats me very well. She 
gives me slot "of 
oxoxoxoxoxox. She helps me 
up when I get hurt. She gives 
me good food and drink. She 
likes everything I ive her. I 
gave her a recipe box and 
she said thank you very 
much. She is the spcelalest 
mother in the world. 
Jimmy D Mantel, 8 years 
old 
I love my Morn because 
she is nice to me. 
I love my morn became 
she is married and she is 
good to me and I like my 
morn. 
I love. my morn became 
she is nice to me all the time. 
I love my morn end dad x 
because theyare really nice 
to me. 
I love my morn because 
she loves me, 
I love my morn because 
she is nice. 
I love my morn became 
she is very ~ goud to me, 
I love my morn because i 
just ]eve my morn. 
I love my morn becuse she 
lots me go to my frans & one 
frans is Rlcy. 
Stucy Morgan, 9 years eld 
There are lots of ways why 
I love my mother, She 
makes  delicious foods and 
she lets me help her when 
she's in a good mood. 
Sometimes she lets me have 
friends to stay the night. 
Thats the only time Im 
allowed to watch Nightmare 
Theater. 
My mother buys me pretty 
clothes end when she's in a 
perfect mood, she buys me 
nice things. 
I know my morn loves me 
because when I am sad she 
talks to me end cheers me 
up. She helps me with my 
problems. She treats" me 
when Imsuper good. I don't 
mind ff she hollers t me. she 
is trying to teach me a 
lesson. And I love my 
mother because she brought 
me into this world. 
That's why I love my 
mother. 
Traey Cullm, I0 years old 
I love my mother beeuase 
she, is a good cook, My 
favirate dish is spoghatti and 
meat balls. And when I 
come from, out side to late, 
she doesn't get mad. Whea I
have proubles my morn 
helps me solve them. And I 
wish my morn could live fore 
ever. Everybody should 
have a morn like mine, ff not 
a mother like mine, a mother 
period. If we didn't have 
motherr's were would we he 
now.  
Gurdaua Kunar, 12 years 
I love my mother because 
she makes breakfast and my 
lunch and supper. She's nice 
end she makes good cakes 
and cookies. She makes my 
bed and she takes good care 
: of me. 
Mike I:'. Age 8 
I love my mother because... 
she love's me, she's nice to 
me every day. 
Becky Dineson, age 8 
I love my mother became 
she wakes me up when I 
sleep late and she makes my 
breakfast and lunch and 
supper. She gives me love 
end I love too. 
Patrick Zips, Age 8 
I love My Mother because 
She love Me She lets me stay 
up late and she lets Me do 
whatever I want to do with 
My Money Sometimes She 
buys some bags of chips and 
a can of pep She lets Me go 
uptown by myslef sometimes 
I fix her a cup of coffee in the 
houes he is very nice I like it 
when she lets me go swiming 
by my self that's the part I 
really like. 
Mike Anderson, Age 9 
.... ~':~:!i:~i~ 
I love my mother because 
she's my mother. I love my 
mother for being heself and 
good. To me she's one of the 
nicest mother's in the 
wourld. My mother is an~ of 
the meat special person in 
my family. When I'm sad she 
makes me feel happy. When 
I'm sick she helsp me get 
better, Thets why I love my 
mother. 
Debbie, Age 8 
I love my Mother because 
she heisp me, She shoiws me 
how to do things and she 
takes me places. Shey buys 
me lots of things. She cleans 
my bedroom and cleans my 
clothes and other things. 
Tony Hildebrand, Age 9 
I love my mother because 
she buys the clothes for me 
and she lets me buy things. 
She shows me how to do 
things. I do things for her 
because she does things for 
me.  
This was unsigned.! !  I 
I love my mother because 
she is nice and she helps me 
when I need help. She cleans 
my clothes end cleans my 
room and cleans the house. 
She makes my bed sore- 
times. I love my mother and 
she loves me. 
Darren MaeAIllster, Age 9 
I love my morn because she 
does lots of things' for me. 
She does the dishes and 
cleans my room end makes 
my bed. Washes my clothes 
and makes my dinner. 
Kirk Ollschefskl, age 9 
I love mY mother because 
she bnx~t me up and cared 
for me. I love my mother 
beeaus he cooks and whm 1 
get in trouble she held.In 
out. I love my metner 
because she loves me. 
• LISa MeLesd, Age 8 
l i ike my mother became 
She let's me go to the utore 
when I went to. She will 
come out-end play catc~ 
with era/My mother is as 
nice, 
Ronnle, Age 8 
I love my morn because she 
I love my mother because is very nice and she does a 
She is nice to me She buy's -. lot of things for m~ My Morn 
me thing's like pant suit just cooks our food and wmd2es 
for good work thant you Iav our clothes. She cleans the 
to go. 
Leone, Age8 
I love my mother because 
she buys the clothes for me 
and she lets me buy things. 
Marcy, Age 8 
i .~:  : ~ i~:• • 
I love my mother because 
She is nice. She buys me toys 
and clothes. She takes me to 
the store end buys me lots of 
candy for me. I like that. 
Sometimes she takes me to 
the lake or to my friends 
house. I have fun. I like her, 
Happy Mlatlas, Age I0 
• house and bedrooms for us 
and helps us with' problems 
that we heve. Shin always 
• aroundl 
Tars Formsn, age 9 
I love my mother because. 
she loves me. She lets me 
stay up late sometimes. We 
go to lots of shows and she 
lets us go on ~me ball 
tournaments, we go 
swimming and we to Van. 
couver end Prince George 
for our smnmer, holiday. 
Happy Mother's Day. 
Mlshele Age $ 
f 
. ,  . ,~  .. 
• 
! 
l .~e .  :morn :because. she 
good suppers .and. she 
kq~Ma::~ me strong , and 
h~' . .When lamasd, abe • 
~r lon~ up and.abe puts a.. 
l~¢i~niik or~ my. , face . . I  
wouldn'task formore in my : 
life exep~.my, morn.. I love 
her so much. 
Pamela ZeSt,riP'.an, l0 
y~Ms.l~l [,.~. ' ;  • : :..' . 
" t~ n~y ~om beeause.,; 
SI~': is ~ ',':s¢: pretty,' 
Sl~-l~as a* i~lce persohality; 
S~ ~'ts'ntce't0 :all four of us, '  
In the summer abe- 
sometimes-; / , ..... :" " 
Takes us camping on 
weqkends, 
M'~f M the times when she- 
~hmf f~he Just nya  don't 
Se'.l~lq~es khe~|kes US for 
.rfd~ kr0ubd-: '  : : :  ~ 
~"~ a/Id; 'intO:. Tl~Onhill: 
wb~r~ ihy ~0usins'!llve, .' 
I~'.~41 my moni trad.ed in: 
my old bike. for ::a ~' 
Practlely new~onb she bad to 
bye It though 
For a couple dollars more 
at~l":' she ~ payed: it, 
I~  yea~.sheto0k us.all for a 
dad were planing:and 1 ' 
tffatpincbWaS ; ; " 
ViJme~Lahd we get:  a 
_i~._.1~- ' ,' spot. ,~ with  
k'~I~b.J am'one from us with 
t am so Ipad t-usVe:a mother 
likeher ' . . . .  "•  
Because she's just plain 
GREAT." 
l,inds Haines, 10 years old 
I ~ my morn because... 
My mom is a very nice 
person to be with. SHe un- 
derstands our problems, 
helps us when we're in 
trouble', teaches us new 
things, helps us to un- 
der.tend life, protects us 
when we need prutecting, 
f~,.~k us, and forgives us." 
She really is a lot for j~st one 
person. 
Rosemarie Esvermmm. 13. 
years old 
I love my mother because, I love my morn because: I love my morn because ~e I love my morn becuse abe I love my morn because abe 
morea re very hdpfull and 1. She balpe me whoa I am in loves me, She's a very good m~kes my bed, she lets my is sweet and kind. She is not 
u/~deretanding. There trouble. , cook as you can see. I love dog in the house, and like any other mother, you 
pouring out love just for you, 2. She bakes, cakes for us. her became abe's weet and wherever she goes abe lets may not like her but.I love 
mymom:dees it all the time 3. shekls~s mag.sod.n, ight. kind, She helps me a lot me go with her. Therewesa her very mucl# 
touskide, she dnes it to me, ½, Shemakoumymm 'cause she's got a good mind. soccer game at the High Randy ArykuUak, ]0 years 
my sister and my two I Love My Morn. At night she always tucks School and she let me go. A old 
brothers. Troy Bold, 10 years old me in, She never lies She last year Iplayed soccer and . .  . ~. baseball and my team won z Jove my morn Decuse she 
• She. k..e~sps the h .o~e... de~. I love my morn because abe never sins. I love my morn all the oames S~ keens m,~ buysour clothes. She is nice 
.aria m up. top co..n.~.uon, ~ lovesme, Mymomlsnieato " hecusseshe loves me. . , , , ,~.°~a,, '~,wo m~h~ 'and we love her, Shebuysus 
anowmouleretelu~elrson me~dsheenohaanddeaus MuryGunky, 10yearsetd ~'l~e-'She'~e~s"m-v'"cl'o'tli'~ school books and pencels abe 
or daughter to take out the for us Whoa I'm rick abe llove my morn because shes ~lean'evervd~v I love my gives us .allounco when we 
garbage, do the dishes, inknsearoofme My morn nieetome. And becawe abe morn so muci,.*" " needitorwantit. Shecookes 
vaoume, dean your room, lete~axeenokl~ornskss, trestsmenice. Also because ~dword Abreu 10 ,,ears good meal and cookies' 
make your bed etc. But ,hats I love my morn because I she never gives me ^,~" " : ' ~ cakes, cupcakes. She helps 
all :love. I woud'nt know will always know she loves spsnkings. .~:" . . me when I am In trouble or 
what I would dowithout my me to " mother, I Justcould'nt lio on Bov MLt, 10 years old . KIm Cowburn, 10 years old ~ ave my morn oecause age when I oct mad at somone • always does my laundry, abe Mo,,,°,~ n,a,~ . . . .  " 
iM~:~htersm y you clothes I love my mombecause abe I love my morn became coclm all my meals, buys me. ,  "0 . . . . . . . . .  .~ 
w o~ I. I got what I want new clothes, shoes, avd "I lov'm'* m"m because she 
-'~ . . . . .  " for -our btrt is nice and she is a good 2. She's a good cook every thing we need. for ~, ,, - 7 ,, 
a . . . . .  k.~.,., . .  ~r  sore- oook. I love her because abe 3. She makes good apple pie s,nrts She ba~,s us ~,,~,o is a lovey lady and she love 
eis i~vm " .  '"-- 'a'  ~"  - - , "  4. She bakes good bread . that we nee, to helpud in our me and mwy s2t~"  a~d my other special go.salon, sh . . . . . . .  ,~., . . . . . .  
, , ln,,av,,, that she cares a memnp,  anemxeacareu~ 6. Shelovesme grades, ln all of our subjeets. ~,, . -~: .  -~.~-- -  ~s  ~ 
,v---- 0 es  " m~nt d~,~t ~bnut you meandbuysmenewcl th . . Wayne IJtt, 10 years old She buys our school supplies " .~: '~ .~."~.~' . '~- ' ,~ .  
~r,.,~ .. . .  ,,a,,omtstekn Sbu helps me dean my room we need for school. Shebuya " : '~? . - " "  . . . . . . . .  . '"Y 
n,a ohm m~nka vat or aires and makes my bed and abe I love my mother because the thinn we need f. . . .  car. when we come sack 
vn , ,  tan~ t~tle nhnut what helps the family too. She abe's good, She keens - -  -I . . . . .  from vancouver B.C. And I 
healt~ aq the time go to school at Aiyansh .~,=.,.--- . o =,~,,~-~,~ -' "~'U always makes cookies and She brightens up the neigh- ,. ,,,v ~©m, .,~, 
" . . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  " "  .... dcl'~e Johnson, 11 years el tnU.m,~tl.ndn|l'nn'nln n  d ]fl(~K~l c,u,~. • .,uo.w,uvo horhood, ormle ~qulres, 1~ years 
' 1 s ,~,mu, ,  . . . . . . . . . . .  , Shehelpsmeoutwhonl'min ol E 7 I guarantee you won t. _ . _  
Maybe even your morn "~_"'. . . . . . . . . .  trouble 
goes • out and plays bad- vans ,.m~e, ~o year~ om Even if the trouble's double. I love my morn because she " I love my morn and dad 
minton.or tennis or some I love my morn because abe She cheers me up when I am always dose. my laundry and because They are only ones 
other aportyou'd like to play. care~ for me and I care for sad _ makes a good meal. Ilove we have She does our 
Because she wants,you in her. She oooks good meals And sometimes he does my mother because she is laundry She makes good 
good shape.,  and washes my- clothes. I make me mad. always there when I need meals and she lets us go 
Mothers might ell you to love my morn because abe • All the food she makes is help. When I get in trouble camping fishing sometimes 
cat everything on your plate gives me money when I need good to eat, she is always there t~ talk to she lets us slepp by my 
when you have supper, sheis it. She helps me when I'm in Her cakes are so delinous me.She helps me with my friend for a day or two When 
telling you that she wants a bad spot. Whoa I have and sweet, homework and really takes we bring home homework 
you ~ow up being strong homework she makes ure I I love my mother because goodeareofaliofusandthat home she helps us with are 
and healthy boy or girl 
I wrote this letter became 
I always wanted to expresa 
my feelings toward my 
mother, I hope you will Ms. 
Kathy Spurkes, 13 years 
old 
I love my morn because she 
lets us go across, and she 
gives us around 5or 6 dollars 
when we go across. We go to 
the Diary Queen and I 
bought a banana split and a 
bumbnger and a cola-cola. 
then I fought fuel and some 
• matches. And m~n buys tm 
some clothes. 
. Tony Wilson, 11 years o/d .. .~...• . 
I Love my morn beeaWe abe i Love my morn because 
cares and loves me. ~'.' . , J :~ l~ ccoks for me, 
_.Sandrs Behake, U i.~/,~/~i:She buys c loth,  and other 
m ~:" '. ' .~ '  *things for me, . 
I love my morn beam/abe. ,  ~eb~s ~tand other stuff 
is nice. and she ~: ihe . : J~se  . ma, 
homework and n~:  ~p~." ~she deans up when I make a 
per. and abe make ~vtr l~ .  mess, ~ '~; . . 
She dean owe" roo~n' f~ us She buys pi~ ana mar.es 
pies, 
But most of all l~love my She buya Paints from stores 
mo~n because abe.lo~,,e me 
Kuren king, II years old so we can colour artox 
PICTURES. 
"I love my morn because" I love my mother became 
She is very special ~to me. she is kind and sweet She is 
She cocks my food, ~d d . the best. 
"^ much for me n?~'  ~.~'Paula Coates, ,oyemm old 
.N  , , • , ~;i,~.~:~,;. :. , .~ . , . . .~ :  . .  
tutt ~h~ ksOW8 ~ m3 mum ~m~. ,m~.  ~.' ~ ~u~t  me r ~ '~ "~est~!and ~ 
~,  o,k,,, a~1 cookim - me places, s ave my morn 
. . . . .  - '  "' became she buy me good • She is always there when I
need her, which means so clothes *-d she buys me 
much to me. Happy good shoes and ,hats why I 
Mother's Day 0Mcm, and I love my morn 
Annette Smith, 11 years 
o ld  ~ 
I love my morn because she 
is wonderful, I love my umm 
because she makes me 
happy, I .love my mare 
because she look'a alter me 
when I am sick, I love my 
morn becawe. she makes 
wonderfulmesl'sand treats, 
I love my m0m because she 
hugs me and squeezes me, I' 
love my morn because she is 
my mom. 
Joy Wood 
I love my morn because she 
ls klnd and also a good oook. 
She gives me nmney and 
helps me with my homework 
when I'm having troubles. 
She lets me play for a a 
while, and lets .me stay till 
about 10:30 or 11:00 p.m. and 
also gives me ssod meals. 
Lets me watch T.V. and 
listen to records or tapes. 
Also because she buys me 
somethings I want, she 
me candy, choeolate.a, 
clothes, toys and many other 
things. When I'm ill she. 
gimvkes me eongh drops and 
es me better.. She also 
makes good apple sauce. 
That is why I love my 
mother. 
Grace Corret~," 11 years 
old 
I love my mother because 
she is a wonderful mother. 
She is good cook and a good 
housewife, She is nice and 
sometimes mean but I awl 
love my mother no matter 
wbuL~ 
Z~sida Lopes, 11 years" 
old 
b 
to me. I also love my morn I love m ~' morn because abe ' 
becauseshe buys me clothes makes .~e happy, She. 
and toys etc. llovemymom alwa,~ keel,'my dimlor or 
became she ~ pi~ m?d. . , ' i .S~r 'W~if '~'a~ hito, A -. 
all sorts of • eL tJove': . . . . . .  . go0di...--L, .:,~ ::love my morn because abe 
my mom4~cause m  m mnu.~.., buys" n~e' treats. I lo~e my 
That ls~vhy I love niy morn,.. •ni~m because she shares her 
Tracey Rogslsky, 10 years ~ '/luippin~|s with me. That is 
old ..... why I love my morn. 
Balvlnder" Permar, 11 
years old 
I Love My Mom"Beeanse 
.Of the things she does for 
me. 
When I'm ill 
She'll pay the BW 
With out a fuss 
She'll dean the dust 
My morn will cook and sew 
for me to know 
That she'll always love me so 
,hats why I love her So .... 
Dana Vlvelr~ 10 years 
old 
hope you have many more 
and always remember Morn, 
I will never stop loving yo~ 
EIIssheth Connefl, 10 years 
ski 
I love my Morn Eeeanse abe 
loves me. My Morn Is nine to 
me. She takes care of me 
when I ~m sick. She gets 
after su~ when I am bad. My 
Morn takns walks with me. 
This Is all I have to say. 
9abrius Younker, 11 years 
dd 
"I love my Mom 
because.,." 
I love my morn because 
she is a terrific person. 
I love my morn because 
she tries hard to do good 
deeds for ethers. 
I love my morn because 
she punishes me ealy when 1 
need to be punished. 
She makes me feel well 
wban abe gives me a kiss and 
wow I feel greal. And when I
fallShe always comes out to 
pick me up and bandage me 
up.  
My man k #ways there to 
help cheer me up, 
I loVe my rnom because 
she makes me only what I 
need to wear. 
But best of all I love her 
because she levee me hack. 
Jlids Abrsu, 12 years old 
I love my morn because she 
is sweet. She cooks my 
supper. I also love my morn 
because she is tm- 
deretandable. I love my 
man became she helps me 
do my homework. I love my 
morn because she is so nlco 
I love my morn because she 
ls oweet like sugar. She lets 
me have .money to go 
sw in~ 'and go to tl~. 
show. She paid V~) for me to 
take fli~re skating lessons. 
My morn will buy me 
anything that she can aferd. 
If I didn't have a morn I 
weuldn't be as happy an I am 
now. My morn helps mewith 
my homework. I love my 
morn for she loves me. 
Bonnie Byard, 11 years. 
old. 
dolt, ~Aenen I get hurt or sick 
she takes care of me. That 
why I love my morn. 
• Rhonda Davis, 11 yem~_ 01d 
she's kind. 
That's why I love her all the 
thne. 
• Debble Mitchell, 
in dudes my little dog onmef 
Candy. That's why I love my 
• mom 
Liza MeKay, 11 years old 
work When my morn and dad 
got to town they buy us 
clothes and shoes ports tuff 
Spaey Gomell, 12 years old 
" GORDON & ANDERSON LTD. 
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Tea CUp and Saucer 
Plate 16cm Actual 6" 
18cm Actual 7" 
21cm Actual 8" 
26cm Actual 10" . 
Fruit Nappie 
Cereal 
Rim.Soup 21cm Actual 8" 
Cream Soup and Stand 
Open Oval Baker 
r 
Fruit Bowl Rnd 
Gravy Boat and Stand 
Meat Dish 33cm Actual 13" 
Meat Dish 39cm Actual 15" 
Covered Vegetable Dish 
• Crea m, Large Size 
Open Sugar, Large Size 
Sugar and Cream, Small Size 
Teapot 24's (Large) 
- Teapot Stand 
Coffee Pot 24's (Large) 
Cake Plate, Small 
Regal Tray, Small 
Sandwich Tray ,:.,~I 
Twin Tray i~/ 
Sweets ( Asst'd ) ~,"" 
Salt and Pepper (Pair) 
Covered Butter Round 
comport 
Marmalade Covered 
Hostess Set, Oval 
Jug (1/2 Litre) 
Egg Cup 
Mug • ~'~ 
3-Tier Cake (26, 21, 16cm)|~ ~/. 
2-Tier Cake (21, 16cm) 
' ;  I t  
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I love morn because.., she 
and my dad are the only ones 
I got in the world. My morn 
is a good morn shes a nurse 
down at the medical clinic. 
She cooks for us and it's good 
to. She washes our clothes 
for us and she plays games 
with us. My room is a 
wonderful. Sheasks my dad, 
when his going flabJgn and i 
ask to go to so we go fishing 
our boat was down surrey- 
side. When we get back with 
fish my morn and my granny 
hang them up or sun dry 
them. It s wonderful to have 
a mother. Even though 
people don't someday they 
might get another morn. 
YOPll I love my morn 
aliright. And vne not gonna 
stop Ioveing her. 
Brad Tklt, 12 years old 
I love my morn because she 
helps me with my 
homework• She makes 
extremely good meals, and 
she make my room for me. 
She cares for all of us. When 
I need help she is always 
behind me. She always does 
my laundry for me. She 
never makes a meal to late. 
She works hard for our house 
that we are going to build. 
She keeps my meals warm 
when I come home late 
practice. I love my mother 
and father and they love me 
that's what they're for. I 
think she's the most truthful 
person in this ~orld~ 
, Benny Haizlnssgore, II 
years old 
I love my morn because she 
washes the laundry for the 
family and cooks meals. 
Sometimes he deans .up 
after me when I am in a 
hurry to get out of the house. 
My mother needs me and I 
need my mother. Where or 
what would happento me if I* 
didn't have my mother? 
That's why I love my 
mother. 
Reggle Rolfuson, 11 years 
old 
I love my morn because she 
helpsme in everything. My  
morn keeps me clean and 
healthy,* She keeps my 
meals warm for me 
whenever I am late. I love 
my mother and she's the best 
one in the WORI, DI I I I I  
Laurie Rltter. 11 years old 
I love my morn because abe 
washes our clothes. Buyes 
us the things we need for 
school. She keeps the house 
dean. Sh9 washes the floor. 
Cooks for us. She takes care 
of us. She makes ure we go 
to school. And sometimes 
she gives us money. 
Elmer Harris, 10 years old 
I love my morn because... 
she loves me too and abe 
helps me when I am sick and 
she cooks good meals and 
she helps me with my home 
work and she helples me 
wash dishes and she talks to 
me when I am in trouble. 
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I love my morn because she 
is strict when she has to be, 
she helps me with my 
problems. She helps me 
when I am mad. Last year 
my ~log died and she helped 
me through it, She also 
cleans up after me. She 
cares for me and I care for 
her. I love my morn mainly 
because she is herself! 
Russ-ella Crassley, It 
years old 
[ love my morn because...she 
isfuntobewith. She is nice. 
Sometimes she plays games 
with me. She cooks good 
Hungarian food. I like her 
because she pays me 
allowance. She cleans my 
clothes and the house. 
Sometimes she bakes good 
cakes, and cookies. Because 
she is an art t~cher she 
shows me how to do different 
things. When we have 
nothing to do she takes us out 
to est. She helps me with my 
homework. It was nice of 
her to save money for bur 
summer holidays. 
Andy Caplette, 11 years old 
I love my morn because she 
helped me do dishes when 
it's my day. She washed my 
clothes,, and she cooks the 
meals. She looks after me 
• when I am hurt. She talks to 
me when I am very angry. 
Sometimes he helps me 
wash my hair. She makes 
sure nobody fighte in the 
house. So nobody gets hurt. 
Kara Hobaek, 11 years old 
I love my morn because she 
loves me and she helps me 
when I am bad. She is the 
one that helped me glow. 
She cooks my food at Break- 
fast and lunch and supper. 
She washes my clothes, she 
helps me when I have 
homework andshe cares for 
me and I care for her, too. 
She give me money when I 
need it. She helps me when I
am sick and I help her. 
Janice MeMlltan, 12 years. 
old 
I love my morn because she 
treats me well She buys me 
things that do not smell. She 
lets me join sports. That  
keep me out of trouble So I 
can keep lovable. 
Robert Urbanowski, 11 
• years, old 
I love my morn because she 
loves me all so sweet, I love 
her for she b'ous my cloths 
and washes the dishes. And 
at night ime I say good night 
morn and she tucks me in so 
when she loves me lmlove 
her back. 
Barbra 'MeCarron, 12 
years old 
I love my mother because 
She makes my supper. She 
buys me things and treats 
me nleely. I think my morn 
is a super morn Because she 
does everthingwhile I am at 
school. She helps me when I
am in troble.I love my morn. 
David Brrome, 11 years 
old 
I love my mother because 
she buys my cad,hey, makes 
my supper and helps me with 
my work. 
When I was bitten by a 
dog, and my mother helped 
me again. 
In the summer my mother 
buys us a lot of things. 
My mother bought me a 
bike. I do not know what I 
will do with out my mchtor. 
Philippe Cam, 11 years old 
I love my mother 
beoause:My mother 
awlways does nice things for 
me when I AM SIC. 
She takes me to,own and 
lets me buy some things and" 
lock around. 
She ~kee me and  our 
canoes to the lake. 
My morn pays for me to go 
on trips. 
She takes me to the car- 
nival and the Circus. 
We go fdr walks together 
and rides on our horses and 
bikes. 
She bakes cakes and she 
helps we work. 
We go canoeing together. 
She takes me to baseball 
pracice, and hockey practice 
early in the morning, and to 
soccer games. 
She lets me have friends 
over to stay overnight. 
She drives me to school in 
the morning, thats why I love 
my mom. 
Scan Brady, 10 years old 
I love my mother because 
she helps me when lm sick. 
She feels my head and askea 
me if I am OK, 
She feeds me when I am 
hungry. She gives me the 
best of food. 
She tells me I did wrong 
when I am bad. When I am 
super bad'she gives me a 
spanking. 
Ross Bird, 10 years old 
I love my mother beacuse 
she helps me with my 
homework when I am stuck, 
I love her also beacuse she 
can make meis into 
miracles, I love my mother 
meet of all beacuse she 
I love my mother because 
she is nice and when I am 
sick she feels my head and 
asks me ff I feel well enough 
to eat something. 
I love my mother because 
when itis time to go to school 
she wakes me up. 
I love my mother because 
she gives me spanktngs and 
that means he loves me. 
I love my mother because 
she maks supper and my 
lunch. I love my mother 
because she is my mother. 
Robin Jean, 11 years old 
I love my mother because 
when I broke my arm she 
brought me to; the hospital. 
She buys me stuff wh~ lm 
sick. 
I love my mother because 
she bought me a rabbit she 
bought me a motercycle and 
she bought me a ski-doe. 
I love my mother because 
she makes me my breadfast 
and lunch, supper. 
I love my mother because 
when I fell off the house she 
brought me to the hospital 
from Nass Camp. 
Marie DesJardins, 11 years 
old 
I love my morn because she 
loves me when I am down 
She cared for me when I was 
small. When I get hurt she 
GIVES ME HER CARE 
I love my morn bocaasa 
she is generous. When my 
morn goes in the h~pital I
feel alone and scared but 
when she comes out I feel so 
great and so happy. ,, 
I love my morn because 
she gives my her attention 
when I have homework and 
she is so nice. 
I love my morn because 
she has patience whn I so 
mad at my sisters he calms 
me down so gently. 
I love my mom most of all 
because she loves me and I 
love her. 
Sandra Lyn Hoedel, l i  
years old 
I love my mother because 
she is very nice. I love her 
because she cooks, clesn~ 
the house for all of us. She 
gives us spankings when we 
need them that is when I'm 
bad. 
She brings us to sprots 
before and alter school she 
takes us to sports on the 
weekend to. 
Sometimes when when she 
feels good she will take us for 
luch swimming and give us 
. candy. 
I love my mohter because 
she buys me new cloths when 
we don't anything, that is 
why I love my mother. 
Valet, J Bshr, 11 year's old 
I love my mother because 
she is kind and full of 
laughter. I like talking with 
my mother sometimes. 
When I was small she took 
good care of me.Sbe fed me 
and changed me everytime 
when I was small little girl, 
and I alwaYs remember the 
time she did. 
I love my mother more 
than anything in this whole 
world. But I love my dad too. 
She cooks for our amily and 
makes our favorite supper 
and dessert for us. 
I love my mother and she 
loves me. When my mother 
si worried I t~'y to cheer her 
up by makingsomething for 
her. I give her coffee and she 
likes it, but if i give her 
something to eat she doesn't 
want ,tat all. Then when she 
is worried I give her coffee to 
her when she is .worried. 
When I 'm in a good mood I
make my mother happy, I 
make breadfast for my 
mother. I feel so happy to 
give her something on 
mothers day. I clean up the 
every day for her, I do the 
dishes and. fix around the 
house everyday. 
My mother lakes us out to 
supper in a retrunt in town 
and we have a big super to 
eat for the family and I feel 
happy to have a mother like 
that on mothers day and I do 
love her i;n this whole wide 
world like god too and dad. 
Francis Wright, 11 years 
old 
I love my mother, because 
cooks verry good suppers. I
love my mother because she 
helps me with my homework 
sometimes ' I  love her 
because she is dice like Miss 
Bernabe. I love my mother 
because when I need a 
spanking she gives it to n~e. 
And I love my" mother 
because she talks to me 
about good behauvour. 
I love my mother because 
she doesn't go to town or 
work in" the garden, when I 
am sick, but she stays with 
me. 
Butl love my mother 
because I just do. 
Alexander Klukas, 11 
years old 
I love my mom because she 
takes me skating and to 
swimming lessons. Also 
became she takes care of me 
when I get sick. Most of all I 
brought me into this world, love my morn, beeaus~e she 
Sheila Greening, lZ years loves me, 
old Share Zlegler, age 6 
I love my room because: 
She's always there to help, 
and always one to talk to. 
She's full of love and she 
always o 
has some to spare i f  you're 
down 
She's always cheerful and 
she always 
has lots of patience ven on 
rainy days. 
She's rarely in a bad mood 
often in a good mood. 
She's a very special morn 
that no on else could have but 
me, 
Cindy Koopmans, 11 years 
old 
I love my morn because she 
helps me with my homework 
She cooks my supper and 
makes my lunch before 
school 
She drives me to places 
when she doesn't want to get 
up. 
She lets me buy thing with 
her money. She bought me a 
3 speed bike when it wasn't a
special occanion~ She paid 
for my film to get developed. 
She lets my friends come 
over and play with me. 
She took me to the hospital 
when I stepped on a piece of 
glass. 
I love my morn very much 
and I always will. 
Kelly Morrlson, I0 years 
old 
I love my mother because 
she takes me to all kinds of 
fun things. She takes me to 
softball and all other fun 
things. 
When I get hurt or burnt 
she takes good care of me. 
When I get sick she brings 
me colouring books, 
cressword puzzles, puzzles 
and all kinds of other things. 
When I'm a bad girl my 
mom gives me a spanking 
and I feel like running away. 
Butafter awhile I realize I
deserved it. 
I LOVE my mora l  You 
should lo~,e yours to01 
Tanya Kutenics, i0 years 
old 
I love my morn because she 
takes me to the doctor when I
am sick.• I love her b~eause 
she sends me to school. She 
makes my clothes and my 
supper, and she sometimes 
lets me cook.. I sometimes 
rake the lawn. I love my 
morn because she worries if I 
am late, or if I get lost. 
I love my morn because 
she loves me. My morn takes 
me places and we go for 
walks. 
Sometimes we have long 
talks together. She 
sometimes makes my 
favorite lunch I love 
mymmother very much. 
Marnie Schafhauser, 10 
years old 
I love my mother because 
she gives me stuff and she 
helps me. She washes my 
clothes and makes my 
.supper.' 
And when I had to go to 
gymnatics in the morning a
5:00 she waits for the bus to 
come with me. 
She comes wimming with 
me sometimes we always 
have lots of fun. She drives 
me to school and picks me 
up. 
When it is snowing and its 
.cold I come home and she 
.tell me to keep warm. 
That Why I love my 
Mother. 
Kim Yovanovich, lO years 
I love my mother because 
she understands my needs 
and loves me. But also I 
understand her needs which 
makes things easier. Of 
course she'll always punish 
me for my wrong doings, but 
that is normal. I love my 
mother also because if there 
is something I want o do she 
will toll me ifI should do it or 
not and she is must always 
right. 
Robert Holland, 1i years 
Dear Mother, I love you 
because you kiss me all the 
time. With love, 
Julia Santos. Grade 1 
Dear Mother, I love you 
because you give me cookies 
and you kiss me at bedtime 
and you give ~ me 25 cents on 
Saturday. 
with love 
Trevor Fredriekson, Grade I
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I love my mother because 
she boy's me ,things and 
especially she doesn't let me 
do bad things. I love her 
because she loves me, If my 
mother didn't give me a 
spanking. I would think she 
didn't like me anymore but 
she still gives me a 
spankings. Even, thoughmy 
mother gives me spank, rigs 
she still is very, very nice. 
Kelly Pell~ier,10 years old 
I love my mother because 
she gets upset when I am late 
coming home at night. She 
cheers meup when I am sad. 
she helps me when I am 
hurt. she is kind to me when 
I am mad. she gives me 
money when I need it for 
school things, she gives me 
spankings when I need them. 
cooks me my meals, she 
buys me mysboes and 
clothes, she washes my 
cloths for m. But mess of all 
I love my mother because 
she is my mother and I like 
my teacher because she 
somethings does not give us 
home work on Friday 
Vieky Compton, 11 years 
old 
Thankyou for  the in- 
vitation of writing in your 
newspaper. We are all 
thankful. If it wasn't for my 
mom I wouldn't he here to 
write and thankyou. My 
morn is a very nice person. 
She let me get a horse. She is 
going to pitch in on the 
money and share my horse 
with me. I love my morn 
because she helps me when 
I'm hurt or in trouble and she 
is also very kind. I also love 
my morn because she's my 
room and nobody else's. ' 
Tanya J. McCulloch, 10 
years old 
I love my mum because 
she bought me a P~PW. I 
named him Sandy. He is a 
very friendly dog and very 
playful. He sleeps with me 
every night. My mum got 
him from my Aunties and 
Unele's dog Tiny but now 
Tiny is spaded.. She won't 
have any more bobbies. 
Sherrl Dlllabough, 9years 
I love my mother for many 
reasons. 
One of the reasons I love 
my mother i s  because she. 
prepares delicious food like 
chicken wings, roast nesf 
and spaghetti. 
I love her because she 
loves me and that makes me 
feel good all over, 
I love my mother for many 
reasons, but mostly because 
she takes care of me when 
I'm sick. 
Another eason I love my 
mother is because she lets 
me get up really early every 
morning. .  
Robert Green, 11 years o!d 
I love my mother because: 
She barbecues , 
magnificent steaks, She 
bakes delicious cakes, She 
hastes juicy hams. 
. She lets me sleep in 
sometimes, She gets me up 
early when I want to. She 
doesn't get made when we 
get tlpat6:30am an Saturday 
morning, She makes my bed 
sometimes. 
She lets me havre pet fish, 
She lets me have baseball 
hate and halts. She lets me 
play baseball and hockey. 
But most of all she loves me. 
lan Bergsma, I0 years old 
I love my mother for many 
reasons, all of them are not 
here. 
I love my mother because: 
she helps me with my 
problems, she taught me 
how.~ read, write and spell. 
116~,e my mother because: 
she bakes and cooks 
delicious dishes, she cares 
for me all of the time. 
I love my mother because: 
she teachers me right from 
wrong, she buys me all the 
clothes and things I need. 
Lorraine Lang, 10 years 
old 
P.S. I LOVE MY MOTHER 
MOSTLY BECAUSE SHE 
LOVES .ME I. 
Dear  Mother, t love you 
because you tuck me in bed 
and I like that. You buy 
cookies and you feed me and 
give me dessert and it tastes 
good. With love, 
Tina Sanders. Grade I 
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There aremany reasons why I love my mother because 
I love my mother, and here she is beautiful and helps me 
are a few of them. with my work. She lets me 
I love my mother because: sleep late (sometimes). She 
She prepares good and takes very good care of me 
delicious food. She lets me when I am sick. My morn 
have snacks. She helps me makes just scrumptious 
with my paper route. She dinners every night (when 
gives me good advice. She shes here) When my morn 
helps me when I have comes back from work 
problems, and she cares for (Prince Rupert) every week. 
She brings clothes for us and 
me in every way. 
Bruce Hallsor, 10years ols some tea cups (for her•  
guests). She has six children 
I love my mother because: and one son.in-law and she 
doesn't complain. I love my 
She cooks delicious food. morn and she loves, me. 
She helps me when I have Kuibinder Saran, 10 years 
problems, old :, 
She cares for me when I'm ' ~' 
sick. I love my mother because: 
She buy me lots of things, she's nice to me and makes 
But I love her most of all me good meals. She gives 
because she is just herself, me money when I need it and 
Ronnie Cameron, 10 years buys me clothes and ~;ashes 
old my clothes. • 
' Herman Cote, Grade 5 
I love my mother because: 
She bakes delicious dishes l love my mother because 
such as fish .and chips, she cares about my 
pancakes, chili, and an-edgecatton. She perpares 
chaladas, hearty, wholsome meals for 
She cares for me. She tells me. When I'm ill she's usully 
me what isright. She brings, there. She helps me get rid 
me foodwhen I am sick, and of my proplems. She cares • 
brings the television i to my about me doing well in 
room so I can watch, sports. I love her became 
When I can't say sorry to she tries not to spoil me. She 
someone my mother calls buys me new clothes and 
the person up and tells the supplieswhen I eed them. ! 
person I am sorry, love her most of all because 
She ,gives me cough she brought me into this 
medicine when I have a cold. world. 
She patches my clothes Roger Sullivan, 11 years 
and makes me suite, pants, I love my morn because 
vests, shirts, and overalls, she helps me when I am sick. 
Martin Bahr, Grade 5 She cooks my meals, buy's 
my clothes, waches my 
Dear Mother, I' love you clothes, she lets me ply 
because at night you tuck me outside. My mother is a 
in bed. With love nurse. I hope they have this 
Tammy Men,our contest for Father's Day. 
Grade I Alison Adams, 10 years old 
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